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Prof. lamas Paufay
To enable acceptable seismic displacement demands imposed by earthquakes to be estimated, the displacement capacity of a
structure needs to be known This is controlled by selected pel.formance criteria. It is postulated that the assignment offi'actions
olthe required seismic strength to components of the system may be arbitrmy. This enables the displacement capacitv ola svstem
to be evaluated without the lmml'ledge of its strength. A redefinition of some traditionalZv used structural propel:tie~, sl;ch as
stiffness, is a prerequisite ofapplications. The study ofa reinforced concrete mixedfj'amewall system illustrates rationale, acceptable extents of approximations and extreme simplicity of application.
Keywords: suan (LNa LU re.

stiffneSS

1. INTRODUCTION

of providing only seismic strength, the importance of realistic
predictions of displacement capacities of structural systems,
associated with specific perfolTl1ance criteria, is being recognized.
To aid simplifications, without which the adoption of new
concepts in seismic design cannot be expected, deliberate approximations need to be made. These are considered to be
compatible with the inevitable crudeness of the prediction of
magnitudes of earthquake-induced displacement demands.
Certain redefinitions of structural properties, for example
the relationship between strength and stiffness, may be viewed
by some readers as being controversial.

Earthquake shaking imposed on buildings represents perhaps
the greatest challenge that a structural designer may need to
face. In many countries seismic structural design criteria override all others that relate to reinforced concrete building systems. Limit state design procedures which consider structures
subjected to gravity loads, wind forces and environmental effects, address hypothetical failure states. However, in regions
of significant seismicity the attainment of displacements close
to those of a failure state, is almost a certainty. In this scenario
safety relies on a small probability of the OCCUlTence of a major earthquake that could create conditions cOlTesponding to
an ultimate limit state during the probable time span for the
use of the structure.
In contrast to requirements to be satisfied in regions of no
or small seismicity, seismic structural design needs generally
to address inelastic dynamic response, significant repeated
displacement reversals, inevitable stiffness and possible
strength degradations. The detailing of the reinforcement in
potential plastic regions of the structure is, therefore, of overriding importance. This review attempts to highlight some findings derived from relevant theoretical and experimental research conducted particularly in New Zealand over the last
three decades.
Traditional tec1miques; adopted in early seismic code provisions, attempted to provide adequate strength, in tenns of lateral force resistance, largely based on the dynamic response of
elastic systems. It was recognized that for rare seismic events
lateral design forces can be significantly reduced if proper allowance is made for hysteretic damping. Some associated damage is, however, inevitable. This presented a major challenge to
researchers to identify the sources of large defolTl1ation capacities in a composite structure compI1sing essentially brittle concrete and adequately ductile steel. An astute choice of a
kinematic ally admissible plastic mechanism needs to be made.
To ensure that only the suitably chosen mechanism can be mobilized dUI1ng a large earthquake, a hierarchy in the relative
strengths of components is also required. These concepts are
embodied in the philosophy of "capacity design" (Park and
Paulay, 1975. Paulay and Priestley, 1992).
More recently emphasis in seismic design strategies was
placed on satisfying identifiable perfomlance criteria. Instead

2. A DISPLACEMENT FOCUSED
SEISMIC DESIGN APPROACH

2. 1 Terminology used
In this study of earthquake-induced displacements of buildings, reference are made to the structural system.
A structural system comprises lateral force-resisting elements, generally alTanged in orthogonal directions. Typical
elements are bents of ductile frames or interconnected walls
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in the same plane. Due to torsional effects, elements of the
system may be subjected to different displacements.
A lateral force-resisting element may comprise several components. The components will, however. be subjected to identical lateral displacements. Typical components are beams,
columns, beam-column subassemblages or individual walls.
Fig. 1 illustrates typical elements and components of an
example structural system. In the technicalliterahlre the tem1S
component and element are often used to describe the same
part of the system. Distinct differentiation between components and elements are made in this study.

2.2 Displacement limitations

Priestley, 1992) values of flexural rigidity, E/e, where Ee is
the modulus of elasticity of the concrete and le is the second
moment of effective sectional area of the cracked component.
In seismic design it may be assumed that extensive cracking
\vill occur over the full length of components.
Fig. 2 shows flexural strengthcurvature relationships for a
typical structural wall section. With some experience the neutral axis depth associated with the development of steel yield
strain at the extreme tension fiber can be readily estimated. As
stated. for purposes of seismic design. a high degree of precision in the estimation of component properties is not warranted. However. ifnecessary, this estimate can be subsequently
verified once details of the flexural reinforcement provided
are known. For a given steel tensile vield strain, 2. and the
location of the ne~tral axis depth,
the curvat~re at the
onset of yielding is established as rp, = E, /( .;DJ, where D" is
the overall depth of the section. When details of the reinforcement are known. the associated yield moment l\:J., may
also be evaluated. The need for this will. however, s~ldom
arise. The designer will primarily address the nominal (ultimate) flexural strength, i'vIn , at a section, as constructed, when
strength requirements for the components are known.
For seismic design purposes the bilinear simulation on the
nonlinear moment-curvature relationship, as shown in Fig. 2.b.
is convenient and adequate. With linear extrapolation this leads
to the definition of the nominal yield curvature

iD".

Following cUlTently accepted seismic design aims. maximum
displacements imposed on reinforced concrete elastoplastic
systems are deemed to be controlled by:
• The displacement capacity of critical components of the
system cOlTesponding with the adopted, i.e., codified,
quality of detailing for construction.
• The magnitude of the storey drift (the lateral displacement of a level relative to that of an adjacent level) satisfying the specific perfom1ance criterion. specially chosen for a building system.
• The more severe limit may then establish the target displacement capacity of the ductile system.

(1)

2.3 The tools of displacement estimates
Traditionally the structural design process starts with experience-based estimates of dimensions, particularly component
sizes which are likely to satisfy functional requirements of the
building. Once this infoI1nation. based on architectural and
engineering perspectives, is available. with the kno\vledge of
the material properties. strength-independent displacement
estimates. adequate for purposes of seismic design, can be readily made.
2.3. i /\!orrlH:al
CUfV2[Ufe
A fundamental property of a structural component is the nomina yield curvature at its critical section or sections. This will
define its response in the elastic and postelastic domain of
behaviour when it is subjected to monotonically increasing
displacements. In reinforced concrete members, it is more realistic to base curvature estimates on quantifiable section properties. rather than on assumed or recommended (Paulay and
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\vhere the coefficient 17 (/v1,.!M)!':; recognizes the ratio of
the nominal to yield strength in flexure and the relative position of the neutral axis. Effects of strain hardening with increasing curvature ductility may also be included. These, however. are not shown here.
Extensive studies of a variety of sections. conducted at the
Cniversity of Canterbury, confirmed previous findings
(Priestley. KO\valsky. 1998) that for specific types of members. such as \valls or beams. the variation of the value of the
parameter 11 is relatively small. For example the amount of
reinforcement used at a section hardly affects the nominal yield
curvature. Neither do moderate axial compression loads, commonly encountered in structural walls. affect nominal yield
curvature to any significance. HO\vever. the effect on flexural
resistance is very pronounced. Fig. 2.b, where the (cylinder)
compression strength of the concrete is denoted as f. , illustrates this feature.
.
A message of this review of the nominal yield curvature is,
that it should be considered as a material property. It is insensitiw to. and for design purposes essentially independent of,
section strength. The definition presented here contradicts \vith
the \videly used tenl1inology. whereby rp,=M, I(E/).

An approach. similar to that used in defining the nominal yield
curvature at a cracked reinforced concrete section, based on
bilinear simulation of force-displacement relationship for a
component may be utilized. Fig. 3 shows familiar features of
this simulation. The strongly nonlinear response of component i from the onset of cracking till the development of its
nominal strength, I~". is of little interest with respect to estimations of displacements in the inelastic range of behaviour.
The shaded area in Fig. 3 indicates essentially linear response
after the OCCUITence of repeated displacements not exceeding
that associated with the yield strength. V. and the yield curvature. ~i)'. of the component. Hence the nominal yield displace-
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ment. D" an essential reference value, may be based on the
nominal yield curvature,) \ , at the critical section. It is important to note that the nominal yield displacement, D" is also
'
strength-independent!
In this study. only conservatively estimated flexural deformations were considered. If refinement appear to be necessary, other sources of distortions, such as due shear and anchorages, may be readily included. Subsequent examples will
illustrate applications.
2.3.3
An important conclusion, drawn from the bilinear simulation
of the force-displacement relationship for a component, is the
definition of its stiffness, stated in Fig. 3, Contrary to usage in
traditional design practice, the stiffness of a reinforced concrete component, with given dimensions and material properties (6'). is proportional to the strength which the designer
will eventually assign to it (Paulay, 2001 a).
Fig. 3 clearly shows the range of strengths, i.e., when
I < V< Vn , over which stiffness so defined would significantly
ui1derestimate displacements. In terms of ductile stmctural
response this transitional range of behaviour is in general of
little interest.
The bilinear simulation shown in Fig. 3 allows the displacement ductility, applicable to component i to be more realistically quantified as
C

,

rIti,1

=.J!.J
n;
i,

(2)

The displacement ductility, Jlj , of a system, to be defined
subsequently, is an essential parameter of CUlTent strength and
displacement-based seismic design procedures.

2.4 Freedom in the aSSignment of
strengths
As stated previously. the nominal yield curvature at the critical section of a component with given dimensions, rpi'" and
hence its nominal yield displacement, A" may be considered
in seismic design to be independent of the nominal strength.
Therefore, fractions of the total required nominal strength of
a system may be assigned arbitrarily to its components or elements (Paulay, 2000). Implications of this freedom in assigning component or element strengths, are thus:
e IlTespective of the strengths assigned to components,
characterized by biliner force-displacement relation-
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ships, they will commence yielding when the imposed
system displacement approaches the relevant nominal
yield displacement.
e Simultaneous onset of yielding of components of elements, such as walls, with different overall depths, and
hence different aspect ratios, is not possible.
e Lateral force-resisting components of a system with different nominal yield displacements, when subjected to
identical translational limit displacements, will be subjected to different displacement ductility demands.
e A stmctural system, comprising elements \vith different
nominal yield displacements, does not exhibit a distinct
yield displacement. Existing definitions of the yield displacement of systems are often ambiguous. Hence a
redefinition is required.
e To ensure that all components of a ductile system will
perfonn satisfactorily, the displacement capacity of the
system should be restricted to that of its component
with the smallest displacement capacity.
Arbitrariness in strength assignment imparts to the astute
designer the ability to chose from a number of possible, viable and appealing solutions. To illustrate the relevance of
the structural features listed above, a somewhat idealized system, deliberately made simple, is studied here briefly.
Fig. 4.a shows the plan of a structure in which lateral forces
in the Y direction are resisted by five rectangular reinforced
concrete cantilever walls of identical heights but different
length, Dj' Slender components with very small lateral strength,
intended for the transmission of gravity loads only, are not
shmvn in Fig. 4.a. A single large wall element is provided to
resist seismic forces in the X direction.
Design approaches, based on traditional definitions of component stiffness, would assign nominal wall strengths, i.e., base
Under identical element translashear, in proportion to
tions this would require the reinforcement ratios in Walls (1)
and (3) to be 43% larger than for Walls (4) and (5). However,
if nominal strengths are made proportional to say, D; ,all walls
would require the same ratio of vertical reinforcement. This

D;.
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would-enable identical arrangement of bars to be used in all
walls.
Wall strengths so provided would. however, result in this
case in a strength eccentricity of 0.095a. With some 6% reduction of the strength of Wall (1) and a corresponding increase of Walls (4) and (5), even this relatively small eccentricity would be eliminated. Thereby torsional phenomena,
affecting element seismic displacement demands primarily in
the postyield domain of response, would be negligible (Paulay,
2001 b), and would thus not need to be addressed. It may be
shown that the strength-dependent stiffness eccentricity, would
also be rather small (0.2Ia, i.e., approximately 4% of the length
of the plan).
The bilinear simulation of the translational behaviour of
the system and its 5 components is presented in Fig. 4.b.
Displacements plotted are normalized in terms of the nominal
yield displacement of Walls (1) and (3), taken as unity. The
force-displacement modelling of the elements with different
strength and stiffness properties, demonstrates that:
• During mono tonic displacements of the system the sequence of component yielding, from that of Wall (1) to
Wall (5), is independent of wall strength. Nominal yield
displacements of the walls are inversely proportional to
wall lengths, Dr
• The superposition of the bilinear response of elements
results in a nonlinear response of the system.
• Assuming bilinear simulation also for the system, would
be justified. This assumption allows the equivalent nominal yield displacement of the system to be expressed as
L1y =IVUJ II(V

)=IVlIk
11i

(3)

I

In this example L1=1.0010.879=1.14 displacement units.

It is to be used a~ a reference value to enable the dis-

placement ductility capacity of the system to be gauged.
It is seen in Fig.4(b) that at this displacement Walls (1)

and (3) would have entered the inelastic domain, while
the other walls are still elastic.
• As stated previously, the displacement capacity of the
system should be limited to that of it critical elements,
i.e., Walls (1) and (3). In this example it is assumed that
appropriate detailing of the reinforcement in all walls,
allows a wall displacement ductility capacity of flu =4
to be relied on. Therefore, the displacement capacity of
the system is to be limited to that of Wall (1), =4xl =4

units. The displacement ductility capacity of the system, often referred to as global ductility, is thus to be
restricted to fl.J =4.0/1.14=3.5. Contrary to current codified methods, the global ductility of a system should not
be assumed, but made dependent on the displacement
capacity of its critical element.
This simple example is presented in support and illustration of the claim (Paulay, 2000) that the displacement capacity of systems can be established before its required strength
is detennined.

3. AN EXAMPLE FRAME-WALL

SYSTEM
An attractive mode of seismic resistance in medium to high
rise buildings may be achieved with the use of interacting cantilever walls and frames, extending over the full height. Before the arrival of the computers, these systems represented
one of the most fonnidable challenges to the analytical skills
of structural engineers. With the appreciation of some limitations of the uses ofbilinear modelling, generally insignificant
in a non linear seismic scenario, both required strength and
displacement capacity can be readily estimated.
This example intends to demonstrate how, already at the
preliminary stage of the design, such simple behaviour-based
predictions can be made, even for such a complex structure.
The strategy used exemplifies a detem1inistic design philosophy, whereby the designer simply 'tells the structure' what it
should do in the event of a major earthquake.
Displacement compatibility under lateral force is assumed
to be assured by infinitely rigid floor diaphragms. The traditional design approach to the distribution of seismic strength
to different elements, based on elastic behaviour. was extensively studied (Paulay, Priestley, 1992). However, issues of
displacement predictions, relevant to this type of ductile structures. are less familiar.
A prototype structure, shown in Fig. 5.b, will illustrate several postulated, yet unconventional, design concepts. A symmetrical 12 storey reinforced concrete building comprises
seven identical frames and two cantilever walls, each with an
aspect ratio of A"r=7 .1. Dimensions are expressed in terms of
the total height, /z, of the structure. For modelling purposes
the 9 elements are condensed into two elements. one com-
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prising 7 frames and the other 2 walls, respectively, as seen in
Fig. 5.b. A typical seismic design force pattern is shown in
Fig. 5.a. These equivalent static forces lead to moment and
shear force patterns presented in Figs. 5.c and d, respectively.
Possibilities for the assignment of the lateral forces to the two
very different elements, and associated displacement limits,
are of prime interest. It is restated that, within rational limits,
fractions of the overturning moments. ]\11, and associated storey shear forces, V" to be sustained by the chosen ductile
mechanism of the system, may be assigned to the viall and
frame elements in an arbitrary manner.
The mechanism chosen for this structure comprises plastic
hinges at the base of the walls and the columns and at each
ends of the beams. Other regions of the components will be
provided with sufficient reserve strength to ensure that no inelastic deforn1ations of significance would occur while ultimate target displacements are being developed.
To illustrate the principal steps of displacement estimates,
familiar simple expressions. reflecting component behaviour,
will be used. Benchmark deformations are independent of
strength provided. Displacements will be able to be compared
with component dimensions. shown in Fig. 5.b. For design
practitioners the latter are more meaningful quantities. The
symbols Db' Dc and Do . define the overall depths of beams,
columns and walls, respectively.

3. 1 The assignment of relative element
strengths
A consideration. encountererd in practice, could be a limitation on the transmission of relatively large overturning moments by the walls. These moments may impose excessive
demands on the foundations. Significant defonnations of the
foundation structure could adversely affect displacement limits applicable to the superstructure.
One attractive solution could result in beams. which, at the
ultimate limit state. would be subjected t6 identical seismic
strength demands. This implies that beams at all levels. carrying also identical gravity loads. could have the same dimensions and identically detailed reinforcement. Thereby the storey moment capacities. i.e .. the product of the lateral displacement-related nominal storey shear forces ofthe frame element
and the storey height. would be made identical. The conesponding shear forces across the upper 9 storeys of the frames,
associated with the identical nominal strengths of the beams.
\\'ould be the same. It is transparent that the major motivation
in this search for suitable distribution of component strengths
is practicality in construction.
The deyelopment of identical nominal storey shear strengths
OWl' the full height of the frame element, shO\vn in Fig. 5.d.
cOITesponds to the application of a single lateral force at roof
leyel. In this example it was judged that this single roof level
force. shared by 7 frames, could be 35% of the total base shear,
i.e .. 5% per frame. As Fig. 5.d shows, w'ith this decision, the
contributions of the walls and frames to the resistance of storey shear forces, V. are detennined. Subsequently diaphragm
forces, associated with this allocation of strengths, with appropriate magnifications for dynamic effects, to be examined
SUbsequently. will need to be carefully considered.
The conesponding contribution of the frame element to the
resistance of oveIturning moments, AI, \vill thus increase linearlv from level 13 to its maximum. O.35hV. at the base. The
remainder of the oyerturning moments, to be resisted by the
-'

(l"

walls. is shown by the shaded area in Fig. 5.c. With this choice
the total overturning moment at the base of the system would
be resisted by the two condensed elements in close to equal
proportions.

3.2 Displacement considerations
3.2. iV/a!! Ijefon;-;3tJons
It was established that yield defonnations are proportional to
the yield strain of the reinforcing steel used. To simplify subsequent expressions and to provide a better feel for relative
magnihldes, it is assumed that in this example &,.=0.002, i.e.,
the yield strength of the steel is 400 MPa. As Fig. 5 (C) shows,
with the approximate location of zero wall moment, the effective height of an equivalent cantilever wall may be defined
by hc=0.63h. For seismic design purposes the variation of
wall moments over this height is assumed to be linear. The
nominal yield curvature of the wall base, as stated in Eq. (I).
is thus

ip". = 1.8 x O.002/(0.141z )=0.0257 l/z

(4a)

where for typical rectangular wall section 11 = 1.8. This leads
to the nominal yield displacement of the wall at the effective
height to be
=ip.,/Z ~ /3=0.0257xO.63 2/z/3=3.4x 10 -3h

(4b)

The slope of the wall at the same height. h" is

o =(j)
',"

Iz ;2=0.0257 xO.63/2=8.1 x 10 ' rad.

I~'"";:

(4c)

These are important benchmark yalues because the deforn1ed shape of the entire structure will be controlled by that
of the wall element.

Nominal interstorey yield defonnations of frames in \vhich
the yielding of columns is suppressed by appropriate capacity
design procedures, refened to in the introduction, originate
primarily from the nominal yield curvahIres in the potential
plastic hinges of beams. Additional elastic deforn1ations will
occur due to shear effects in beams. columns and joints, and
flexural rotations of columns. Because. compared with nominal yield rotations of beams, the contribution of elastic deformations, listed above, are relatively small. these may be estimated. Details are not given here, It has been shown (Priestley.
1998) that a reasonable estimate. particularly for seismic assessments. of the nominal yield drifts of storeys in frames, is

0".=0.5 &,A br= 6.15~=0.0123 rad.

(5)

where Ai., is the aspect (span/depth) ratio of the beams, in this
example taken as 12.3.
.3
A comparison of the wall rotation and the nominal yield drift
of the frame at level he' obtained from Eqs. (4c) and (5), shows
that, at the nominal yielding of the wall base, the drift in the
critical storey, will be only 0.,/ ~•. = 8.1/12.3 = 66% of the
nominal yield drift of the frames ...
The generally accepted maximum seismic storey drift. associated with the ultimate limit state. is in the order of 2.5%.
i.e .. 1 in 40. With this limit the associated displace-ment

ductilities imposed in the walls and the frames may no'.v be
compared with their displacement capacities. Using Eq. (4c)
the acceptable plastic rotation at the wall base should be limited to

k . =V

= 0.65/0.00340 = 191

k frame = 17./
m

= 0.35/0.00775 = 45

lI';l!j

the system stiffness

e

The corresponding plastic wall displacement at level 11 c will
be thus
.cl =(11 -0.5 I)
p
~'.p~'

e

\;]1

=0.9711

~.

e

\\/'

Therefore, from Eq. (3), the equivalent nominal yield dis-placement of the system, D., a rather impoI1ant reference value, is
.cl

= 0.010311

0.0137/0.0034

~

4

rVjIk

=

1.00/236

4.24h x 10-3

i.e .. approximately 0.67% of the effective height. The corresponding displacement ductilities are, therefore:
Walls

f.1"j

Frames f.1u

(8)

as given by Eq. (8)
0.0137/(0.63 x 0.0123)

System III = 0.0137/0.00424
This value can be readily achieved with appropriate detailing of the plastic hinge region at the wall base.
The corresponding storey displacement ductility imposed
on the frame element in the \'icinity of the effective height is

(9)
This limited ductility capacity can be very easily achieved.
The defol111ed shapes of the structure and its elements. associated with these benchmark displacements, are summarized
in Fig. 5.e.

This preliminary study of an example frame-wall structural
system enables the ductility relationships between elements,
i.e., walls and frames. and the total system to be clarified. These
relationships are not likely to change substantially as the detailed design progresses. Fig. 6 illustrates the bilinear modelling of force-displacement relationships for the elements and
the system.
The relationship between displacement ductilities, with reference to the effective height. he' is very similar to that shown
for a wall system in Section 2.4 and Fig. 4. Hence the specific
values. applicable to the example framewall system. can be
presented here.
The stiffness of the elements, based on the definition given
in Fig. 3, and the total unit base shear force, are:
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It is seen thus that the seismic strength, I~" of the system.
corresponding with the specified acceleration spectrum. should
be based on a system (global) displacement ductility capacity
of 3.2. This procedure should protect the critical element (the
walls) against demands exceeding a displacement ductility of
4. As Fig. 3 implies, it will be appreciated that over the approximate range of displacements. 0.5<L1iJ,<2.5, multi linear
simulation represents tangents to the continuous nonlinear
forcedisplacement response of a system. often used in pushover analysis techniques.

When only cantilever walls provide lateral force resistance, as
in Fig. 4. their displacement ductility capacity need to be significantly curtailed when aspect ratios. A ",=/zID". exceed approximately 5. Wall slopes near roof leveL associated for example with a system displacement ductility capacity of 3.2.
may become excessive.
In ductile frames, exceeding approximately 3 storeys. displacement capacities are generally governed by limits on
interstorey drift rather then component defol111ation capacities. Moreover. during the elastoplastic dynamic response,
frame deforn1ations may become sensitive the effects of higher
modes of vibrations.
To a large extent these shortcomings of defol111ation behaviour of both walls and frames. may be eliminated v/hen
such elements are coupled within the building by rigid floor
diaphragms (Paulay. 2002).
As stated. system defol111ations are controlled by those of
the '.valls. The nominal flexural strength of the walls provided
at floor levels above the base should be. in accordance with
the principles of capacity design. significantly in excess of
that indicated in Fig. 5.c. This procedure should ensure that
wall sections above the potential plastic region at the base will
be subjected. at \vorse, to very small curvature ductility demands as they are expected to respond in the elastic domain.
When walls, more slender than those shown in Fig. 5.b,
are used. for the sake of drift control the approximate location
of zero wall moment must be lowered. This can be achieved
bv assigning
a .....,greater share of the base shear. V.. to the duc.....
'-'
tile frames. For example an equal sharing by the wall and frame
elements of the base shear resistance. would enable the effective height. h,. to be reduced to approximately 0.38h.
This \\'ould enable a rather slender \valL with an aspect ratio
oL1. '" 12. to be used without exceeding a drift limit of2.5%.
~

0.2

(10)

(7)

where the length of the equivalent plastic hinge was found
(Paulay and Priestley. 1992) to be (, = 0.0324h.
Therefore. the displacement ductility demand on the wall
should be limited to
=

236

(6)

= 0.025 - 0.0081 = 0.0169 rad.
lip

('

This issue indicates also how the designer may assign strength
to elements to control critical storey drift.
It is emphasised that the restriction of plastic hinge formation only to the base of a wall element \vill ensure that storey
displacement, i.e., drift, imposed on frames will be very similar over the height, h. However, dynamic effects on the elastic portion of the walls should be expected to increase significantly local flexural and shear strength demands recorded in
Figs. 5.c and d. To safeguard walls against unexpected ductility demands above the base region, design action, based on
lateral static design forces, need to be increased by appropriate dynamic magnification factors (Paulay and Priestley, 1992),
details of which are beyond the scope of this presentation.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The presented review attempted to highlight some findings on
the seismic design of reinforced concrete buildings derived
from relevant theoretical and experimental research conducted
particularly in the New Zealand over the last three decades.
• To satisfy the intents of performance-based seismic stmctural design, the importance of more realistic predictions of target displacement capacities should be recognised. For reinforced concrete structures, addressed here,
such displacement limits can be readily and realistically
predicted in a rather simple way without the knowledge
of the eventual seismic strength required. Therefore,
displacement estimates made during the preliminary
stages of the design, can immediately expose undesirable features of the contemplated stmctural system.
• The use of a number of simple principles, often overlooked or ignored in seismic design, was demonstrated.
These include: (a) The stiffness ofa reinforced concrete
component may be considered to depend also on the
nominal strength eventually assigned to it. Therefore,
element or system stiffness cannot be a priori assumed.
(b) The nominal yield curvature of a reinforced concrete section, which represents a characteristic strain
pattern, and displacement of a component associated
with it, are insensitive to the flexural strength of the section. (c) Because deformation limits applicable to components of a ductile system, exposed to typical seismic
moment patterns, are insensitive to component strength,
the latter can be arbitrarily assigned to them. This enables the astute designer to distribute the required total
seismic strength among components so that more economical and practical solutions, satisfying also stipulated displacement limits, are obtained.
• The estimation of displacement capacities of components
of a system enables the critical components to be identified. Hence, instead of assuming global ductility factors for stmctural systems, their displacement and hence
ductility capacity should be made dependent on that of
the critical component. Such relationships can be established before strengths are assigned to components.

• The approach, illustrated with the aid of an example
wall and a frame-wall structure, can be readily incorporated into existing strength-based seismic design methods. Its major appeal relates, however, to displacementbased seismic design strategies.
• In the seismic design of ductile stmctures, bilinear
mode ling of force-displacement relationships for both
components and the system may be considered adequate.
• Moment patterns used for the estimation of deformations of elastic elements are based on typical static lateral force patterns. The fact that force patterns encountered during seismic response may be very different, is
not considered to invalidate the approach used for the
estimates of displacements in systems dominated by the
behaviour of reinforced concrete walls.
• No attempt in this presentation was made to estimate
displacement demands. It is the designer=s responsibility to establish, with the use of a force-based or a
displacement-based strategy, the level of seismic strength
that will ensure that, for a given seismic scenario, the
displacement capacity of the system is not likely to be
exceeded.
• The approach presented is design rather than analysis
oriented. It is based on very simple principles. It is a
useful tool in the hands of a designer, which enables,
even for mixed structures considered in this study, efficient, practical and simple solutions to be obtained.

5.
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An overview from the design and construction engineers' standpoint of the project to overhaul the BlIda-side access ramps from
Er:::sebet Bridge and other structures in the immediate vicinity. Since 110 comparable, comprehensive overhaul had been carried
out on Er:::sebet Bridge and its surroundings since its opening in 1964 (37 years ago), there was a pressing need for this work,
'which was carried out in 2001.
Key words: over:lau!. closure to traffie, Gerbe:
brrdge. [raffle diverSion

1. INTRODUCTION
In 2001, the Buda-side access ramps from Erzsebet Bridge
and the local road system were overhauled, an enterprise whose
scope took in the entire road system up to the Szirtes Street
intersection QfDobrentei Square and Hegyalja Road. As well
as the three-branch exit bridge and the adjacent retaining walls,
the work involved a comprehensive overhaul of the Buda end
of Erzsebet Bridge and its immediate vicinity, including the
thennal water drinking hall and pedestrian subway. The system of retaining walls and slab bridge behind the Rac Baths
were overhauled, as were the Gellert Hill retaining walls, the
Aladar Street retaining wall and the Naphei:,'Y Street steps. In
connection with the reconstruction work on Attila Road and
Szent Gellert Quay that was going on in parallel, all roads and
pedestrian pavements in the area were resurfaced.

2. 1 Buda access ramps of Erzsebet
bridge

2. DESIGN
The first comprehensive plan for the Buda-side access ramps
from Erzsebet Bridge was produced by Uvaterv Rt. in 1994-95.
In 1999, under contract to the Transport Department of the
Budapest Metropolitan Mayor's Office, Magyar Scetaroute
Kft., partly working from the expert opinion ofFTV Kemokorr
Kft., carried out an engineering survey of the access ramps
and an update review of the old plans by Uvaterv Rt. A new
set of working plans was produced incorporating the necessary design modifications.
Fig. 1
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In spring 200 I, the above plans were supplemented with
retaining walls and the vicinity of the Buda end of the Erzsebet
Bridge, resulting in comprehensive tender and construction
plans for the project.
The corrosion inspections were again carried out by FTV
Kemokorr Kft., and the road-building and traffic management
plans for the area were produced by Kozlekedes Kft.
The public procurement tender for general contractor for
overhaul of all structures was won by Hidepito Rt.
The structures involved in the overhaul fell into three main
groups:
• the Buda exit bridges and ramps from Erzsebet Bridge,
• the end of Erzsebet Bridge and its vicinity,
• the retaining walls on Hegyalja Road and Aladar Street,
and the retaining walls and slab bridge behind the Rac Bath.
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The central part of the work was the overhaul of the access
ramps. This is a crucial traffic intersection, and diversions and
closures here inevitably have an effect on traffic throughout
the city. The earlier proposals envisaged separate overhauls
for each of the three bridge ramps. This would have involved
somewhat less disturbance to traffic, but \vould have considerably prolonged the operation. At the end, the overhaul was
carried out with all three ramps fully closed to traffic. This
enabled the part of the job involving disturbance to traffic to
be completed during the summer school holidays, i.e. in a very
short time. Overhauling the entire structure at once, and coordinating various phases under a precise timetable, as well as
reducing construction time, brought considerable advantages
in teons of quality (Fig. 1).
Each access ramp consists of a multi-span reinforced concrete box-girder superstructure standing on 16 hollow reinforced concrete pillars. The structure divides into three parts:
the straight section leading from Erzsebet Bridge to Attila Road,
and curved ramps towards Hegyalja Road and Rac Bathr to
the quay, resp. There was a Gerber (compound) hinge providing a break in the continuous structure of the straight branch
and the curved branch to Hegyalja Road.
The main findings of the earlier inspection and the preoverhaul inspection were:

• water passing through the gap of the Gerber hinges had
caused severe corrosion of the reinforced concrete structure in the vicinity of the hinges,
• the surface water drainage system (gullies and downpipes) had deteriorated,
• the steel roller bearings on the abutment of the Hegyalja
Road branch and the neoprene bearings on the other abutments were considerably removed from the position
appropriate to the temperature,
• the waterproofing of the expansion joint had failed,
• the waterproofing and the asphalt surfacing had failed
throughout the structure,
• the bridge kerbs and railings were damaged.
In addition to this, it had to be anticipated that owing to the
failure of the waterproofing, highly corroded structural elements would be found during demolition and would have to
be replaced.
The overhaul involved not only correcting the above faults
but also eliminating their sources.

The superstructure of the three-branch bridge \\'as divided into
three parts by Gerber hinges in two places. After detailed structural calculations. it was determined that the structure had sufficient reserves to pennit removal of the Gerber hinges and
replacement with a continuous reinforced concrete structure.
This would relieve the bridge of two potential sources offaults,
and two expansion joint structures.
The plans specified that the concrete needs only be removed
in the direct vicinity of the hinge. after relieving the load from
the connection and providing temporary support. A flexure. resistant connection would then have been made by intemal
and extemal prestressing (i.e. outside and inside the box sec-
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tion) after concreting the two structure-ends together. In the
event, mainly owing to the undoubted difficulties of implementing the intemal prestressing, a design modification was
agreed with the contractor and a different approach applied.
The essential difference was that the two structure-ends were
broken back to a length such that a joint could be made to the
existing reinforcing bars. enabling the connection to be made
moment resistant (Fig. 2).
The exterior prestressing retained from the original plan
served only to close working gaps. The structure was prestressed using three 32 mm diameter Dywidag bar on each
side. The bar were fixed to the superstructure by anchorages
fastened to the 100ver surface of the deck slab cantilevers and
the extemal surface of the webs by Hilti anchor screws (Fig.
3). A condition oftensioning was that the new concrete reach
strength of requirements ofC30. The prestressing forces were
370 kN and 450 kN. The ad\antage of external prestressing is
that the mechanisms can be easily checked.

The existing drainage involved side-int1O\v gullies on the ramps
leading raimvater through dO\mpipes in the interior of the
hollo\\' pillars directly into the drain. The gullies had become
blocked. and the concrete around them corroded. The downpipes also failed, and there was water standing in some of the
pillars.
Around the gUllies. a 1.5 111 area around the damaged
cantile\'ered slab had to be demolished and restored after the
steel reinforcement had been treated against corrosion.
The new. vertical intlow gullies were made of KO-21 steel
according to MSZ 436-74. For aesthetic and cityscape reasons. the system of downpipes in the interior of the pillars was
retained. but fully replaced. New cleaning holes were instalied
at the bases of the pillars where the water drainage pipes are
connected. thus rendering the drain system capable of being
cleaned.

The bridge platform on the abutments at Erzsebet Bridge.
Rudas Baths and Attila Road nested on neoprene steel plate
insert bearings. and these have deteriorated with time. These
were removed after relieving the load. and replaced with SHW
TYP J ..J.OOx500 mm base area. 69 mm thick steel plate insert
bearings. The contractors relieved the strain. as in replacement of the Gerber hinge. by frames and hydraulic hoists of
suitable capacity (figure 4).
The engineering inspection of the bridge indicated that there
was no nced to replace the mO\'ing bcaring on the Hegyalja
Road abutment but it also had to be strain-relieved to perform adjustment.
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The old, degraded expansion joints on the abutments were
replaced by new PD 85 dilatation structures. One side of these
was concreted into the upper plane of the newly-built
backwalls. The new backwalls left an inspection conidor behind the end of the superstructure. enabling the expansionjoint
structure and the bearings to be inspected and maintained. Steel
doors were designed for the end of the conidors for security
reasons.

The old surfacing. \\·aterprooflng. kerbs and railings all had to
be removed. Then the sllrhlce \\"[lS prepared and the structural
concrete restored \vith strict adherence 10 the concrete technology specifications. and special regard to the composite action of old and new structures. shrinkage. etc. Then the full
width of the deck slab was treated with sprayed Concretin BA
waterproofing.
Formerly. only one traffic lane \vas available from Erzsebet
Bridge towards Hegyalja Road. The design allowed for a wider
road surface. enabling t\H) tratTic lanes to be laid out (one 3.5
m and the other 4.3 m wide). Instead of the 80 cm wide and J 0
cm thick kerbs. the kerbs are are now 50 cm wide and the
apron \vall 20 cm thick. Elsewhere we did not change the
former dimensions. The kerb height is 25 cm from the road
surface. and the kerb is protected by an L-shaped steel plate.
The new kerb concrete grade is C25-24;moderate plastic, f50.
\vatertightness4 (acc. to the Hungarian Standards), and the reinforcing steel B 50.36. The concrete cover is 3.5 cm. The
repaired balustrade is connected to base plates set into the kerb
concrete. The kerbs were finished \vith a cement-based. crackbridging. salt corrosion-resisting protective coating (Fig. 5).
The road slope \"aries between 2.0 and 4.5~(). mostly in one
direction. but the section before the ramp branches separate
has a roof profile. The complex cambers required great care
during constructing.
The deck surfacing scheme (top downwards) is:
\vearing surface (rolled asphalt)
35 mm
60 mm
binder course (rolled asphalt)
30 mm
base course (mastic asphalt)
5 mm
sprayed \vaterproofing
A 30 x 50 mm gravel rod longitudinal catch drains were
laid into the base course in the deep line of the deck slab (70
cm from the edge of the cantilever). \vith transverse catch drains
at occasional intervals. The material of the catch drains is single-grain (5-10 mm) washed pea gravel conglutinated with
sy"nthetic resin. of 15-20°" void \-olume.

New steel doors with security locks were tltted to the inspection openings to the box girders and pillars.
The full concrete surface \vas covered by a tlexible crackbridging coating. and salt corrosion protection \\'as applied to
surfaces exposed to the effect::; of salting (Fig. 6).
The floodlighting on the lower plane of the cantilever deck
section of the superstructure was completely replaced, lending a pleasant aspect to the structure at night (Fig. 7).
The abutments and retaining wall sections \vere also completely overhauled. The raised reinforced concrete kerbs and
balustrades were treated in the same way as on the bridge, and
the stone surfaces were renovated and given a protective coating. Mastic waterproofing was applied to the strengthened
concrete base under the ne\\' double-layer road surface. Ventilation of the backfill was improved by insertion of perforated
PVC pipes.

2.2 Buda abutment of Erzsebet bridge
and surroundings
\\"aterproofing was applied to the entire top surface of the
bridge abutment block, which contains the anchorage chambers and other technical areas. This extended to the sections
under the pavements. Ne\\ surface layers were applied to the
road surface and pavements (Fig. 8).
The pedestrian subway directly behind the abutment was
also completely renovated. The stone sUlfacing layers at the
entrances. \\-hich were in danger of crumbling. \vere securely
fastened in place. flexible filler being applied in the dilatation
gaps. and the transverse drainage channels were renovated.
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The thermal water drinking hall. the bridgemaster's office,
the transformer house and the pedestrian subviay were treated
\vith secondary wateqJroofing against indirect rail1\vateL This
LOok thl? form ot'\vaterproofing and suitable road surfacing on
the rl?inforcl?d concrete tloor slab under the pavements and
roadway.
The limestone finishing of abutments and the north and
south retaining walls (which arc also the \valls of the above
areas) directly adjacent to them were fully renovated, as was
thl? entire stone surface of the \\·alls.

2.3 Retaining walls and steps
The smaller retaining wall on Hegyalja Road beside Gellert
Hill \\as judged to be in a critical condition, as was proved by
inspections. and so had to be completely demolished. It was
replaced by a stone-faced gravity wall. As the continuation of

this, and of similar appearance, a retaining wall-like curtain
wall was built in front of the hitherto bare rocky section of
approximately 15.00 m (Fig. 9).
Work on the retaining wall system behind Rac Bath, comprising gravity walls and a 22.00 m long slab bridge consisted
of overall surface treatment together with minor surface repairs. grouting and repairs to surface drainage channels and
the revetment facing. On the slab bridge, a new raised kerb
\vas constructed and the balustrade repaired (Fig.] 0). To avoid
subsidence of the kind that has occurred in the past, tloating
slabs were included in the bridge abutments, the deck slab
was strengthened with a waterproofed concrete topping, which
was then surfaced. A U-shaped drainage system leading out to
the surfaced revetment was installed along the Gellert Hill side
of the slab bridge and in front of the tloating slabs.
The Aladar Street retaining wall was extended about 12.00
m in the easteI11 direction, eliminating the steps, thus removing an obstruction to pedestrian traffic. The entire stone facing of the existing retaining wall \vas renovated, new limestone coping stones and balustrades being mounted on the top
of the wall.
The dilapidated Napheh'Y Street steps were completely renovated.

3. CONSTRUCTION,
TECHNOLOGY AND TRAFFIC
DIVERSION
The management and teclmical supervision of the overhaul
project on Buda approaches to Erzsebet Bridge was carried
out by Metr6ber Kft., and the construction by Hidepito Rt.
and its subcontractors.
The overhaul schedule was specified by contract as follows:

Phase 1. inmlving closure o/ramps:
26 June - 28 August 2001

Phase 11. to completion o/lI'ork inmlving traffic di,'ersions:
20 September 2001

Phase 111. to final completion:
15 November 2001.
The closure of the ramps was preceded by a "zero phase",
in which roads were adjusted and cOITected as required for the
introduction of traffic diversions during the project. This involved kerb adjustments at the Buda end of Erzsebet Bridge
and the end of Hegyalja Road, and a new road surface to\\'ards Attila Road made by cutting through a green area. When
these road works were finished, the access ramps were closed
and traffic diyerted.
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In the full diverted state. the Buda direction proceeded
beside the access ramps towards Attila Road and Hegyalja
Road, and traffic towards Pest proceeded on two lanes in the
original direction. At the end of Erzsebet Bridge, two lanes in
each direction had to be maintained throughout.
While the ramps were closed, the road surface of Hegyalja
Road and the area of the Sanc Street intersection had to be
rebuilt. On this section. traffic flowed altemately on one side
or the other, with one lane in each direction.
Phase II required lesser diversions. Kerb adjustments were
carried out \vith local diversions. and major asphalting at weekends or during less busy periods.
The traffic management and diversion plans for the project
were drawn up to meet constmction requirements and demands
as conditions pem1itted, and \\Cere modified several times as
required during the project.
Construction work commenced on 26 June 2001 with
handover of the \vorking area.

3.1 Phase I
After the access ramps had been completely closed, building
of the reinforced concrete footings for the support frames under the Oerber hinges and beside the bridge abutments commenced, and the steel frame stmctures installed (Fig. 11). When
the frames were in place and the superstructure had been supported, demolition of the structure began. Work proceeded
concurrently on the two Oerber hinges. The abutments were
reconstructed at the same time to allow access to the surfaces
for demolition and construction of the kerbs and deck structures.
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The critical point of the project was the conversion of the
Oerber hinges. The demolition had to be executed manually,
taking great care to preserve the reinforcing bars intact. Demolition was followed by shuttering, installation of the steel reinforcement and concrete placement (Fig. 12).
As the concrete was setting, the mounting holes for the
prestressing shoes were drilled, and the steel structures and
prestressing bars were mounted in place. Prestressing was carried out when the concrete reached the specified hardness.
Hardness was checked by breaking off test pieces and by
Schmidt hammer tests.
Demolition of the kerbs and abutments proceeded more
quickly, because small machines could be used. Protective
scaffolding was installed along the entire 100 m length under
the kerbs prior to demolition, and was used as building scaffolding after the demolition. following minor conversion.
Installation of the gullies \vas followed by waterproofing
of the deck slab and construction of the RC kerbs. Demolition
and construction of the kerbs and waterproofing took the same
time as removal and concreting of the Oerber hinges. After
the Dywidag bars had been tensioned, the entire roadway was
surfaced at the same time.
The road surface was also overhauled on the retaining wall
embankment sections. On the section between the Erzsebet
Bridge abutment and the abutment of the straight ramp branch
a new reinforced concrete road base was laid. Elsewhere surface levelling was sufficient (Fig. 13). Sand asphalt \vaterproofing was applied to the full surface, followed by the surface layers.
The Hegyalja Road overhaul \vas performed during phase
L in two traffic diversion stages. In the first stage, the side
carrying traffic to Pest was closed and completely overhauled
between the end of Erzsebet Bridge and the Sanc Street intersection. At the same time, the retaining walls beside Oellert
Hill were demolished and construction of new retaining walls
commenced. The retaining walls could not be completed before the road had been finished. further work having to wait
until the other side of the road was finished and at least one
traffic lane put into use.
After traffic had been diverted. overhaul of the side of the
road going uphill started. The road was resurfaced and the
kerbs moved, and at the same time the deck structure and kerbs
of the slab bridge above Rac Baths were rebuilt.
Before completion of the slab bridge work, one traffic lane
was retumed to its original route, enabling the retaining walls
to be completed.
The ramps and Hegyalja Road were fully opened to traffic
on 29 August 2001.
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3.2 Phase 11

4. CONCLUSIONS

The second stage involved resurfacing of Attila Road and
D6brentei Square and repair of the pavements.
By 20 September 200 I, the Attila Road and D6brentei
Square sections, which had previously served as diversion
routes, were finished. The raised kerbs had been rebuilt, the
kerb adjustments restored, and after scraping where required,
a new asphalt surface was applied to the road.
This phase also included waterproofing and resurfacing of
the Buda abutment of Erzsebet Bridge. TVio lanes had to be
kept open throughout, although narrower than the usual lanes.

As with every renovation and reconstmction, the overhaul of
the Erzsebet Bridge Buda access ramps provided many lessons. The most important was that the 37 year-old stmcture,
apart from the faults discussed, was in very good condition.
This pays tribute to its designers and builders. However the
project also revealed some faults deriving from methods that
were customary at the time and have since largely become
obsolete, their shortcomings having been taken note of in design practice.
Most faults were the result of salt cOl1'osion, a phenomenon
unkno\vn when the bridge was designed.
Another lesson, although one that is nowadays a basic design condition. is that stmctural palis must be accessible. Many
faults can be prevented if it is possible to reach and inspect
their source. the threatened part of the structure. It must also
be possible to replace a faulty element.
It is important for every designer to become familiar with
structures built in the past. to gather observations arising from
operation. inspections and overhauls, and to incorporate these
in designing new structures.
Finally. a well-coordinated relationship between the designer. the contractor. the supervising engineers and the client
is a cmcial requirement in a renovation project. Design in such
an undertaking does not finish at the drawing board or computer. The condition of stmctures revealed during demolition
have to be jointly assessed. and further progress has to be
mutually decided. The goal of achieving the best possible technical result must be hanl10nised with available finance and
the necessarily short time-scale. This can only be achieved
\\'ith the professional commitment. maximum cooperation and
mutual respect of all parties concerned.

3.3 Phase III
The third phase involved finishing work that could be carried
out without disturbance to traffic.
This involved complete overhaul of the pedestrian subway
under the Erzsebet Bridge abutment, completion of surface
treatment on the lower part of the bridge stmcture, and installation of the floodlighting.
It was in this phase that the areas affected by the project
were landscaped.
The technical acceptance procedure was completed on 7
November 2002 (Fig.14J.

Main figures of the reconstruction and overhaul
project:
Reconstmction of access ramps:
Asphalt surface demolition:
Reinforced concrete srmcture demolition:
Sprayed waterproofing:
Mastic waterproofing
Road surfacing:
Stone facing renovation:
Road building:
Road surface breaking and scraping:
Kerb breaking and construction:
Asphalt surfacing:
Pavement surfacing:
Retaining wall constmction:

340
3.132
2.906
6.038
2.049

m'
m2
m2
m2
m=

2,050 m 3
2,200 m
19,275 m 2
4.710 m=
261 m 2

Major subcontractors:
Strabag Epit6 Kft.
Hidtechnika Kft.
FKF Rt.
traffic management work
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One of the biggesr European srl"llctures ofrhe turn of the cemur), is being erecred ill illlernariollal coopermioll in Budapest. The
project is a pioneering example ofglobalisation. Despite all initial difficulties. there is no doubt thar this is the ,my [Q go. The
scale of the project is besr described by the/loor spaces ofthe/irsr and the second phase: 120,000 sq metre and 88.000 sq metre.
respectivel): The characteristic column grid of8 m x 16 m. the consrant and mriable load of 20-25 kN1sq metre beyond the own
f)·eight of rhe load-bearing structure and rhe apprO\·ed 71 cm O\·erall depth posed a tough taskjOr the structural designers.
Keywords:

1. INTRODUCTION
The ASIA Center. located in the 15 th District of Budapest will
be one of the biggest structures in Central-Europe. Alone the
floor space of approximately 210,000 sq metres is indicative
of the scale ofthe building. The Chinese investor, the application of the principles of F eng Shui. the main contractor
(Strabag) and the Austrian-Hungarian designer team make
the project all the more interesting. Planning started at the
end of 1999. the earth- and foundation works commenced in
February 2000 (Fig. 1.).
The whole structure \\·as completed by the spring/slimmer
of2003. The reinforced concrete works alone comprise such a
serious task that they deserve to be given an account of in
CONCRETE STRUCTURESThe process ofconstrnction could
be followed on a daily basis by means of the photographs
published at inLeDJ.cJ.

2. BIRTH OF THE STRUCTURAL
CONCEPT, PRELIMINARY
STUDIES
The Austrian Lackner & RamI Ltd. searching for a Hungarian
structural engineering designer contacted Plan 31 Mernok
Ltd. upon the proposal of Strabag in 1999.

The starting conditions of designing the load-bearing structure of the multi-storey building with a characteristic column
grid of 8 m x 16 m \vere as follows:
• The need for floors with the smallest possible structural
depth and of an acceptable price. Considering the scale
of the building, it \\·as essential that the entire HVA. and
services system should be installed under the load-bearing structures so that they do not obstruct the design
and the execution of the project.
• The need for a structural concept that facilitates the
quick execution, possibly using prefabricated reinforced
concrete elements.
At the beginning of the design process we could. to some
extent rely on the Arkad department store whose construction was already going on at that time (another main contract
of Strabag). but in that case the designers elected to guide the
HYA and services pipelines through the floor beams and
thereby to employ a larger vertical clearance (the Arbid department store has a column grid of 10 m
16.5 m and a
structural depth of 1.6 m).
[n the case of the ASIA Center we had to effect some serious
compromise to achieve a structural depth of 71 cm, which,
considering the column grid of8 m x 16 m (1/22.5) is a very
good performance.
Another option could have been an entirely monolithic
reinforced concrete structure prestressed by sliding cables,
blich was not advantagbews the highly complicated floor plans
and the dimensions of the structure.
On the other hand. the concept of a fully prefabricated
concrete structure had to be rejected too. because the low
vertical clearance made it necessary to employ a monolithic
concept.
In the case of the Lur(~\' Deparrmelll Srore and the inrerspar
Pesterzsebet !1.1perlllarket wc collected some favourable experience w·ith the simultaneous application of very wide. low
depth main beams. pre-stressed double-T floor elements and
monolithic top concrete. In the case of these structures we
could use prefabricated passing columns, stressed and prefabricated beams and floor elements.
In the case of ASIA Center an optimal solution could be
achieved by means of a lIlollolirhic columi! + monolithic beam
(8 m span) + preFabricated. prestressed COllcrere T panels
(with a mass limit of 6 tons imposed by the capacity of the
tower cranes) + mOllolithic lOp COllcrete concept.
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Suspending the ends of the T panels could have made the
main beams' fonmvork and reinforcement somewhat less complicated (for suspended beam-ends see Szalay, 1988). After
detailed analyses we decided to use the "traditional" method,
however: cantilever beams with straight half joint like butts.
After the analysis of the stmctural concepts and the decision-making process execution planning could commence in
February 2001.
April-May 2001 was an especially important period in the
structural design of the project. Let us quote from the evaluation written by Mr. RamI at the time:
",-1s far as the emluation of the STructllral concept of the
abo\'e building is concerned, the most important criteria are
as fol101t's:

The plans supplied by Lengger Architects fu(fll the client's
needs rFeng Shui spiriwality). The arched outlines and the
oblique .systems of axes result in a STructure that is entirezv
difTerenr/i'Olll orher shopping centres. The basic column grid
agreed upon \I'ith the client is 8 m x 16 III \t'hich lends itself
f(Jr both a monolithic or prefabricated reit!/orced concrete
structure.

The number oI/loors planned and thefloor heights prevent
the use of/idl-height. prefabricated colulllns. TheoreticalZl' it
\I'ould be possible to parrly prefabricate vertical elements,
such as walls, staircases. elevator shafts, columns and combine them \\'ith monolithic rein/arced concrete.
IT II'0ulcl be desirable {() build the horizontal struclllral
element. i.e. The floor monolithically. This woulcl enable the
construction company to adapT to the floor plans flexibly
and to lengthen the prefabricaTed sTructural elements ,floor
h,\' /7001:
If the jioors \I'ere consTrucTed entireZ\'ji-olll prefabricated
/loor elelllellis. then a significant number of special elements
should be created \I'hich \\'(mld make the lengthening of col1IlllnS a lot more diflicult,
The biggeST problem of the construCTion of the monolithic
slab /loor is h01t' to limit deflection. This could be achieved
by using large expanded colullln heads sized in proportion to
rhe large grid of 16 m x 8 Ill. Def7ection could /ill'ther be
decreased by incolporating pre-slressed concrete shuttering
panels.
OF :J5E
During the initial period of planning (1 month before the
submission deadline of the building perlllit plans) the final
use ofa large number of rooms \I'as not cle{/}: Onzv the deeple\'el garage and the\jJaces relared {() catering seemed to
h([\'e taken [heir/inal shape.
This meant that The STrllcwre to be erected had to be suitable /01' a jiexible use and division of floor bays. Internal
partiTion \\'{Ills had TO be connected to the other load-bearing elements of the structure and There had to be an opportunity for subsequent cutting through the .. floor for sell'ices.
Experience has shoml thar in The case of TT floor elemenr the
necessity ofsubsequenr clltting in the ribs must also be reckoned 11'ith (Fig. 2.).
5EPVICES
Be,mlld the partz\' 10\1' Sll'uctural depth a significant amount
oj'pipelines alld cable neTworks mllst be accommodated.
In the case o(a prefabl'icared/loor structure, \!'/zic/z could
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best be constl1lctedfrom reil!forced Ol'pre-stressed concrete
TTfloor elements, there would be a needfor a high llumber of
rib cuttings. }vfainZv due to the large penetrations needed for
the voluminous ventilation ducts the double- T panels can not
be used and maybe some new columns would hare to be added
to the structure.
If it was possible to construct a monolithic flool; then only
the \'ertical connecting shafts lVould have to be spectfied exactZv, the horizontal pipelines could be installed without limitations.
CONTSTRUCTIOf\j TIME
During the preliminary discllssions we inquired about the
available TTfloor element malll~factllring capacities of the
Hungarian prefabricating plants. Based on the construction
experience of a project of a similar size (Lw'dy HiI':: Department Store) 5-6 TT elements per production line seemed feasible. With 3 plants this would mean approximateZv 15 elements a day. This coincides with ourfindings in Austria and
Germany
This would meall Thatfor [he first construction phase COlllprising approx. 115,000 sq. metres and requiring 2875 TT
panels (40 sq. metre per piece) 190 days )\'ould be needed, let
alone the manufacturing d(fliculties of the many different
elements.
If three plants were commissioned with the production,
another drawback ,l'Ould be that there would be no way to
have them compete \I'ith each other's price quotations.
{f we insisted on prefabrication of vertical strztctural elements, then ,re could exploit the capacities of more than one
prefabrication plant: in the case of a lIlonolithic slab .floor
sel'eral companies cOllld be inl'ited to ill crease the speed of
constrllcti Oil,
ConstrUCTion could go on at more than one locations simultaneously \!'itholiT being exposed to the capacizr conSTraints of the manufacturing plants,

At the state olThe design process in 2002 it \\'([s ve;:\, difJiclllt
to estimate the costs conSidering all Cl5pects referred to above.
Belo\!' is a simple comparison of the costs of the two different
construction systems:
Prefabricated TT panels in the 16 m span direction, prefabricated main beams in the 8 III span direction, approx,
0,425 III slab substitute thie/aless, approx. HUF 30,0001sq
metre.
lvfonolithic slab \I'ith point support, approx. 0.55 m slab
substitute thickness (slab+colul1ln head), approx, HUF 27,5001
sq metre.
With all due reservations regarding such rough estimates
it can be declared that there are no obvious d(Uerences be[\reen the [\1'0 systems. 011 the other hand. the installation
difficulties of HT<4 and services are a vel)' important aspect.
PROPOS/\l
It is fairly obviolls that the most expedient and economical
solution would be to combine prefabricated alld monolithic
elemems, The majority of.floors could be made of modular
.17001' panels (shuttering panels) or a shuttering system that
call be relocated easily. The necessary column lengthenings
do not pose serious difficulties. In the case of a monolithic
.f700r slab the floor penetrations and floor edges etc, are not
problematic eithCl:"
There were quite a number of such analyses made at that
time, both in Austria and Hungary. Back then there were sig-
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nificant differences between the ideas of Lackner & Rami and
PLAN 31 Mernok Ltd. concerning the structural concept of
the building. This resulted mainly from the different building
traditions and from the different price structures (these issues
\vill be familiar for anyone who has ever worked \vith foreign

e

i.

designers). At the time the Austrian partner was evidently reluctant to employ prestressed concrete floor panels. As it tumed out
during the design meetings this was due to the fact that the
specifications of ONOR.M and DIN for prestressed concrete
lagged behind modern structural design principles (they were
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be created. However, all these efforts paid dividends at during
the construction phase.

3. DIVISION AND ORGANISATION
OF STRUCTURAL DESIGN TASKS

based on 40-vear-old know-how), while our MSZ and especially
EC2 are bas~d on crack control. Therefore we have been fi'ee in
detennining the level of prestressing and setting deflection and
hogging by varying the ratio between the quantities of the
prestressing strands and the nonnal steel reinforcing bars for at
least two decades (and of course we do not detennine the concrete cross section on the basis ofMagnel's straight line, either).
The use of EC2 - we had agreed upon this at the beginning
of the design process, as no intemational design project could
afford not to use it and the calculations made by the 'abacus'
software made it highly convincing that using T and doubleT panels is the way to go.
In the meantime. Strabag Ltd. had been working on the
construction technology. They decided that the maximum mass
of anyone element must not exceed 6 tons. In the case of a
multi-storey building of such a large ground plan area, the
placing of the tower cranes is also a factor of prime importance.
It became reasonable to sub-divide the 8 m span into 8 x 1 m.
Thus, the optimum length ofT-elements tumed out to be 14 m,
which meant the final width ofthe monolithic beams was 2 m.
Also considering the aspects of HVA the final maximum
structural depth was 71 cm (this had to be increased in exceptional cases only. e. g. where the Feng Shui principles required
that columns are erected on top of celiain beams).
As it was foreseeable, after the basic principles and the
structure were finalised, several non-confonning methods had
to be employed as w e l l . .
.
The column grid of 8 m x 16 m was at some places modified to 8 m x 8 m. In the floor bays with a span of8 m the main
contractor required that a floor comprising shuttering panels
should be constructed. In these bays there will be 8 cm thick
floor elements (shuttering panels) + 22 cm monolith reinforced
concrete slabs with a span of6 m between the 2 m wide beams.
The stiffening cores, the staircases and the elevator shafts
fonned another set of issues where Hungarian and Austrian
ideas diverged. In Hungary it is becoming the standard to
build such projects with a sliding fonnwork (Fig. 3.), while in
Austria large panel fonmvorks are used for the stiffening cores.
Here again. the differences are the result of the diverging cost
aspect; and work traditions of the two countries.
One big advantage of using sliding fonmvorks is that workintensive elements are manufactured at the beginning of the
construction. and if the flights of stairs are installed at a relatively early stage, then pedestrian traffic is made significantly
easier for the rest of the construction time and workers can
communicate w'ithin the safety of the cores (Fig. 3).
\Vhat is a great advantage during construction, however,
can make the design process~a lot more complicated. The sliding fonnworks of the cores quickly reach the top floors, so the
ioiI1ts of all floors must be defined at the beginning of the
'design process. This, considering the complicated character
of the building, posed extreme difficulties in the beginning:
monolithic beams. T-panels. floor elements had to be connected to each other, intemal staircases and stairheads had to

An intemational design team can only handle the overall design of
such a large project involving a foreign client and a foreign main
contractor (Strabag Intemational). Lengger Architects (Villach, Austria) coordinate the design of the whole structure. The Hungarian
subsidiary ofLengger Architects is Makat Ltd. We are getting used to
such design projects without frontiers by now.
Structural design is coordinated by the Austrian Lackner &
RamI Ltd. (Villach). Their Hungarian partners are Uvaterv Co
(foundation, watertight basin), Caec Statikus lroda Ltd. (monolithic columns, walls, beams) and Plan 31 MemokLtd. (floors,
staircase cores, elevator shafts). Participating Hungarian companies employed further sub-designers.
Coordination between the designing architect and the various
participants and the preparation of structural layouts, fonnwork
plans were (and are) the task of Lackner & Rami Architects and
involved continuous feedback from their Hungarian partners.
With such large projects, coordination of the teamwork is a
huge task in itself. All participants must follow a strict order of
a arrangement and documentation.
Po;itionin b'
All statical calclIlations were made by the participants
themseZ,'es jor their relevant parts ol the strllcture.
Dimensiol1in~ was based on Eurocode 2, or rather on ENV
1992-1-1 and ENV 1992-1-3. to be precise.
All data supplies were based on reference load values to prevent
any errors. It would have been ambiguous to specify calculated
values (which is the EC2 equivalent of "critical load" of the MSZ,
the Hungarian Standards). For such intemational design projects
the com~on intemational language could only be Ee2 (and the
related EN 206 etc.).
Naturally, all plans were drawn with CAD methods and the
Intemet played a key role in the flo\,,- of infonnation. All plans were
delivered on 1 CD ROM and in 3 printed copies in strictly specified
(.dwg and .pIt) fonnats. Plans finalised for execution were also published in an extranet for intemal use only, so all designers could see
on their computers the plans made by otl1er designers. The order of
documentation is illustrated by the compulsOlY "blueprint stamp"
to be placed on each and every plan.
The structural design documentation of the "male" and
"female" building parts constructed in the first phase (approx.
120.000 sq. metres) consists of some 4000 plan sheets (the
design process \vas completed in December 200 I) - this illustrates the absolute importance of a design order.
Below is a summary written by Uvaterv Co. and Caec Ltd.
of their respective tasks related to the project.
~

4. DESIGN TASKS OF UVATERV:
FOUNDATION WORKS AND THE
WATERTIGHT BASIN
4.1

General description of
the foundation

The building is supported by a slab foundation combined
with piles. The slab with a thickness of 80 cm (its thickness is
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increased at the piles) and the perimeter walls are watertight
up to the critical groundwater level. Uvaterv Co. was awarded
a contract to design these structures.

4.2 Soil and groundwater
The original site was almost plain, the average ground level
was 119-120 m above Baltic Sea. Under the humous surface
layer there are very deep fluvial sediments from the Pleistocene
and Holocene periods; the sediments are mainly sand soils
whose coarseness increases with the depth. Between the granular
strata there are lenticular deposits of thin transient and bound
strata (silt and muddy rock-flour). The water permeability of
the grainy measures varies between k 10-3 - 10-6 m/so The
surface of the Miocene substratum varies between 101.1-106.0
m above Baltic Sea. Clay and silt soils have good watertight
qualities (k 10-8-10- 9 m/s). The critical groundwater level is
117.0 m above Baltic Sea. The expected construction water
level is 114.0-115.0 m above Baltic Sea.

4.3 Dewatering
The architectural and structural design of the building commenced in September 2000 and February 2001, respectively.
The construction of the large underground floors below the
groundwater level posed serious difficulties. The underground
parking floors and the technical rooms required a building pit
with an approximate depth of 11.0 m and we had to be prepared for about 4 m groundwater level difference during construction. For the evacuation of water from the building pit we
had to choose the most suitable from a number of different
methods. Open channel dewatering is mostly used up to a
depth of 2-3 metres; to overcome a depth beyond that requires active interventions. In the case of sump dewatering
there is no need to build a separate structure but the high
quantity of water removed (15,000 cu. metres/day) would have
posed unsunnountable difficulties.
The most reliable method for the evacuation of water from
the enonnous building pit seemed to be a wall encircling the
entire construction site, even though this is costly and time
consuming. Finally, the building pit was constructed with a
pulp wall enclosure connected into the silt-clay stratum. This
structure was designed by Taupe Ltd. and is cheaper than a
cutoff wall. As it can be partially removed after it is not needed
anymore, it does not inhibit the flow of groundwater. A cutoff
wall would not have been suitable anyway because of the
varied outline of the building and of the ramps leading to the
underground parking floors.
28 sumps were installed for the dewatering ofthe construction site which facilitated a quick reduction of groundwater
level. For the removal of the small amounts of viater seeping
into the building pit a few sumps are operated intennittently.

4.4 Earthwork
Excavation was perfonned in three main phases; in the first
one, soil was removed to 116.0-117.0 m above Baltic Sea
level. This is where the pulp wall encircling the construction
site starts. Here, a set-off was made and excavation continued
dow'n to the piling level. After the piling work was completed,
the subgrade level of the foundation slab was prepared. The
deepest level of the final earthwork is 111.03 m above Baltic
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Sea.
The main contractor (Strabag Co.) required that the sandy
gravel bedding layer should be omitted. Even though the
sub grade level comprised grainy soils, this was not possible.
The coefficient of irregularity ofthe mainly fine-grained sand
found here is low (U = 2.2-2.8). These soils dodge any concentrated loads (e.g. the wheel load of construction machinery), which means that the earthwork needed for the construction of concrete subbase can not be created. Therefore, the
bedding layer could not be omitted for reasons of
constmctability. A layer of 24 cm sandy gravel (Trr = 95%)
was placed under the 6 cm thick blinding concrete layer.

4.5 Piling work
For the foundation of the building SOB piles were manufactured. The load bearing capacity of piles was detennined arithmetically and by means of loading tests.
The calculation method employed (Berezantsev) adopts a
three-dimensional sliding surface under the tip of the pile:
dislocation on this surface is inhibited by the stress region
formed around the envelope. The weight of the region acting
as a lateral load must be reduced by the friction on the boundary surface of the region. The resulting pile load bearing capacities \vere used for the preparation of load tests.
During the load tests it posed a problem that the anchoring
piles did not have enough reinforcement in them. which meant
that the piles could not be loaded up to the breaking point
(the anchor steels broke. so this was actually an anchor steel
test). The test results were still usable because we defined the
load bearing capacity of the piles on the basis of a force belonging to a ~ 10 mm limit dislocation. The limit load bearing
capacity of a 15.0 metre long pile with a diameter 01'90 and 60
cm is Ff{ = 2800 kN and F/i = 1800 kN. respectively.
Piling work \vas perfonned by BRK Speciiilis Mclycpito
Ltd. and HBM Ltd. There were 837 and 335 piles manufactured with diameters 01'90 cm and 60 cm, respectively. There
is no structure above the loading areas, therefore it was necessary to use anchoring piles here to prevent the le,'itation of
the foundation slab.

4.6 The foundation slab
The spring constant of the piles was calculated from the ultimate load-bearing capacity of the pile and the associated dislocation. The foundation slab was calculated as a slab embedded elastically, with the springs being more rigid at the pile
locations. Individual piles and groups of 2-5 piles were used
to accommodate the varying pile loads (max. 18.000 kN) of
the first phase. According to our calculations the foundation
slab could - without the piles and with reinforcement - accommodate column loads of 3500 kN.
The foundation slab was constructed in accordance with the
requirements of the Austlian standard. The standard, which refers to the critical part of the building below the groundwater
level as the '\veisse Wanne" (the white basin), groups the various structures depending on the height of the water column and
the dryness requirements. Then it specifies the cracking limits of
the individual classes, the sizes of concrete slabs and walls that
can be manufactured in one stage, the minimum amount of reinforcement and the joint alTangement should be made.
The base reinforcement of the 80 cm thick foundation slab
had a diameter of20/20 mm. At column loads exceeding 6000
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kN, apali from the piles it was necessary to make the foundation slab thicker. The thickness was 1.04 metre and 1.20 metre
at the 2- and 3-5-pile groups, respectively, with a splay of
45°. To accommodate the increased bending moment a reinforcement with a diameter of25/ I 0/20 mm was used. the cracking limit (0.15 mm) could be achieved \vith a mesh of 10115/
IS mm diameter. For the purpose of punching reinforcement
we used hoops \vith a diameter of 14 mm and 16 mm.
The foundation slab of the building has no expansion
joints: it is separated with displacement joints from the loading areas and the ramps only (the slab thickness is a mere 50

cm here). There are two expansion joints in the stIUcture of the
underground floors (along axes 11-12 and 17-18). The foundation slabs of the first and the second phase have an expansion joint behveen them.
At the _2nd underground floor there will be parking spaces.
technical and storage rooms. Because of the different TImctions of the various areas the foundation slab has different
levels as required by the architectural concept. The characteristic foundation slab top levels of the first phase are as follows: ground level: 120.00 m above Baltic Sea (-2.50); parking level: 114.14 m above Baltic Sea (-8.36); storage: 116.45

Fig. 4
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m above Baltic Sea (-6.05); service tunnel: 112.13 m above
Baltic Sea (-10.37); lorry goods distribution: 113.9 m above
Baltic Sea (-8.60). Naturally, mechanical shafts were also built.
The concrete technological report specified the maximum
size of the largest slab section to be poured in one stage at
24.0 metre x 24.0 metre. The average section size is 16 metre x
x 24 metre. There were 160 and 87 slab sections poured in the
first and the second phase, respectively. Between the individual slab sections watertight joints had to be created, so the
construction joints were filled with expansive rubber and the
perimeter was sealed with joint band. At the sinkings and the
abutment of the slab sections with different levels it was often
not easy to place the joint band. Perimeter walls have a thickness of 40-50 cm, the maximum length to be poured at one
stage was 8.0 metres.
One of the difficulties related to the construction of large
foundation slabs is the prevention of shrinkage cracks. Even
though all provisions of the concrete technology were adhered to, in some sections of the foundation slab 0.1-0.2 mm
wide cracks formed, which exceeded the m.aximum allowable
limit. The slab sections most affected were poured during the
baking hot periods of the summer and the temperature was
above the ideal. In the final form of the building some of these
cracks will disappear as the slab will bend under the load. At
the present stage of the construction it would not be practicable to fill these cracks. Remedying is to be commenced under
favourable weather conditions and after the superstructure has
reached 50 per cent completion.
Piling and the dimensioning of the foundation slab were
not very complicated tasks. The problems mainly resulted
from the following factors:
liP because of the protracted decision preparation process
the planning and construction times were very short
liP the large building is difficult to embrace (Fig. 4)
liP architectural plans were often modified during the preparation of the reinforcement plans
liP coordination of the different structural engineering teams
liP design was only a few steps ahead of construction
liP all plans had to be prepared in .dwg (Auto Cad) format.

5. DESIGNTASKSOFCAECLTD.:
MONOLITHIC COLUMNS AND
BEAMS
The office joined the execution design process at a comparatively late stage, in March 2001. In May the first columns of
section 1D were already manufactured on the basis of our
plans and were followed a few days later by the first reinforced
concrete walls and beams. This means that there was only
little time left strictly for planning and plotting.
As a result of the lengthy preparations we had a mature
load bearing struchlre concept, which meant that Plan 31
Mernok Ltd. relieved us of the often time-consuming and tiresome task of coordination with the client.
First we calculated the reaction forces communicated by
the superstruchlre to the foundation, so that Uvaterv Co. could
calculate the loads the foundation slab would be exposed to.

had a sufficient number of staircase and elevator shaft cores
necessary for the spatial stiffness this had been the design
task of Plan 31 Mernok Ltd. The monolithic reinforced concrete walls made with panel shuttering were mainly fire impeding walls at the underground floors and external perimeter
walls of the superstructure, whose primary architectural TImction was to divide the space .and had no significant role as
load carrying structures.
Certain walls, however, played an important role as part of
the load bearing structure, of which the building part extending in a cantilevered manner more than 8 metres long above
the lorry ramp in section 1G and rE is an exciting example.
During the design of the walls we were unfortunately often
faced with the fact that at this early stage of the construction
the formwork plans did not indicate 'all the necessary
penetrations, and what they did indicate was often modified
at a later time. As a result, several plans had to be amended
subsequently.

5.2 Columns
In order to expedite the execution and design processes we
developed a modular reinforcement system for the columns
and beams which had the following advantages:
liP From construction-related aspects: It enabled us to preassemble the majority of the reinforcement which only
had to be lifted into place upon delivery. Thereby the
time consuming task of steel fixing could partly be
"outsourced" from the construction site and arranged at
outside locations with larger capacities to expedite the
works.
liP From design-related aspects: The results of the dynamic
calculation could be evaluated and prepared for design
purposes using the load-bearing levels calculated on
the basis of the reinforcement modules. Design could
be accelerated by the creation of a computerised modular file system. We employed the "block" features of the
AutoCad software. This way the designer had to assemble the plans from the modules specified on the basis of
the design analysis (statics) and to supplement the modules with the specific features resulting from the actual
location of the module in question.
The general column diameter in the underground levels
was 116/50 cm, the columns of the upper levels had a circular
cross-section and a diameter of70 cm or 60 cm.
The reinforcement ofthe columns was designed under CO/lsideration of various aspects in a strict system. Such aspects
were: easy assembly, good compaction of concrete, minimum
amount and economical use of steel and that the reinforcement of the beams should be able to pass above the columns.
We had prepared detailed plans of the reinforcement joints
already at an early stage of the design process in order to
coordinate the reinforcement systems of the individual supporting structures. When planning the reinforcement system,
every bar had its exact location specified to the centimetre.
We defined the ultimate optimum location of every longitudinal bar and reduced the number and/or diameter of the reinforcing bars of columns exposed to smaller loads.

5.3 Beams (Figs. 5, 6 and 7)
5.1 Walls and diaphragms
The individual units of the building between expansion joints
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With the exception of certain 14 metre long perimeter beams
at the end of the floor sections all beams were made of cast in

~

Lower reinforcement unit
protruding stirrups

/ /1'/1\

hoop stirrups

assembly bars

hoop stirrups

two lateral
main bars

situ concrete. The beams engaged the majority of our design
capacities because a large number of often very complicated
beams had to be designed. Not even the most common main
beams could be considered as conventional with their width
of 200 (162) cm and the depth of 71 cm.
One of the interesting features of the load-bearing stnlClllre o{the building is that - mainly because of the functional
differences between the -I SI floor and the groundfloor the
loads of walls and columns carrying the loads of more than
one levels had to be discharged to columns located at different locations of the floor-plan, which also posed difficulties
during the design of beams.
The reil!forcemenr module system \ras llsed for the main
beallls running along the grid axes. The entire reinforcement
of the beam was divided into four reinforcement modules between the supports: lo\ver reinforcement module (AV), upper
reinforcement module above the suppOIi (FV). upper auxiliary reinforcement module (PV) and upper reinforcement module (TV). These reinforcement modules were sawd in separate
files. The individual modules were supplemented with further
modules by changing the number of pieces and the diameters,
which resulted in a module library.
The designer after having drawn the fOllllwork of the beam

Fig. 6
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inserted the modules by means of specific handles - the modules recalled the respective cross-sections as well.
Even though the development of the system and the adaptation to a computerised working environment was rather timeconsuming, it was \V011h the effort because our productivity
increased significantly. We managed to exploit the biggest
advantage of computers: easy duplication and modification.

6. CHRONOLOGY OF ASIA CENTER
February 2000.

March 2000.
April-May 2000.

June 2000.
July-Dec. 2000.

First meeting of Strabag International
and Plan 31 Ltd. regarding the ASIA
Center Project.
Contact is made between Lackner &
Rami GmbH and Plan 31 Ltd.
Structural variations: Lenger Lackner
& Rami GmbH. Plan 31. Ltd. One of
the most important phases of structural
design: the type of structure is decided
upon.
Building pennit structural designs (Plan
31 Ltd.)
- Invitation of Uvaterv Co. (foundation
works, watertight basin)
- Contract preparation between client

and main contractor (the most time consuming phase of the project)
- Invitation of CAEC Ltd. the proJanuary 2001.
tracted preparation resulted in a significant lack of designer capacity
The structural design team is complete: Lackner & RamI Ltd., Uvaterv Co.,
CAEC Ltd., Plan 31. Ltd.
February 2001.
Contracting for the execution design of
the supporting structure. First phase:
"male" and "female" building part,
t1001'space of 120,000 sq. metre.
March-Dec. 2001. Execution design process
May 2001.
Critical phase of execution design process; communication problems emerge.
Data supply among individual disciplines mutually delayed.
In the meantime, execution starts in full
force
The designers' team is getting welded
June 2001.
together, communication problems are
solved (coordination of Internet-based
design. of different drawing software and
establishment of documentation discipline).
July-Aug. 2001.
Extreme efforts of all participants; summer holidays are abandoned.
Design process back to ,. nonnal". In the
September 2001.
meantime it turned out that the decision
concerning the structure had been correct: quick execution is feasible, spirits
rebounded.
The "male" part is completed (Fig. 8.).
November 2001.
Construction of the "female" part is accelerated. Decision is made concerning
the 2'" phase (the ''Father'"); preparation
of the design process of the 2"d phase,
contracting for the execution design of
the 2 nd phase (88.000 sq metres).
Structural design of the 2"d phase.
Jan.-Aug. 2002.
ASIA Center opened (projected date).
June 2003.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The design and execution of ASIA Center shO\ved that Hungary already acts as a member of the European Community, at
least as far as construction activities are concerned. Eurocode
standards are part of our everyday reality, even though they
are still not as mature as an EN standard.
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111 the last years, a lIeH' 0pe olreinforced concrete/i'ame structure has been li'ide(), llsed. When compared to [he 0picanl' used
long-span structures, [he main difference consists of the substitution of TT roofpanels with !cuge ribbed tucked panels. Such
structures are nOlI' used across almost the elltire Eastel'll Europeall area ll'ith small lJIod{fications. One o(the main issues regarding use of such structures is their resistance to earthquakes.
Keywords:

1. ANTECEDENTS
The history of development of reinforced concrete frame structures in East Europe have common roots. The period 19481960 was defined by monolithic building and precasting in
the construction yard which in time developed into industrialized prefabrication. Thus, in the 1970's the "type" structures
were developed along with the general tendency of'·typization'·
of the structure. Halls covered with T or TT elements gained
more widespread applications when compared to other structural design conceptions.
By the end ofthe 1980's however. the number of built objects
and the demand for other industrial buildings drastically decreased.
Follow'ing the political changes, the interest in reinforced
concrete structures reached a low ebb and most of the prefabricating factories stopped production. The few which continued to function proved to be hard to sell in the privatization
process even at a small price.
The prefabrication industry hardly survived during these
years and this \-vas not due to the reinforced concrete industry,
which has proved to be one of the main construction materials
used throughout the world.
Meanwhile, the imported steel structures (Lindab, Buttler.
Astron etc) appeared on the market. Thanks first of all to the
intensive marketing activity of the producers, this type ofstructure was a success. On the other hand, it was made just a too
few same activity for the reinforced concrete.
This situation starts to improve after the atTival of the first
foreign investors and after the completion of some commercial and industrial buildings. In Hungary development started
immediately after the political changes. while in Romania only
at the end of 1990' s. In the Ukraine this is only no\v expected
to develop over the next few years. This process has a nonuniform character.
This mode of thinking and the efficiency of the foreign investor employed vvith market economy rules had an effect even
on the structures of the halls.
The actual price of the steel structures is higher than reinforced concrete owing first of all to severe fire protection standards. Many fires occun'ing in Romania or outside the country
have proved the efficiency of reinforced concrete structures.
In these cases it was sufficient to change some beams. because of the large bending-denection, but the steel structures
were completely damaged. Owing to this aspects, at this time
at the tenders for halls. near steel structures appear success-
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fully the reinforced concrete structures. and we can say that in
the contest between the steel and the concrete, by the construction of the halls, the concrete leads in Hungary and even
in Romania too.

2. MODERN FRAME STRUCTURE
FOR HALLS
We can define "modem structures" as those structures which
appear with the first foreign investors in Romania, and still
define the ground noor halls. In Eastem Europe the Metro
stores represent the challenge,
The Metro and Macro store-chain. with over 350 commercial outlets across Europe emphasize the consumer's comfort
whether the store is in London or in Mosco\v.
FVhy is this structure an innovation? Compared to the old
structures the roof solution is the major change. The halls built
before were covered with heavy elements made of prestressed
concrete, ECP or TT type. Modem halls are made with tucked
iron panels with large tucks, In most of the westem countries,
the tucked iron panels, protected against cOlTosion, had been
taken out the market of reinforced concrete covers.
The structures made in this way can be named "light reinforced concrete frameworks". because their O\VI1 weight of
structure is between 160-200 daN/mc, while the halls covered
by prestressed concrete elements have the weight between 350450 daN/m c.
The advantage of tucked iron panels consists of the fact
that the admissible distance between the \V"edges increases up
to 7.5 m, or in cases when the hall has the span up to 7.5 m it
might abandon using wedges. The minimum thickness of the
tin is 0.88 mm. but in case of larger spans and bigger snow
loadings this can reach up to 1.5 mm thick. In snow agglomeration areas two overlapped tucked iron panels may be used.
By eliminating the heavy surface elements made of reinforced
concrete or prestressed concrete. considerable reduction in the
self weight of the structures can be achieved, This reduction
at the rooflevel is a real gain regarding the structure's behavior
during seismic movements.
After the eight commercial halls built in Hungary by Metro
with a framework of reinforced concrete, the construction program started in Romania in 1996. The first two halls built in
Bucharest were of a mixed structure: the roof structure from
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steel (for the first time in Metro store history) and the columns
from reinforced concrete. This was due to the short time period and the danger of seism. The protection cover for fire
applied to the steel elements, together with the overdimensioning because the seismic area in which they were
constructed, made the cost of investment double compared to
similar examples from other countries.
In the case of the third Metro store - built in Timiooara the investor imposed that the structure to be made completely
from reinforced concrete.
The constructors' desire that in the case of the Metro stores
to be built in Romania that the experience accumulated in
similar constructions made in Hungary - was obvious. So, the
reinforced concrete framework blueprints for the stores in
Timiooara and BraOov were elaborated by PLAN 31 MER.NOK
Ltd. (Hungary). By the same token, the construction elements
were manufactured by ASA EPITOIPARI Ltd., a finn whose
factory location is Hodmezovasarhely. For the hall in BraOov
many elements were realized in collaboration with the finn
Prescon (BraOov).
Actually, \vith the appearance of the PLAN 31 MERNOK Ltd.
and ASA EPiTOIPARI Ltd. the "resurrection" of the prefabricated
reinforced concrete industry in Romania was started. The project
office PLAN 31 Ro in CLU] NAPOCA was opened and the prefabrication factory from Turda was bought by ASA EPITOIPARI Ltd.
r would like to stress the incontestable contribution of
Mr. Polgar Laszl6 and Mr. Abraham Andras for the resurrection of the prefabrication industry in Romania.
At the conception stage of the design the bay size was considered for the stores in Bucharest. Instead of the IOx20m spans used
in Hungary the 14x21 m bay size was chosen. In other respects everything was designed using the existing models from Hungary.
The reinforced concrete framework was executed in
15 weeks and proved to be an efficient solution comparable to
a steel structure. There followed the decision to employ the
design for subsequent hall structures based upon the structure
used in Timiooara.
Consequently, the third Metro store from Bucharest and
the next eight halls were designed by PLAN 31 Ro, finn from
Cluj Napoca, and the building elements were made in the ASA's
prefabrication factory from Turda.
Meanwhile, in Bulgaria, Russia and Croatia, Metro stores
spread quickly with the investor applying the experience gained
in Hungary. The main advantage of these structures is the short

time of execution because for the investor the investment process time and the purchasing cost have major importance. Even
if in some countries the wide application of this kind of structures wasn't achieved without obstacles, the advantage mentioned earlier guaranteed certain success. Recognising the
behaviour of these structures relative to earthquakes made
further positive contributions to the spread of the system
through the region.
The latter fact is to acknowledge that Hungary and Ukraine,
Romania, Croatia and Bulgaria are active seismic areas.

3. THE EFFECTS OF EARTHOUAKES
ON THE NEW FRAMEWORKS
3. 1 Seismic conditions
All structural conceptions of an object to be built depends on
the proposed location and this why it is vital to have data which
respects local expected seismic conditions.
The intensity of an earthquake varies according to the following parameters:
• The hypocenter depth
• The distance from the emplacement to the epicenter
CD The earthquake magnitude
CD Geological and geographical conditions
• The foundation soil property
There are many epic enters in existence in Romania. The
place of the strongest earthquakes measured so far in the country is near the city ofVrancea in the curvature of the Carpathian
Mountains. This is the deepest hypocenter in Europe and where
strong earthquakes can bc expected every 50 years. Seismic
areas where surface earthquakes are registered can be found
are near Timiooara and between Carei and Valea lui Mihai.
The moving frequency of these earthquakes is very high, and
they appear once in every 100 years.
A structural engineer is interested in the dynamic properties of earthquakes and with which data he/she is able to make
verifying calculations.
Usually an earthquake is defined by the measure of seismic
intensity and according to the value of seismic acceleration. The
seismic map of Romania (Fig. 1) is elaborated and based upon the
measured seismic intensity. Accordingly, the strongest earthquakes
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are generated lop-sided oriented on a NE-SW axis. Also observable are the actually recorded seismic areas measured by the standards as noted with the letters from A to F and which depend on the
earthquake intensity produced. Additionally, Fig. I records the
maximum value of the intensity measured on the Richter scale.
Also note that this figure only represents the cities where the structures in question were built. It can also be observed that the most
of the halls were built in the areas where the seismic movement is
medium or high. Near the border with Hungary are areas with
surface earthquakes and in this areas the calculations are made
with different values on the two side of the border.
The surface earthquakes properties are:
Ell direction of propagation
Ell amplitude
Ell speed
Ell acceleration
The places in seismic areas characterized by surface earthquakes are classified depending on the distance to the epicentre:
49 at 150 km
El at 25 km
• at 5 km
The different seismic effects which are produced from one
distance to another and must be considered.
The difference between the two effects is presented in Table 1:
Ell near the epicentre, the direction of propagation has a
higher importance than the stratification of the foundation soil;
El the speed of the movements are very high (3-4 mlsec)
in the areas next to the epicentre, and for those far away,
it was measured at 0.3-0.5 mlsec;
Ell the vertical component of the earthquakes is more important than the horizontal one near the epicentre, and
their frequency is very different from the horizontal ones.
Further we will present the earthquakes of VI degree (F)
because, in case of a well conceived structure executed with
attention and with quality materials, this movement do not
represent a true danger.

3.2 The questions of the design

and not static forces, it is very hard to evaluate their effects
static ally.
A structure's strength to an earthquake depends on the framework's property to develop sufficient potential energy to absorb
the kinetic external energy produced by the earthquake. A frame
structure, owing to its flexibility through defonnation, is able to
absorb kinetic energy and survive an earthquake. But is it possible to build any structure which is resistant to a high intensity
earthquake without minimal damage being produced?
The statistical data which are available to the design engineers concerning earthquakes is poor and unsure. Therefore,
in the design of some structures liable to strong earthquakes
the engineer must assume a risk.
The compulsory standards in the structural design do not
contain answers to each difficult problem, even if they are
under continuous development. For example, the Romanian
standard first elaborated in 1977, was resumed in 1990 and at
this time it obliges the engineer to use more certain
dimensioning. The assumed risk by the engineer does not depend only on themselves or the seismologists, but is also part
of the design standards of several countries.
It must detennine that the buildings designed by us cannot
be considered as perfect because the adopted technical solution and the evaluation of the risk are decisions which are economical in character. Thus, even our structures are not free
from financial constraints. On the other hand, we always have
to consider that the absolute safety (if we can say that in case
of the seism), and an assumed risk which is too high is at the
same time inefficient. Thus, we try to establish for each project
an optimal risk.
In the case of the strongest earthquakes measured in Romania (1940-1977), the effects of the seismic w'aves on different
structures are visible. The halls prefabricated with reinforced
concrete frames had a pretty good behaviour during the seism
from 1977. but we have to mention that most of the structures
had columll distances of 6-9 m and spans of 12-18m.
Ground floor halls designed by us have the bottom of the
columns fixed and hinged tops, and this is why the structure's
spatial rigidity has a major importance and this applies also to
the knots conception, the columns ductility and the stability
of the foundation blocks.
a)

Tile ruleS of [he deSign

Besides the correct dimensioning of the elements, it is recommended always to respect the structural rules, even if they do
not look quite complicated in the case of ground floor halls.
The shape of the buildings in horizontal and vertical plans are
to be regular. to avoid the halls with T or L shapes in the horizontal plan and to avoid torsion of the buildings during an
earthquake. If, by architectural design, there is an inevitable
concave shape to a hall, the dimensions of the entrances and
exits have to be less then a quarter of the total area of the hall
(Fig. 2). The remedy in the case of a concave shape, both in

L.

It is well known that the seism is a sliding movement with an
alternative dynamic effect which produces some plastic areas
in the structure. Because they are a complex energetic process
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Fig. 3

the vertical plane and the horizontaL consists in foreseeing
seismic joints between the building sections.
The dimensions of the seismic joints and contractionjoints
are calculated based upon the data derived Fig. 3, with special
attention to flexible structures where the movement amplitudes are higher than in the case of rigid frameworks.

d??D. 1
2111m
where:
d dimension of the seismic joint
- maximal lateral movements of the buildings at the
highest point of the hall. The maximum lateral movement of
the ground floor halls is D. 111", < HI 100, so we can see that in the
case of higher halls the seismic joints become larger by so100 mm, especially due to the value of D. m" which must contain the remaining movement too.
The seismic joint must be conceived in a way to be identical w-ith the contraction joint because they are always realized
by columns duality and not with secondary structures.
The maximal dimensions of the seismic joints and contraction joints are the following, depending by the seismic areas:
®
150 mm in E and F areas:
tII
120 mm in C and D areas:
tII 95 mm in A and B areas
Another important request for the structures placed in the
seismic areas is that the self-weight of the structure is to be as
light as possible. These new structures fulfill this demand very
well. On the other hand, it is very important to understand the
special behavior of the structure which depends strongly on
the cover rigidity from the washer effect of the tucked panel.
However, with regard to this we have less experience of this
type of cover, especially vvhen we are concemed with rein-
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forced concrete structures. Lately, more and more articles have
appeared, proving the efficient washer effect of the tucked
panel roof on the halls with steel strength framework.
According to accumulated experience, the greater efficiency
of the tucked panel against lateral movement of the compressed
areas. of the panels on main beams, vvhen the panels are placed
wit-h perpendicular tucks on them, has been proved.
Research carried out in Romania (Dima Mazzolani 1990) and
other countIies. shows that tucked iron panels fixed on two or
four sides to the concrete structure have a washer tendency even
better than the wind bracing (Fig. 4). The bearing of the panel
fixed on four sides is comparable vvith the panel fixed only on
two sides and the wind bracing together.
The tucked panel fixed on two sides presumes that the panel
is attached vvith screws in each tuck. The appendage on the
two sides is more difficult because the wedges underpin the
main beams. so the superior sides of the beams are not in the
same plane. This problem could be solved in two ways: using
metallic attachment pieces. or with over-concrete of the main
beam at the necessary benchmark. This last solution was used
at the Metro halls in Bulgaria (Fig. 5). If the spaces betw-een
the screws are small enough, the curves "c" and "d" almost
superpose. The curves from Fig. 4 were traced with monotone horizontalloadings. For altematives the technical literature presents very little data. Until there is complete settlement to the problem it -is recommended to use horizontal wind
bracing under the tucked panels in the plane of the roof to
stiffen the structure. We have used this. (Fig. 6)
We choose this solution because if we do not use vvind bracing in the Band C zones. we need a tucked panel of 1.25 mm
thickness. Using both the wind bracing and the tucked paneL
we reduce this thickness to 0.88 mm. In the terms of costs the
two solutions have almost identical results. but with the chosen method we reduce the execution speed. the tucked panel
being cached only on t\\'o sides. According to our conception
the horizontal and the lateral washer have effects only against
excessive lateral movements.
The existing seismic standards recommend that the structural concept be as simply as possible, with the gravitational
loadings to be transfened to the foundation soil through the
shortest route possible. It is not recommended that the columns bear on the beams. and in addition that a beam does not
bear on another beam. Taking into account this prescription
our tender on the ground floor halls is shown in Fig. 7 vvhich
accords to the grating and hall placements.
In order to avoid the general twisting of the halls during an
earthquake, the anangement of the reinforcing systems and
the distribution of the structure mass must be carefully calTied
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3.3 The seismic calculation of structures

out. Here we refer to the intennediate floor, which in most
cases sends to the marginal columns the loading received, leading to an increased bending moment. So even if on the first
sight it seems a strange that the central columns which take
the bulk loading and marginal columns liable to stronger bending moments of the halls - it will have sections with identical
dimensions and the reinforcement of the two types of columns
is usually identical. On the other hand, we have to be careful
with the closure walls and the dividing walls not to work together with the structure, which can result in a negative effect
on the movements which brings about hall twisting.

When evaluating seismic effects on structures and choosing'
the design procedures there are two important aspects to consider:
CiI the structural model chosen must correspond with the
static and dynamic properties of the real structure
CiI the calculation must give results as close as possible to
the reality predicted by the pattern movement concerned
Concerning the patterns there are some simplified fonus of
real structures and the results can not be others than approximations. Most of the automatic calculation programs
(Nemetschek Feat 2000, Drain, Graintec Effel200 1, Axis, etc)
use the method of the replacement of the seismic effect on the
structure with stresses.
In each country, the seismic stress. an inertia force from the
acceleration in movement of buildings, is regularized by the
standards. The Romanian standard (P-IOO-92) uses the following relation:
SI/.S

= k, . k • . j3 . 'f' . c: . Q

where:
k, coefficient of the building's importance, depending on
the importance classes (1.2 in case of commercial centers,
1.0 for industrial objectives).
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a)

concrete + screwing

b)
metallic plate

+ screw

kg relative acceleration (Fig. 1)
j3 dynamic coefficient, depending on the natural period
of vibration of the structure (Fig. II),2.5 at the ground
floor structures
\f' coefficient of decreasing seismic effects (0.2 in case of
ground floor structures, if the knots between the beams
and the columns are articulated)
&- coefficient of equivalency between the real system
and a system with a freedom degree adequate to the own
environment
Q resultant of gravitational loading for the entire structure.
The seismic stress must be evaluated for each individual
period of vibration. this being a horizontal force applied
to the concrete floor.
of knots
C) Tr:e COnCEptiOn and
Technically speaking, the static structure knots define the domain of using carrying structures. In the area of prefabricated
reinforced concrete, the most difficult problem consists in
making hinged knots. This system is based first on the knots
with pitchforks (Fig. 8). The solution was used more and the
novelty is that instead of welded joints, an easier and faster
procedure conceming the execution is used using an arbor.
In the case of prefabricated reinforced concrete structures a
special problem concems the achievement of a hinged noose.
It is recommended to put the beams into the pitchfork created
at the top of the columns. The method was used a long time
ago - the innovation consists of the fact that the attachments
with solder were replaced by an easier and a faster procedure
(from the standpoint of execution) - the screw taps procedure. Ending the assembly phase, the holes around the screw
taps are matte with expansive mortar. In the case of dangerous
seismic areas, the top of the screw taps is fixed with a supplementary washer and a twist. Depending on the section and the
span ofthe beams other types of noose are used (Fig. 9). Due
to powerful local tensions, a danger of local degradation occurs in the underpin area at beams with wide spans.
Using epoxy mortars or metallic pieces are overdone solutions, replacing the rubber bands (neoprene). The advantage
of these elastic bands appears in the absorption of seismic energy and in the decreased them1al dilatation effects. Thus, the
dilatation length of halls can increase or even double, given
the well-known 60 m.
Obviously the knots used in Metro halls in Hungary should
be reconsidered because the beams shape was given and the

restricted time didn't allow for a new casing. The first knots
were conceived with monolith concrete metallic profiles
cached with screws. In Fig. 9 we can see the solution with
four scre\vs.
Unfortunately, monolith concrete proved to be not the best
solution because of the early set-up of the beams. The contraction of the concrete between the prefabricated beams head
and the monolith concrete produced crashes. Later, it was
adopted only when fixing the beams with metallic pieces.
A new type of main beam was used at the Metro store in
Ploie;;ti (seismic area B) and in the next halls, which allowed
the use knots with pitchforks (Fig. IO). We attached a lot of
these types of knots because the earthquake of 1977 proved it
to be a good conception. It is no less important than the fact
that owing to this beam we succeeded in reducing by 15% the
structure's self-weight.
Obviously, the dimensioning of the metallic elements and
of the concrete of a knot should be applied separately for a
replacing horizontal force double that of the seismic stress.
fig. 9
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d ) Reinforcerner~t of the columns
Following more powerful earthquakes there appeared the problem of whether the reinforced concrete itself was of an adequate material strength for the framework to resist the seism.
The answer is obvious: weak concrete under reinforced do
not cOlTespond to the requirement even in the low' seismic
areas. Therefore. the minimum strength of the concrete we
used for the columns is C30/3 7. This quality of reinforced
concrete is projected to be capable of taking a seismic charge.
The Romanian design engineers usually use columns with
large section in powerful seismic areas, but in many cases the
sizes of the section are limited. In most cases the concept of
the blueprints and interior design limits doesn't allow this size.
For example the shelf from commercial halls and the distance
between them dictate the transversal dimensions of the columns, so their slendemess \vill be high close to the allowed
limits (;. = 10 / h = 25 ..... 30).
To resolve the problem we started with the fact that increasing the static rigidity may have even negative effect to the
seismic requirements. We want a flexible stmcture, ductile and
capable of plastic defonl1ation within the allowed maximum
displacement limits. In the case of a given section this can be
realized only by \vell conceived reinforcement. The ductility
of the columns can be increased by an optimal reinforcement
system. In the case of the columns subjected to powerful seism
stresses (from the A, B, C areas). we adopt a mixed solution
(reinforced concrete columns with rigid metallic profiles). (Fig.

Il)
First the ductility of this column is very high. In the case of
strong shear forces it is recommended that the longitudinal
reinforcement be laid down on more rows from out-in, increasing the capacity of plastic defonnation of the column.
This column continues to sustain loads even when the con-
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crete stops working. The introduction of rigid reinforcement
is sustained in the Romanian standards, which prescribe the
reinforcement percent to be 2.5% while in a lot of standards
this percent rises up to 6%. The prescription doesn't allow the
fragile breaking of the over reinforced sections and its value
can be calculated limiting the compressed area of the bending
sections. (x < OA d ).
The maximum reinforcement percent is calculated in the
same way in the Romanian standard, and in our opinion its
decrease to 2.5% results because of the superposing of reinforcement the percent must be divided by 2. At the ground
floor halls this phenomenon is missing. so the upper limit of
the percentile we can consider as 6. Unfortunately, this notice
does not appear in the Romanian standard.
Obviously w'here the reinforcement percentage is not higher
than 2.5% rigid reinforcement was not used.
The steel used for longitudinal and transversal reinforcement must fulfill the following requests:
Cl minimum linear extension 12%
Cl ratio behveen rupture limit and the cOlTesponding yield
point not higher then 1A5
@l
the yield stress variability not higher than that corresponding to the varying coefficient of 10%
For the reinforced concrete columns the collars must be
strong enough. Conceming the transversal reinforcement. the
Romanian standard recommends the following:
p" >0.0015 (0.15%) - outside the knots areas
p" 2 O. [. (0.4 + 11). J~d

;

in the knots area

where:
p"=A,,,S,,·/J

n=IVib·h· hd

Not only the longitudinal and transversal reinforcement is
great importance but also the anchorage of rigid reinforcements. Avoiding the fragile crashing of the column (through
oblique distress in concrete) close to the anchorage will appear straight cracks on its axis.
If the force is lateral. the column will develop a fissure bigger than half of its section. If the direction of the action changes
(the force becomes negative), the fissure will appear on the
opposite side of the column (Fig. 12).
Joining the hvo fissures appears a cutting surface next to
the fixing. After completing the first action of the lateral force.
the column does not rehlm to its initial position and nor do the
fissures close completely. This thing is achieved only if the
rigid reinforcement has plastic defonl1ation. but now. because
of the compressing force.
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As we know, the extreme cutting forces w-hich appear next
to the fissures (non11al or oblique) will be taken by the next
three interior forces.
I)
force of friction from the compressed area;
I)
clenching force between the bars roughness;
• slashing force from the shear resistance of the longitudinal reinforcement and the concrete (Fig 13)
The last force is calculated based on Tassios and Vintzeleov relations from the shear force taken and the bars section. lfthe longitudinal reinforcement is in a plastic state we can't talk about slashing.
It is considered (but it still needs to be proved by researchers) that the slashing force ofthe rigid reinforcement is higher
\vhatever the compressed or the stretched side should be.
e) Foundarions
At ground floor level for frame structures the design of the
COlTect foundation has an extreme importance. The stability
of the columns fixed at the bottom and hinged at the top is
ensured by the foundations. This is why their dimensions must
be big enough.

a)

The foundation system must be simple and unifolTI1 between two contraction joints. If it is possible it is better that all
the foundation plates are in the same plane.
The role of the bending moment is very important in designing the ground floor hall foundations because of the
compressive force from the columns is small.
According to Paulay, at a high earth pressure force the most
proper should be the occurrence of the plastic area over
the catching of the column in the foundation (FigI4a). If not
the plastic state \viII appear in the foundation plate (Fig.14h.
14c).
A good method to counterbalance the bending moment
seems to be that of attaching the foundation plate to the next
foundation with foundation beams. However, this solution is
extremely expensive (Fig 15). In the case of the CORA store
in Bucharest, this problem was raised but the tender process
proved the cost of making the infrastructure to be 2-3 times
higher that the whole hall cost.
Most of the designers - in order to avoid the individual
movement of the foundations - use industrial concrete floors.
This board loaded cOlTectly with a thickness of at least 20 cm
gives an optimal solution to the problem.
The foundation beams become efficient where foundation
posts are used because of the weak foundation soil. For plastic

b)

c)

;003

Cl)

Foundation
Foundation
plate
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Fig. 16 Place of plastic hinge formaJon at plies

articulations, the reinforcements of the foundation posts are
made with column reinforcement rules (Fig. 16).

4. WHAT WILL THE FUTURE BRING?
In the future we can expect that the main beneficiary of prefabricated reinforced concrete structures will still remain the
commercial objectives. This will be due to the number of the
foreign investors and the buying power of the population. The
investments do not have limits following the firms Metro,
Selgros, Rewe and Billa. These have already established systems within their national commercial objectives other investors are coming: Plaza, Cora, Tesco, Praktiker, etc.
The conception of the structural framework for the halls
seems already to be a standard solution and this trend is progressing in the case of industrial halls too.
However there is a general trend to increase spans, so in the
case of prestressed beams we have a 36 m span beam. Successful examples are the 24 m span beams of the Selgros stores or
the 30 m of the Leoni factories (Arad and Bistrita) (Fig. 17).
There is an obvious trend for increasing the spans up to 36
m, which consequently increases the surface of the column.
The Renault car factories in Pitesti requested an offer for a
hall with the bay of 28x32 m, which means almost 900 m"j
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columns. Clearly there is an outstanding question concerning
the optimum limit.
The prestressing industry will only be capable of satisfying
technical requests when further progress has been completed
and which in turn depends on further research. With regard to
concrete strength, the use of carbon fibers would be of benefit
to increase capacity. Furthermore, concrete with the a carrying capacity by 3 - 4 times bigger that those used anterior
may have effects which still unpredictable.
However, we can state that the prefabrication industry in
Romania has progressed over the past few years and has
achieved performance levels comparable to European standards. For this we can thank firms such as ASA EPITOIPARI
Kft. from Turda, even if this process was slow and hard.
On the other hand, globalization and the development of
infrastructure and automation have also allowed great progress
to be made in structural design.
A good example of the cooperation between nations on global planning is the design finn Plan 31 Mernok Ltd, which
has built an international network which includes Hungary,
Romania, Bulgaria, and soon Ukraine. This illustrates how
the future could look for the entire eastern and central European regIOn.
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In the external walls of a reil!/orced concrete grain silo originally completed in 1967, cracks formed and filtering rainwater
impeded its operario/Z, The load-bearing capacity o.lthe silo proved insufficient, its steel reil!forcement needed corrosion protection and the restoration o.f its protective corer was deemed necessary. These conditions necessitated thorough repail: A/ter considering various strengthening techniques, an external shell o./'->vire mesh reil!/orcement andfibre reil!/orced shotcrete was selected, In order to control crackformation the silo bins ·werefilled with grain during the aplication of the shotcrete, thus tensile
stress in the external shelllFas basican,' eliminated. Final~l', a prorective layer able to bridge sUI/ace cracks was applied, which
also provided rhe silo ,rith all aesthetic appearance.

'(eywords:

re,~fo;:e'::; CO!~Ce:::

1. INTRODUCTION
The 800-wagon capacity reinforced concrete grain silo in
T6r6kszentmikl6s. Hungary. \vas designed by IPARTERY, and
it was put into operation in 1967. See Figure j for the ground
plan of the silo block which contains 18 circular bins of 5 m
diameter and an adjoining machine room. The thickness of
the reinforced concrete walls of the bins and the machine tower
is 14 cm and 16 cm, respectively.
The fi.mction of the intenhediate bins is grain storage. These consist of conical reinforced concrete fi.mnels with centric discharge
orifices at the bottom of circular bins. TIle fi.umels are supported by
a reinforced concrete circular ling beam supported by ·columns. At
the time of construction of the silo block sliding formwork was
applied and there are construction joints between bins 3 and 4 and

bins 15 and 16 cOITesponding to the two stages of construction.
Since it was presumed at the design stage that hairline cracks would
appear in the bin walls a protecti"ve lcZl'er \vas applied on the extemal
surface. During the lifting process of the sliding fomlwork local
rupture and compaction imperfections were observed at the construction joint which were mended during construction.
After some years of operation, vertical cracks formed in
the bin .mlls of the silo. Cracks of growing intensity in the
lower third of the bin walls allowed pelting rain to pass through
the wall into the bins.
During the nearly 30 years of service of the silo fi.lrther defects, horizontal cracks and COITosion ofthe steel reinforcement
were observed. This necessitated a thorough examination.
The main findings of the diagnostic examination (Herk6.
1999) of the reinforced concrete bin walls are as follows:
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The steel reil~/orcement was 2x08!25 cm according to
the plan, which was applied at most locations (but not
everywhere) in the construction.
The concrete cover on reinforcing bars is insufficient
(15 mm on the average), which lead to scaling and
alligatoring due to corrosion.
The protective layer has aged and became brittle, and is
thus in need of reconstmction.
There are great variances in the condition of the different bin walls: some bins are in satisfactory condition
while others are rather defective and need urgent repair.
Concrete strength is generally insufficient (C 12 on the
average), concrete quality and density is uneven. and
there are cavities in the concrete.

2. SELECTING A STRENGTHENING
TECHNIQUE
The management oftheAlfoldi Gabonaipari Rt. (Alfoldi Grain
Industry Corp.) decided to conduct a competition to find the
best method of restoration and strengthening. Competitors
proposed the follo\ving strengthening techniques:
a) Attachment of external and internal steel bands on the
bins, anchored in the interlocking section of bins.
b) Construction of a new, intemal rein/arced concrete shell.
c) Constmction of an external slzell of shotcrete.
d) Mounting carbon fibre sheets on the bin walls.
Techniques a) and b) can be applied to pm1ially strengthen
the silo, i.e. after repairing the bins in the worst condition restoration can be scheduled according to financial means.
In the case of an eXTernal rein/arced concrete slzell, it is
difficult to carry out partial strengthening and divide the restoration process into stages. This technique feahlres technological advantages and economic efficiency only if the whole
silo block is restored at the same time.
Having considered all factors, the operator of the silo selected the strengthening technique that applies an external reinforced concrete shelL and the EKS-Service Ltd. was commissioned to execute the plan (Erdei, 2001). The detailed plan
of execution was prepared by CAEC Ltd.

Silo pressure at an

z Irnl

z/zo

at storage Ik:\/rn'J

Physical properties of ideal grain
• Unit weight:
y = 9 kN/m 3
• Coefficient of lateral pressure:
k' = 0.6
at storage:
at discharge:
k d 1.0
• Coefficient of wall friction:
m5 0.4
at storage:
at discharge:
m d 0.24
Geometrical data of reinforced concrete bins:
Diameter of the centric surface of the bin wall:
D = 5.00 m
Internal diameter:
Di = 4.86 m
Wall thickness:
t 0.14 m
Height of stored grains above the funnel: H 27.0 m
The critical depth is the same at storage and at discharge,
Sll1ce.

zo

Di 4km-4.86/(4 x I xO.24)=5.6m

The maximum values oj'silo press lire produced by the grain
stored in a bin of infinite height are as follows:
11

At storage
Vertical pressure:
./ Z
,

45.5 kN/m 2 •

11

Horizontal pressure:

Psh.rn:!\ = '/
I

Z

k5 = 27.3 kN/m 2•

()

Friction pressure:
P' 1.012.\ = '/I

3. THE STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
3.1 Loads

11

There are several methods for the calculation of the so-called
silo pressure produced by the material stored in grain silos.
However. the authors do not wish to introduce them in this
paper. In the given case. the procedure proposed by Orosz
(1998) was chosen for the following reasons:
• It is based on Janssen 's theory, which is most commonly
applied.
• It provides pressure values both for the storage and discharge states.
• It provides sets of corresponding values. thus it can be
applied not only for vertical but also for skew walls.
• It is easily applicable and conservative, i.e. safe.
• It applies such ideal prope11ies of material, which can
be applied in the structural analysis regardless of the
type olcom. Thus the serviceability of the silo does not
depend on the type of corn to be stored in it throughout
its life span.

e
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Z ()

k' m' = 10.9 kN/m 2 •

At discharge
pO,.n"" y Zo = 45.5 kN/m 2•
POh.m", = Y Zo kO
= 45.5 kN/m 2 •

At all arbitrCll}' depth, the silo pressure can be calculated
using the Janssen fonnula:
pr::) = P",,, (]

e==O)

(See Table 1.)

Note that it is assumed in this calculation method that.

In our case it is sufficient to consider only horizontal pressure. See Fig. :! for its distribution along the height.
Instead of an exponential pressure distribution. the distri-
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bution of the maximum horizontal pressure is given by straight
lines drawn from the origin to the critical depth, zo' passing
through the intersection of a vertical line at Ph.ma, and the tangent of the theoretical curve, according to Orosz's proposal
(1998). The theoretical pressure values are lower than these
limit lines in all cases so this approximate method proves to
be conservative and dependable.

3.2 The state before strengthening

The ultimate force is,
Fh.b = 402 x 350

= 140.5 kN/m < 158.4 kN/m,

the deficiency is app. 11 %.
In the executed bin walls, the arrangement of reinforcing
bars (as found in the explorations) roughly corresponds to the
plans. However, due to corrosion, the cross-section of steel
bars must be reduced by approximately 10% in the calculation, so the actual ultimate force, assuming steel reinforcement of A 5 == 360 mm 2/m.• is.•

j
forces and ~ltirnate forces
The tensile force in the bin walls. applying the "boiler" formula, is,

3.2.

Fh

=n

x Ri

K

Ph.ma,

where. n = 1.3
R, = 2.43 m

= 1.3

x

2.43 x 45.5 = 144.0 kN/m,

safety factor,
intemal radius of the bin.

The daily and seasonal temperature effect is approximately
10% of the discharge pressure, thus the design ring force is,
F\.J

Fh.o;'

= 360 x 350 = 126 kN/m < 158.4 kN/m,

and the deficiency is approximately 20%. Such a deficiency
of load-bearing capacity necessitates strengthening based on
structural analysis.
3.2.2 Cracking
When carrying out the check of cracking sensitivity a method
proposed by Scandinavian researchers was applied, according to which the silo wall is safe if the cracking sensitivity
coefficient.

= 144.0 + 14.4 = 158.4 kN/m.

The steel reinforcement according to the original plans:
where

2x08/25: A = 402 I111n 2/m .
Steel '-'grade:'B 60.40. R = 350 N/mm 2

is the applied horizontal reinforcement [cm2/m],
Di is the intemal diameter of the bin wall [m].
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In our case, substituting the reinforcement according to plan gives:
k, = 4.02 14.86 2 = 0.17 < 0.24 .
substituting the existing reinforcement

k, = 3.60 14.86 2 = 0.15 < 0.24.
Thus, neither case is safe for cracking sensitivity according
to the proposed limit.
The required area of reinforcement based on cracking sensitivity is,
A s.r = k

X

D2 = 0.24
1

X

4.86 2 = 5.66 cm 2/m > 3.60 cm 2/m.

Thus, an increase of approx. 60% is necessary.

3.3 THE STATE AFTER
STRENGTHENING
Ouanmy of steel reinforcement

According the structural analysis, when calculating the steel
reinforcement needed for strengthening, there are two options:
• taking the existing reinforcement into account and designing supplementary reinforcement, or
• applying the quantity of reinforcement that can take the
total tensile force.
In the preliminary examinations it was observed that concrete strength was relatively low and uneven, there were cavities in the concrete at construction joints, the concrete cover
was insufficient and there were severe cracks in the bin walls.
These facts made it questionable whether overlap splices of
the existing steel reinforcement would still be effective. The
exploratory examination raised some doubts about the amount
of reinforcement actually applied at construction and also about
the spacing between reinforcement bars. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate that these doubts were well grounded. Following highpressure washing of the surface it was found that splices of
insufficient overlapping opened up and the concrete cover
peeled. It was also revealed that, at some locations, the distance between reinforcing bars was more than 40 cm instead
of the designed 25 cm.
Due to the above-mentioned facts, it was decided to neglect the existing reinforcement and therefore the total tensile
force would be taken by the new, strengthening reinforcement.
The new reinforcement, according to the design of strengthening, is 0811 0-20 welded wire mesh of steel grade B 60.50,
which has a cross-sectional area of As = 503 mm 2/m. The ultimate force is,

Fig. 4 SpaCing of steel reJnforClr;g bars

The cracking sensitivity coefficient is

k, 5.03 14.86 2 = 0.213 < 0.24,
which is still less than the proposed lower limit, but it is closer
to that.
hnchorage of tile vveided Wire mesh

The dimensions of the welded wire mesh to be placed in the
shotcrete shell were chosen in such a way that no vertical splice
was necessary, except in the corner bins.

M=1:10

~1'9D
22

CD 2976~12/20 L.=1.08

FUll = 503 x 420 = 211.0 kN/m > Fd = 158.4 kN/m.
Fig. 3 Opened up "JVerJap JOlnrs

Q
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n = N g.ult k / N°
= 126/99.5 = 1.25> 1.0.
g
Therefore the silo bin can be filled in at a low risk.

4. PRINCIPLES AND
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
STRENGTHENING TECHNIQUE
The advantages of the application of an external reinforced
concrete shell are as follows:
It The strengthening needed for static reasons, the reconstruction of the bin walls, corrosion protection of the
steel reinforcement and the provision of a silo block with
an aesthetic appearance can be achieved in a single technological procedure.
III During the execution of strengthening, the operation is
independent and there are basically no restrictions.
III Strengthening of a silo block can be perfonned in a few
months.

Fig. 6

,~'~:'

The anchorage of the w'elded wire mesh at the junction of
the bins is illu;trated in Fig, 5, A vertical reinforced rib is
formed which is anchored to the junction of the bin walls by
tie bars bonded in holes bored into the concrete. In order to
check the efficiency oOlie anchorage of the tie bars, on-site
pull-our tests lrere performed. The required depth of bored
holes and the adlzesil'e strengrh were determined on the basis o(rlze rest results. This is commol1 to the design of such
strel~gthening structures and it is always necessary to perform such a test since this is the only reliable way to find the
anchoring force which depends on the actual concrete
strength. See Fig. 6 for structural design details of the anchorage of the welded wire mesh and for the construction
joint to be formed.

IOhe bin is filled il11rirlz grain during shotcreting and the dis-

~harge pres~ure and the ring force are produced after hardening
of the concrete shell. then no tensile stress will be produced by
the silo load in the external shell. and there will be only
cOl11pressiYe stress when the silo is empty. This is an effective
way of preventing crack forn1ation as well as controlling crack
\\idth. However, consideling construction safety regulations this
procedure can be followed only ifthere is no danger of splitting
and failure of the bin during reconstruction.
Assuming that the actual unit weight of the corn
(g = S kN/m3)~acts as a short-time load (for approx .. two weeks).
the hoop force is.

N!)

O.S x I\,d
99.5 kN:I11.

A

R.

!

0.9

O.S

x

45.2

x

2.43 ! 0.9 =

Considering the ultimate force based on the existing reinforcement. the safety rate is.

Nevertheless. the following factors are to be taken into consideration at the application of the strengthening technique:
III The execution can be started only in good weather conditions.
III It is advisable to add pp plastic fibre reinforcement to
the concrete in order to prevent the forn1ation of shrinkage cracks in the relatively thin (6-S-cm-thick) shotcrete
shell.
III Special care should be taken to cure the concrete properlv
• Ca~'~ should be taken to protect neighbouring buildings
and completed surfaces from drifting dust produced at
surface cleaning and concrete projection. taking the prevailing wind direction into account.
The technological steps of the strengthening technique are
as follows:
• High-pressure sandblasting of the surface.
• Removal of loose concrete flakes and the application of
a corrosion protective coat.
• Mounting and fixing the steel reinforcement, i.e. the
welded wire mesh and the tie bars.
III Filling in the bin with grain prior to concrete projection, The grain should remain in the bin until the new
concrete shell is 14 days old.
• Concrete projection, evening: construction joints,
III Application of a protective layer.
Note that the properties of the original concrete of the bins
should be taken into account when specification of the shotcrete
grade is drawn up since the composite action of the existing
wall and the new shell can be ensured only if their values of
longihldinal rigidity are close. It is well known that structures
of higher stiffness "take more load", and those of lower stiffness "evade loads". Thus. ill order to facilitate a composite
action between existing and nell' structures. it is l'el)' important to ensure that their deformation and stiffness properties
are close enough. In our case, due to the low strength of the
existing concrete, it was presumed that the shotcrete shell of
far higher stiffness would provide the major proportion of the
total load-bearing capacity. Therefore. it was deemed to be
advisable to make the new external shell capable olsupp0rling the total silo load. which was taken into accollnt during
the design of its reinforcement.
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5. EXECUTION, TECHNICAL
INSPECTION AND QUALITY
CONTROL
5. 1 Pre-treatment of the concrete
surface
For the restoration of bin walls, a scaffolding was assembled
which provided access to three bins at the same time,
The success of the whole process of reconstmction and strengthening depends on the pre-treatment of the concrete surface. In order to facilitate a composite action between the existing concrete
and the shotcrete, the silo slllface should be carefully cleaned, loose
and alligatoring concrete parts should be removed lmtil a concrete
layer of sufficient strength (app. C12) is reached.
TI1e existing outer cover, the cement mortar and other materials
that impede proper contact (limestone and silicate dust, fine sand,
etc.) were removed from the bin walls and the slllface ofthe machine
room. For slllface cleaning a sandblasting method was applied and
mobile sand throwing machines (using sharp silica sand of 0.5-1.25Illin grains) were employed. An environment-friendly electJic compressor of 20 m3/min capacity provided 7 m'/min/machine air vollllne and 7-8-bar pressure required for dry sandblasting.
Manual and mechanical chisels were used to remove loose
and low-strength concrete. Chiselling-off was at some locations as deep as 50-70 mm. Since this process was simultaneous with sandblasting the revealed reinforcing bars were also
sandblasted. The reduction in cross-sectional of the revealed
reinforcement bars was more than the presumed rate.
After surface cleaning and chiselling. it \vas observed that
more material was needed for repiacement than it was presumed based on preliminary examinations.
See Figures 3 and 4 for concrete surface defects revealed
on the cleaned surface.

5.2 Checking the existing concrete of
the bin wall
Although the preliminary expert examinations had not provided detailed data, it was obvious that the concrete strength
was relatively low and uneven. As it was unclear whether a
bond-tensile strength of 1 N/mm 2 (which is sufficient for the
bond joint of the existing bin wall and the new concrete shell)
could be achieved, great care was to be taken to anchor the
welded wire mesh in the shell.
A visual inspection of the silo led to the conclusion that the
fonnation of vertical cracks was caused by defective grouting
of the supporting bar holes. Due to the severe cOlTosion of the
horizontal reinforcement, which led to peeling concrete cover
and alligatoring and bleeding of more than 1Omm width, there
\vas a danger of accident which in turn made a thorough general examination inevitable.
CAEC Ltd. measured the compressive and bond strength
of the existing concrete surface and a report on the rupture
strength tests of the steel reinforcement was also prepared.
Concrete strength was examined at 5 locations using nondestmctive testing, employing Schmidt hammer. The measured mean concrete strength \vas 16.0 N/mm\ the characteristic concrete strength was 12.0 N/mm=.
Bond strength \vas examined by tearing a 50mm adhesive
pad off the surface at 5 locations. The mean bond strength was
1.2 N!mm=. the measured minimum strength was 0.52 N/mm=.
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Based on these examinations it was observed that the bond
strength was sufficient but uneven. It was established that the
concrete grade was C 12 and that the ultimate strength of reinforcing bars, cOlTesponding to their measured ultimate strength,
was 300 N/mm 2•
Following each stage of surface cleaning by sandblasting
and mechanical and manual exploration, the resulting surface
was thoroughly checked for dust old cover, impurities and
other loose matter.

5.3 Properties of shotcrete
Requirements:
El) Concrete grade: C 20 (MSZ 4719 - MSZ 4720)
El) Maximum grain size: D
= 8 mm
.......
nux
El) Continuous grain-size distribution
El) Low initial crack-proneness
El) Maximum size of air pockets: 5 mm
It Dosage of polypropylene plastic fibre: 1.0 kg/m!
El) Special care at concrete curing
Accordingly, the defonnation capability of the concrete to
be applied should be higher than average and pp plastic tibre
reinforced concrete satisfies this requirement. A further advantage of plastic fibre reinforcement is that it prevents formation of shrinkage cracks at an early stage, and it reduces
the amount of concrete falling off at shotcreting.

Shotcrete \\'as made offactOly-prepared sacked concrete mLtture to ensure an even concrete composition.
The total amount of shotcrete was made of factory-made
shotcrete mixture for spray application. to which water was
added within the ejector (dry process).
The composition of shotcrete is as follows: (weight)
kg
100 1Im!
Water (water-cement ratio = 0.25)
400 kg/m!
Portland cement CETv1 I 42.5
Mineral sand (0-8 mm)
1689 kg/m'
Chemical agent
12 kg/m 3
PP plastic fibre
1 kg/m)
The strength grade of the 25kg sacked concrete, type Keston
MM4 and MM8. is C20. Polypropylene fibre was added in
the factory.

comro:

of sr~otcrele

The manufacturer constantly monitored the flexural-tensile
strength and the compressive strength of the shotcrete mixture. Monitoring involved the following strength tests:
Laboratory testing of 4 x 4 x 16 cm) test specimens (confonning to MSZ EN 196-\: 1996. sections 9.2 and 9.3) resulted in 6.88 N/mm= mean flexural-tensile strength and 45.86
N/mm 2 mean compressive strength. Both of them are higher
than the relevant values in the technical specification.
The strength and evenness of projected shotcrete was
checked by tear-off tests app("ing adhesive pads. The measured mean tearing-off tensile strength was 1.28 N/mm=. which
is sufficient to ensure a proper composite action w'ith the protective layer.
CAEC Ltd., which prepared the working design, calTied
out sampling observations.
COr"icrele

Laboratory tests (conforn1ing to MSZ 4715) of 15 x 15 x 15
cm 3 test specimens cast on site resulted in a concrete grade of
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C20 according to MSZ 4719, based on the compressive
strength of the concrete. The test specimens reached the characteristic strength value (of 25 N/mm 2 for concrete cubes)
cOITesponding to this concrete grade.
The perfonned tests proved that;
• the shotcrete is of grade C20,
• its quality is even, and
• concrete surfaces are properly evened.

5.4 Reinforcement fixing
According to the strengthening plan, welded wire mesh was
fixed on the surface of the bin walls between levels +2.0 m
and +22.8 m, +22.8 m and +27.4 m, +27.4 m and +32.0 m is
08/ I 0-20.07 il 0-20 and 04.211 0-20, respectively. The steel
grade of the wire mesh is B 60.50, MSZ 339 strength class.
of [fie Vv)re nlesr~
Fig. 5 illustrates the overlap splices of wire mesh fixed on the
external surface of the bins and their anchorage at the interlocking section of bins.
To check the reliability of the anchorage, on-site pull-out
tests were perfonned on tie bars bonded into the bored holes
of the wall. The average of measured pull-out forces was
55 kN. which is higher than the 39 kN force specified in the
specification. Tie bars of 012 mm diameter were bonded using adhesive type ATv! 1000 quick mix (Techno-Wato) in 350mm-deep and 016 mm diameter holes bored in the bin walls.

Welded \vire mesh fixed with dowels to bin walls are aITanged
in a 50/50 cm grid. These dow'els provide the required stiffness during shotcreting and they also ensure a joint to the relatively \veak existing concrete.
In case of the given bin size, the lrelded wire mesh, consisting of 08 mm steel bars. can be bent over the surface. A wire
mesh of larger bar diameter would need pre-bending before
fixing, and would also cause fixing difficulties.
After checking the cleanliness of the surface, 35-cm-deep
holes were bored in the interlocking section of bin walls, into
which the anchoring reinforcement (tie bars) would be placed.
Doubled anchoring bars were bonded in the holes at 20 cm
spacing, along the length of the interlocking section of approximately 22 cm width. Bond quality was checked by pullout tests at random locations.
Before bonding the tie bars, on-site bent, canal-shaped wire
mesh was fixed at the interlocking vertical segments of the bins
and they were joined to the wire mesh fixed on the bin walls with
0.90 m and 0.65 m overlaps, alternately. Two steel dowels per m2
were applied for mounting and fixing the welded wire mesh, and
a minimum distance of 1 cm from the \vall surface was kept.
The fixing of the 2.40 x 6.00 m wire mesh needed special
care and attention with regard to lifting to the required height
along the external side of the scaffolding. Some anchored nodes
of the scaffolding had to be released so that the \vire mesh could
be moved to the bin wall. Moreover. some difficulties OCCUITed
fixing the bending hoop 08 mesh over the bin surface.

5.5 Shotcreting, construction joints
The surface was pre-moistened before shotcreting to obtain a
mat surface ideal for shotcrete.
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Concrete projection was done from the top to the bottom of
the bins.
Due to the results of the structural analysis and cracking
sensitivity bin walls were externally strengthened with a 6 C1/Ithick reinforced shotcrete shell between levels +2.00 and
+26.70 m. In order to protect the reinforcement against corrosion and to prevent the outer concrete layer from peeling off,
bin walls between levels +26.70 m and +34.00 m were strengthened with 3 cm-thick shotcrete shells with a wire mesh for
crack prevention.
The minimum thickness of the concrete cover in the case
of the 6 cm-thick and the 3-cm-thick shells was 20 m11) and 15
mm. respectively.
At the horizontal construction joints of the concrete shells,
rigid cut-off elements (made of steel profiles, bent over the
surface of the bin wall) were applied to reduce the fonnation
of hairline cracks. This ensured that the shotcrete shell and the
concrete cover w'ere of sufficient thickness and properly compacted. Vertical construction joints were fonned at the vertical anchoring ribs. In the first stage, the strengthening shell
was only 6 cm thick at the interlocking section of the bins,
after which, at the strengthening of the next silo bin in the
second stage, the anchoring rib was completed, which entirely
covered the construction joint. The concrete crust was removed
from the steel reinforcement before the second stage was
started.
After the required thickness was reached, the concrete was
levelled, partly to facilitate the application of the protective
layer and to ensure a continuous and even layer thickness, and
partly to provide the silo with aesthetic appearance.
The shotcreting was aITanged in such a way that vertical
constmction joints were fonned only at the interlocking sections of the bins. At horizontal constmction joints, bent steel
profiles (as mentioned above) fixed to the welded wire mesh,
were applied.
The applied constmction joints feature the following advantages:
• They ensure that the concrete cover over the wire mesh
is 25 mm thick and even.
• The stiffness of the steel profile ensures that concrete
projected around will be sufficiently compact.
• After the removal of the steel profile, concrete will be
shooting on a compact surface to fonn a new concrete
shell.
• The constmction joint is perpendicular to the surface,
which prevents such a case that levelling of the new
shell results in a thin concrete layer on the existing concrete, which may lead to alligatoring and peeling off.
According to experience, the fonnation of hairline cracks
(which is otherwise unavoidable) is very rare at such construction joints.
By the application of a bent steel profile on a bin wall, an
evenly curved surface was fonned and earlier rough areas were
covered. This provided the silo with an aesthetic appearance.

5.6 Protective layer
The application of a protective layer is indispensable as it covers unavoidable hairline cracks fornling in the shotcrete shell
(mainly around construction joints, caused by shrinkage, cracks
of the existing bin wall and temperature effects). It prevents
rainwater from filtering into cracks and having a damaging
effect and it provides the silo block with an aesthetic appearance. The application of a protective layer was also advisable
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because shotcrete often has air pockets, thus the new shotcrete
shell needs special protection against weather effects.
Requirements for the protective layer, applied in layers, are
as follows:
., elasticity, capability of bridging cracks.
., capability of adhering t6 an existing surface.
., resistance to UV radiation.
., vapour permeability.
., light reflective properties (to reduce the heat effect of
solar radiation).
., ability of being mended.
The applied material, type KESTON FLEX H, satisfies all
the above requirements. Based on tear-off tests applying adhesive pads, the surface bond strength was nearly I N/mm2,
thus almost twice the specified value (0.5 N/mm2) was obtained.
The life span of the protective layer is approximately 1015 years, so its condition should be examined once in every
10 years.
Both the shotcrete shell and the protective layer were applied on the existing, cracked stmcture, which may lead to
formation of hairline cracks due to static reasons and temperature effects. Therefore, a protective layer was selected that
can bridge a crack width of 0.2 mm.

6. CONCLUSIONS
After more than 30 years of service the reinforced concrete
silo required urgent reconstruction as its defects impeded functional operation. Thorough expert examinations were carried
out to explore the defects. It was observed that the cracked
state of the silo needed improvement and strengthening was
also necessary for structural reasons. After a careful analysis
of various strengthening techniques, the optimal technique was
selected: constmction of an extemal reinforced concrete shell
was proposed.
There are some reinforced concrete silos abroad, namely in
Canada (Collins, 1997) and the former Yugoslavia, which were
strengthened with shotcrete shells. However, in these silos,
the reinforced shell reached only two thirds of the total height
of the silo wall, and no extemal protective layer was applied.
In the case of the Canadian silo, crack formation in the concrete shell was observed a few years after strengthening, which
stresses the importance of the application of an extemal protective layer that can bridge cracks.
In Hungary, the first silo that was strengthened with an extemal shotcrete shell was a 20000-ton silo in Marcali (OroszCsat6 Tarmiska, 1999). In this case, a shell was formed along
the total height of the silo with reinforcement up to 213 of its
height, above which reinforcement was applied only at a few
locations. However, the total surface of the silo was covered
by a protective layer. This was the first silo which employed
plastic fibre reinforced shotcrete and the experience gained
was promising. Follow'ing the strengthening and after three
years of operation (with total utilization of capacity) no cracks
or defects were observed in the silo. There was only one location (at a horizontal constmction joint) where the paint was
peeling off.
Compared to these cases, the following improvements were
carried out in the strengthening technique applied at the silo
in Torokszentmikl6s:
• The total height of the new shell is made of shotcrete
with reinforcement.
Ell The reinforcement applied in the strengthening shell is
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capable of taking the total tensile force produced by silo
load.
., The horizontal reinforcement (the welded wire mesh)
has no splices, except at the comer bins .
., There. were only horizontal construction joints in the
shotcrete shell on the bin wall .
e Application of steel profiles at constmction joints had a
favourable effect: hardly any hairline cracks were formed
after concrete shooting.
During the reconstmction process the client regularly
checked the materials to be applied and their quality certificates, either directly or indirectly, via the technical inspector.
Each significant stage of the reconstmction was carefully
checked, and each completed stage gained acceptance individually.
Based on regular technical inspection and quality control
during the reconstmction process, the concrete grade of
shotcrete is C20.
The technical inspector observed that surface cleaning, reinforcement fixing, shotcreting projection and curing, together
with the application of the protective layer were carried out
properly.
It was repeatedly proved that plastic fibres reduce the crackproneness of shotcrete which has lately been a well-known
fact in case of large concrete surfaces (e.g. pavements, carriageways).
The primary advantages of the strengthening technique
applying an extemal shotcrete shell are as follows:
Ell Structural strengthening, reconstruction and corrosion
protection can be performed in the same technological
stage.
• During reconstruction the silo can remain in operation
with basically no restrictions.
• The protective layer provides the wall long-term protection and an aesthetic appearance.
In future cases of silo restoration more care should be taken
when examining the structural condition, both with regard to
determining the actual concrete strength and the exploration
of the reinforcement.
The contractor kept to the specified time schedule of reconstruction at each stage, thus the client did not have to face
any unexpected difficulties in the operation.
The conclusion can be drawn that:
• the introduced strengthening technique is of high quality and effectiveness and its application needs a short
time period, and
• it ensures undisturbed operation of the silo for a long
time.
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High performance concrete (HPC) ~ms lIsed in the prestressed concrete piles. pile caps. prestressed concrete girders. approach
slabs. bridge deck in several bridges in United States. In theJi-ame of cooperated research (Sruce-Russell. 1998. Russell-Fossiel;
2000) the Charenton Canal Bridge (Louisiana) \\'as examined as an excellent exemplar/or implementation of, high pelformance
concrete in bridge consfructions.
The instrumentation program was used to monitor girder curing temperatures. prestressing strand forces. prestress losses.
deck strains. and camba In addition. a concrete materials testing program ~l'(lS conducted to measure compressive strength.
modulus of elasticity. modulus o{rupture. coejficiem o/thermal expansion. creep. slzrinkage. and permeability. Specific acth'ities
also included. data collection. analyses ofdalCl. and developmel1l a/recommendations.
This paper/ocuses mainly on the results o(the research for the precast. prestressed concrete girders. A.s a result. it is recommended that high performance concrete be used on all/ilture bridge projects ft'here ifS use is desirable {fnd economical.
Keywords:
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since 1990. the Technical University of Budapest and the
Tulane University (New Orleans-Louisiana/USA) are working together on the field of utilization of high strength. high
perfom1ance concrete in bridge constructions. in frame ofjoint
project of Hungarian -American Joint Research Fund (B6diBruce. 1993-96. Bruce-B6di. 2002). The research team had
also the prestigious support of the Louisiana Department of
Transportation and Development.
The Louisiana Department ofTranspOltation and Development (DOTD) has been gradually introducing and evaluating
the use of high performance concrete (HPC) in its bridges.
Initial applications involved only high-strength concrete. More
recently. Louisiana DOTD has been considering the use of
HPC for both strength and durability.
In 1992. a 610 mm (24 in) square prestressed concrete pile
with a centrally located 305 mm (12 in) diameter circular
void and a length of39.6 m (130 ft) was fabricated The concrete mix had a cement content of 445 kg/m) (750 lb/Cll yd). a
silica fume content of 56 kg/m' (95 lb/cu yd). and a watercementitious materials ratio of 0.27. Average concrete
compressive strengths at 18 hours and 28 days were 58.3 and
72.1 MPa (8.449 psi and 10.453 psi). respectively. The pile
was driven as part of the bridge for State Route 415 over the
Missouri Pacific Railroad. The pile was monitored with a pile
driving analyzer. Results indicated that driving stresses were
\vithin the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA) driving stress limits and that no pile damage had occurred. The
report notes that damage to the pile would have likely resulted
if a concrete with a compressive strength of either 34 MPa
(5,000 psi) or 41 MPa (6,000 psi) had been used (PC I Plant
Certification Committee, 1999).
In 1993. bridges on the Inner Loop Expressway over Ellerbe
Road and West 70th Street were constructed in Shreveport
using AASHTO Type IV girders. The production concrete used
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a cement content of 446 kg/m' (752 lb/cu yd) and 7 percent
silica fume. The specification required minimum concrete
compressive strengths of34 MPa (5.000 psi) at prestress transfer and 59 MPa (8.500 psi) at 28 days. An average concrete
compressive strength of57.9 MPa (8.400 psi) was achieved at
18 hours and an average strength of 77.2 MPa (11.200 psi) at
14 and 28 days.
A 1994 repolt on research sponsored by the Louisiana TranspOltation Research Center (LTRC), concluded that the provisions of the A.ASHTO Standard Speci/icaliollS for Highway
Bridges are conservatively applicable for structural members
with concrete compressive strengths up to 69 MPa (10,000
psi). The report recommended that Louisiana DOTO considers the implementation of concrete with compressive strengths
up to 69 MPa (10,000 psi) in a bridge and that the bridge should
be instrumented to measure long-tem1 behavior.
In 1997, the Louisiana DOTO began to design the Charenton
Canal Bridge using high perfom1ance concrete for both the
superstructure and the substructure. High-strength concrete was
used in the precast, prestressed concrete piles and girders. High
perfom1ance cast-in-place concrete was used in the pile caps,
approach slabs, bridge deck. ban-ier slabs. and barrier rails.
As part of the project. a research contract was awarded to assist OOTO in the implementation of high performance concrete in the Charenton Canal Bridge. The research program
and the results for the bridge girders are the subject of this
paper.

2. BRIDGE DESCRIPTION
The Charenton Canal Bridge, shown in Fig. 1, is located in
St. Mary Parish on Highway LA 87. The bridge replaced an
existing 55-year old reinforced concrete structure. Design of
the new bridge was based on the Louisiana Specifications/or
Roads and Bridges using HS 20-44 and HST-18 highway live
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loading (Louisiana Standards, 1992). The bridge is a 111.3 m
(365 ft) long structure consisting of five 22.3 m (73 ft) long
spans. A 12.2 m (40 ft) long, 305 mm (12 in) thick approach
slab is provided at each end of the structure.
The superstructure of the bridge consists of five prestressed
concrete AASHTO Type III girders per span spaced at 3.1 m
(lOft) centers supporting an 203 mm (8 in) thick reinforced
concrete deck, as shown in Fig. l. The total width of the bridge
deck is 46 ft 14.3 m (lOin). The Type III prestressed concrete
girders contain thirty-four 12.7 mm (1/2 in) diameter Grade
270 low-relaxation strands. Eight strands are debonded in pairs
for \'arious lengths at each end of the girders. Specified
compressive strengths for the prestressed concrete girders were
48 MPa (7,000 psi) at release of the prestressing strands and
69 MPa (10.000 psi) by 56 days. Although the structural design of the girders only required concrete compressive strengths
of 41 ivIPa (6,000 psi) at release of the strands and 62 MPa
(9.000 psi) for design, higher strengths were specified to demonstrate that they could be achieved.
The 203 mm (8 in) thick cast-in-place reinforced concrete
deck had a specified concrete compressive strength of29 MPa
(-1.200 psi) at 28 days and was designed using Louisiana DOTD
standard procedures and details. A dead load of 0.575 kN/m 2
(12 psf) was included to allow for future wearing surfaces.
The bridge deck was designed as a continuous span over the
girders and satisfied both working stress and load factor requirements. For working stress requirements, the slab \vas
designed as a double-reinforced concrete slab with the main
reinforcement perpendicular to the traffic direction. Reinforcement was Grade 60 with 51 mm (2 in) cover to the top reinforcement and 25 mm (1 in) cover to the bottom reinforcement. The transverse deck reinforcement consisted of 19 mm
(0.75 in) diameter truss bars and 13 mm (0.5 in) diameter top
and bottom straight bars. Longitudinal deck reinforcement
consisted of top and bottom 13 mm (0.5 in) diameter bars.
Negative moment continuity over the piers is provided by

longitudinal reinforcement in the deck. No positive moment
connection is provided. Diaphragms are provided at each abutment, over each pier, and at midspan.
The substructure for the bridge consists of cast-in-place
reinforced concrete bents supported on precast, prestressed
concrete piles. The specified concrete compressive strength
for the bent caps was 29 MPa (4,200 psi). The eight piles at
each end bent are 610 mm (24 in) square, A single 350 mm
(14 in) square pile supports each end bent wing walL The four
piles at each intermediate bent are 760 mm (30 in) square.
Specified concrete compressive strengths for the piles were
28 MPa (4,000 psi) at release and 69 MPa (10,000 psi) no
later than 56 days. The use of high-strength concrete in the
piles increased their resistance to compressive and tensile driving stresses and allowed the casting and shipping of longer
lengths,

Special provisions. The special provisions for the contract
included the introduction of three new classes of concrete, The
precast concrete used in the prestressed concrete girders and
piles was designated Class P (HPC),
The specifications for the Class P (HPC) concrete included
the following:
• Compressive strength by 56 days> 69 MPa (10,000 psi)
• Compressive strength at release of prestressing strands
for girders> 48 MPa (7,000 psi)
• Compressive strength at release of prestressing strands
for piles> 28 MPa (4,000 psi)
• Slump < 255 mm (10 in)
• Penneability at 56 days < 2,000 coulombs
• Optional use of silica fume up to 10 percent by weight
of the total combination of cement, fly ash, and silica
fume
• Optional use of fly ash with Type L I (B), II, or III
portland cement up to a maximum of 35 percent by
weight of the total combination of cement, fly ash, and
silica fume
• Maximum temperature rise of 22°C (40°F) per hour if
external heat is used
• Maximum concrete temperature of 71°C (160°F)
• Release of prestressing strands before the internal concrete temperature decreases to 11°C (20°F) less than its
maximum temperature
• Two recording thern10meters showing time-temperature
relationship per 61 m (200 ft) of bed
• Two demonstration trial batches of at least 2.3 m3 (3 cu
yd)
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Material

Quantities
perm]
I per yd
410 kg
6911b
'2961b
176 kg
1,1351b 673 kg
1,8031b I 1,070 kg
147 kg
2471b
2.320 ml
600z
5,802 ml
1500z
None
INone

Material

O

Portland Cement T e III
Fly Ash - Class C
Fine Aggregate
Course Aggregate - Limestone
Water
Water Reducer, ASTM C494 - T e D
Superplasticizer, ASTM C494 - T e F
Air Entrainment
Properties
Water/Cementitious Materials Ratio
Slump
56-day Compressive Strength on 4x8-in
102x203-mm) cylinders
(Chloride Permeability at 56 days
Table 1 /lpprO'/ed
CID

CID

0.25
0.25
7-3/4 in. 197mm
12,057 psi 83.1 MPa
1,079 coulombs

Girder production. The fabricator chose to manufacture
the five girders for each span of the bridge in a single line of
girders cast at the same time. This resulted in one casting for
each span for a total of five castings. The trial placements had
indicated that heat curing of the girders was unnecessary as
sufficient heat of hydration was generated to allow the release
strengths to be developed within an acceptable time period.
The approved concrete mix proportions for the girder concrete are shown in Table I. The measured compressive
strengths at various ages for the quality control match-cured
cylinders prepared and tested by the fabricator are given in
Table 2. All girders achieved the specified compressive strength
of 69 MPa (10,000 psi) by 28 days.
Deck construction. The 200 mm (8 in) thick reinforced
concrete deck was cast in two placements. In the first placement, decks of Spans 4 and 5 were cast with a transverse constructionjoint placed in Span 4 at 1.8 m (6 ft) from the Span 3
end. In the second placement, the 1.8 m (6 ft) length of deck
in Span 4 was cast together with the decks of Spans 1 through

3.
The bridge deck concrete was placed in September 1999.
For both placements, concrete placement began early in the
morning to avoid high temperatures and possible early drying
of the concrete surface. Concrete was pumped for both placements. Fogging \vas started once the surface water sheen started
to disappear. Fogging continued for 4-6 hours until the con-

/] i·.ieasJ:::o 2:

Units

I

psi
MPa
psi
MPa
psi
MPa
psi
MPa
psi
MPa

2
~

.J

4
5

Table 3 Approved

miX p:opo:c'o~s

0.39
4 in.

0.39
102 mm

5,680 psi 39.2 MPa
1,0 I9 coulombs

fer de:.': CJrCete

prop:Jrtions For g!fOef COr.creLe

Use of match-curing technique with 102x203 mm (4x8
in) cylinders for determination of concrete strengths
Optional use of non-standard gradations of sand and
coarse aggregate if demonstrated in trial mixtures to
produce the required concrete properties.

Span

Portland Cement T e TII
GGBFS
Fine Aggregate
Course Aggregate - Limestone
Water
Retarder, ASTM C 494 -T es A and D
Air Entrainment
Properties
Water/Cementitious Materials Ratio
Slump
28-day Compressive Strength 6xl2-in
(l52x305 mm) cylinders
Chloride Permeability at 56 days

Quantities
perm]
per yd3
3061b
182 kg
3051b
181 kg
1,1761b 698 kg
1,9001b 1,127 kg
141 kg
238 Ib
36.7 fl oz 1,420 ml
4.0 fl oz 155 ml

4~ ~2'1=

Release Age
(hours)
24
21.5
40
21
23.5

Strength" at Ages of
Release 28 days 56 days
10.213 11,043
7.618
76.14
52.53
70.42
11,504 11,663
7.983
55.04
80.42
79.32
10,600
10,502
7,816
72.41
53.89
73.09
7,383
11.545
10,958
b
79.60
75.55
50.91
9,852
11.230 12,023
82.90
67.93
77.43

o
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crete was hard enough to walk on. The concrete was then
covered with burlap and garden sprinklers placed On the high
side of the bridge. This allowed the water to run across the
deck and soak the burlap. The burlap was kept wet in this
manner for seven days.
The approved concrete mix proportions for the deck concrete are shown in Table 3. Average compressive strengths at
28 days for the quality control cylinders were 36.9 MPa (5,349
psi) for Span 38.2 MPa (1, 5,537 psi) for Spans 2 and 3, and
38.6 MPa (5,592 psi) for Spans 4 and 5.

3. OBJECTIVES
Bridge instrumentation. Construction of the Charenton Canal Bridge provided also a unique opportunity to learn about
the performance of a bridge built in Louisiana with local materials. Consequently, the precast, prestressed girders and castin-place deck were instrumented to determine their perforn1ance both during and after construction. Inforn1ation from this
instrumentation program was then used to make recommendations about future design and constmction procedures and
specifications for bridges built of high perforn1ance concrete
in Louisiana and in Hungary using the result of the program.
The instrumentation was used to monitor girder curing temperatures, prestressing forces, prestress losses, strains, and
deflections. All instrumentation was located in Span 3 of the
bridge. The individual girders in Span 3 of the bridge are identified as 3A through 3E, as shown in Fig. 2. Details of each
type of instrumentation are given in the following sections.
Curing temperatures. Since high-strength concretes contain more cementitious material than used in normal strength
concretes. the heat generated during hydration is greater. Since
this heat does not escape from the concrete, the temperature
of the concrete increases. This, in turn, affects the development of concrete compressive strength and related material
properties.
The objectives of the instmmentation program to measure
concrete curing temperatures were as follows:
1. Measure the variation with time of concrete temperatures from heat of hydration and curing environment
2. Measure the variation of concrete temperatures in a girder
cross section
3. Measure the longitudinal variation of concrete temperatures of a girder
4. Measure the variation of concrete temperatures between
girders in the same bed.
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The objectives of the measurements were accomplished by
installing thennocouples in four girders. In Girder 3A, nine
thennocouples were located at three cross sections - midspan,
one quar1er point, and one end - for a total of 27 them10coupies. In Girders 3B, 3C, and 3D, three thennocouples were
located at each midspan for a total of nine them10couples. In
addition to the thennocouples in the concrete, one thennocouple was installed outside the fonnwork and undemeath the
protective covering at midspan of each of the four girders and
one them10couple was used to monitor outside air temperature, for a total of five thennocouples. Also, thennocouples
were placed in three concrete cylinders that were cured alongside each of the four prestressed concrete girders for a total of
12 thennocouples. The complete program required 53 thermocouples.
Prestressing forces. Measurements were made to determine the change offorce in selected prestressing strands from
time of tensioning. during curing. and until the strands were
detensioned. Six load cells were positioned on strands at the
dead end in the prestressing bed.
Prestress losses. Girders 3A through 3D were instTumented
to determine prestress losses caused by elastic shortening,
creep, and shrinkage. The prestress losses were measured using vibrating wire strain gages. Three gages were placed in
each of four girders. The gages were placed at midspan and at
the level of the centroid of the strand group. A total of twelve
vibrating wire strain gages \vas installed. Each vibrating wire
strain gage was equipped with a sensor to measure temperature at the gage location.
Deflections. Midspan deflections relative to each girder end
were measured on Girders 3A through 3~. Immediately after
casting and while the concrete was still plastic, steel bolts were
embedded in the top surface of each girder at midspan and
near both ends to provide permanent fixed reference points
for camber measurements. The embedded bolts near each end
were positioned above the sole plate. Camber measurements
were made using a level to sight elevations at each reference
point.
.
Deck strains. Strains in the concrete deck were measured
at three locations using vibrating wire strain gages. All three
gages \vere installed at mid-depth of the deck at midspan. One
gage was installed above each center line of Girders 3A and
38. The third gage was installed midway between Girders 3A
and 38. These gages measured strains in the concrete deck
caused by the combined effects of shrinkage and creep of the
deck and girders.
Concrete material property tests. A test program to measure compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, tensile
strength, coefficient of thennal expansion. creep. shrinkage,
and penneability of the concrete was conducted. This test program was in addition to that required by the precast girder
producer for quality control.
Concrete compressive strength per AASHTO T 22 and
modulus of elasticity per ASTM C 469 were measured on test
specimens exposed to two different methods of initial curing.
These are designated as match curing and field curing.
Match-cured 102x203 mm (4x8 in) concrete cylinders were
produced using the Sure Cure Cylinder Mould System provided by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). The
cylinders \vere match cured until release of the prestressing
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strands. Then, the specimens were stripped from their moulds
and stored in an outdoor environment near the girders until a
few days before the age of testing. One specimen representing
concrete in each of the four instrumented girders was tested at
strand release, 7, 28, and 90 days. One specimen representing
concrete in each of three girders was tested at 56 days for
compressive strength and modulus of elasticity. The same
specimens were used for compressive stTength and modulus
of elasticity. Tests were conducted by the FHWA.
The field-cured specimens for measurement of compressive
strength and modulus of elasticity were 152x305 mm (6x12
in) concrete cylinders cured alongside the prestressed concrete
girders under the enclosure that \vas placed over the girders.
This curing procedure represented the current standard Louisiana OOTD curing procedure for Class P concretes. Following release of the prestressing strands. the field-cured cylinders were stripped and stored in an outdoor environment near
the girders until a few days before the age of testing. The same
cylinders were used for measurement of modulus of elasticity
and concrete compressive strength. Five cylinders representing concrete in each of the four instrumented girders were
made for the measurement of compressive strength and modulus of elasticity. Tests were conducted by the FHWA.
The modulus of rupture was measured by LTRC on four
beam specimens representing concrete from each of the four
instrumented girders. These specimens were cured initially
alongside the prestressed concrete girders. Following release
of the prestressing strands, the beams were stripped and stored
in an outdoor environment near the prestressed concrete girders until a few days before the age of testing. Specimens were
tested at strand release. 7. and 28 days.
The coefficient of thermal expansion was measured by
Construction Technology Laboratories, Inc. (CTL) on one
cylinder from each of the four instrumented girders in accordance with CRD C-39. Measurements were made as soon as
possible after release of the prestressing strands and at 28 and
90 days. The same four specimens were used for measurements at the different ages.
Creep and shrinkage tests. in accordance \vith ASTM C 512,
\vere conducted by CTL on cylinders representing concrete
used in Girders 3A and 3C. Measurements were made on
152x305 mm (6x12 in) cylinders that were field cured alongside the precast concrete girders. Tests commenced at concrete ages of 2.28, and 90 days. These specimens were stored
in an outdoor environment near the girders until a feiv days
before testing commenced.
Pen11eability tests in accordance withAASHTO T 277 were
conducted by LTRC on samples of concrete cut from 102x203
mm (4x8-in) cylinders representing each of the four
instrumented girders. These cylinders were field cured alongside the prestressed concrete girders until a fe\v days before
testing at an age of 56 days.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Curing temperatures. Concrete curing temperatures were
measured to detennine the following:
I. Variation of concrete temperatures from heat of hydration and curing environment with time
2. Variation of concrete temperatures in a girder cross section
3. Longitudinal variation of concrete temperatures in a
girder
4. Variation of concrete temperatures between girders in
the same bed
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5. Temperahtre in cylinders cured according to the state's
procedure for conventional strength concrete.
Fig. 3 shows the variation of concrete temperarure with time
for four different locations as measured in Girder 3A. A concrete age of zero conesponds with first placement of concrete
in the girder. The lines marked "Midspan" and "End" each
represent the average temperarure measured on nine thel1110couples at midspan and one end. respectively. The line marked
"Cylinder" represents the average temperature of three concrete cylinders cured under the covers. The line marked
"Cover" identifies the temperature under the covers measured
with a single thennocouple. Concrete temperature at time of
placement was 29°C (85°F).
Concrete temperature in the girder increased until an age
of about 24 hours. In the trial mixes prior to girder production, the required release strength \vas achieved by this age.
However. for this line of girders. the strength was not sufficient and so it was necessary to undergo a second night of
curing before release of the strands. Because the temperature
of the concrete started to dccrease and the specifications required that the strands be released before the girder temperature dropped 11°C (lO°F) from its maximum value, it was
necessary to provide additional heat to the girders. This \vas
accomplished by injecting steam under the girder covers. This
occuned at 30 112 hours after concrete placement. This is
clearly depicted in Fig. 3, which shows the beginning of a
sharp increase in temperahlre at about 30 112 hours. The injection of steam was stopped after 2 114 hours at a time of 32
3/4 hours. In planning the test program, it was anticipated that
release strength would be achieved by 24 to 30 hours and that
the addition of heat would not be necessary. Since the intent
of the research was to investigate the yariation of temperatures caused by intel11al heat of hydration. further discussion
will be limited to temperahtreS that occuned during the first
30 hours.
The variation of temperarure with time for the thennocoupIes placed along the vertical centerline of Girder 3A. Similar
temperatures were measured along the vertical centerline at
the quarter point of Girder 3A. A different pattel11 was measured at the end of Girder 3A. as discussed later. The maximum temperature occuned at Thel1110COuple 3, which was
located in the middle of the bottom flange. The next highest
temperatures \vere in the web and top flange. The lowest temperatures occun'ed at the top and bottom ofthe sections. These
temperarures are consistent with expected results since the temperarure increase is generated by the heat of hydration and
heat only escapes from the surface of the member. The maximum difference in temperatures measured along the vertical
centerline was 9°C (16°F).
Temperatures were measured at the top and bottom flanges

The ayerage temperatures were calculated f0l111 the nine
thermocouples at each section. The average measured temperatures at midspan and quarter point were very similar. However. the average temperature at the end was as much as 12°C
(22°F) cooler. The end cross section selected for the temperature measurements was located at the end of the bed. At this
location. the end of the girder is not as effectively enclosed by
the covers as at the internal ends of the girders. Consequently.
the girder was loosing heat through the steel bulkhead at the
end of the girder. along the prestressing strands, and through
the steel base of the fonl1work. As an improvement in practice, it is recommended that the covers at the ends of the girders be tightly enclosed around the ends of the girders to retain
the heat.
The average temperatures measured in Girders 3A and 3B
were identical. Girder 3D had a slightly higher average temperature. In Girder 3c' the average temperahlre increased at a
slower rate than in the other girders from about eight hours
after placement. At 20 hours after placement. when Girders
3A. 3B. and 3D were cooling down, the average temperature
in Girder 3C was still increasing. The maximum difference in
the average temperature between the four girders was 7 C C
(lJOF)
The maximum measured concrete temperature at any location in the four instrumented girders prior to application of the
steam was 57 c C (134°F) and occuned at the center of gravity
of the bottom flange of the girder. The maximum measured
temperature in the field-cured cylinders prior to application
of the steam \vas 47 c C (117°F). In all situations. the maximum temperatures in the girders were less than the specified
maximum value of 71 DC (160°F). This was also true after the
application of the steam.

Prestressing forces. Although a calibrated hydraulic jack
was used to tension the prestressing strands. the jack only provided a measurement of the force before the jack was released.
Transfer of force from the hydraulic jack to the strand anchorage and the subsequent changes in strand temperature during
the initial curing resulted in a change in the strand force prior
to release. To monitor the magnitude of the change in force in
the strand at the end of the bed, six load cells were placed on
strands at the dead end of the prestressing bed. Fig. 4 shows
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the aH~rage force in the six strands from the time the strands
were first tensioned until they were released, as measured at
the dead end of the bed. The average strand force after all
strands were tensioned was 134 kN (30.2 kips) or 73 percent
of the guaranteed ultimate strength (GUTS). The gradual increase in temperature of the concrete after placement and the
rapid increase in concrete temperature when the steam was
applied resulted in thennal expansion in the strand and in a
decrease in the measured force. At the end of the period during \\'hich the steam was applied. the average force had decreased to 112 kN (25.1 kips) or 60 percent of GUTS. Immediately prior to release of the strand. the average force had
increased to 128 kN (28.7 kips) or 69 percent of GUTS.
The engineering drawings for the bridge indicated a specitied tensile force in the strands of 138 kN (30.98 kips) or 75
percent GUTS. The plant tensioning procedure was to apply
an initial load of 8.9 kN (2.000 Ib) to each strand and then to
extend the strands for a calculated elongation. The calculated
elongation takes into account the extension of the strand over
the length of the bed for the increase in force from 8.9 to 138
k"\" (2.0 to 30.98 kips) as well as dead end and live end anchorage seating. The average force measured by the load cells
at the dead end of the bed after all strands were tensioned and
anchored was 134 kN (30.2 kips J. This is well within the 5
percent tolerance indicated in the PCI Manual for Quality
Control (PCI Plant Celiitication. 1999).
Just prior to release. the average force measured by the load
cells was 128 kN (28.7 kips). This represents a loss of prestress prior to release of7 percent of 138 kN (30.98 kips). Part
of this loss is caused by relaxation and pmi by temperature
changes with the larger proportion being caused by temperature. It should be noted that the load cells measure the force at
the end anchorage. On the assumption that there is no loss
caused by friction on the strand through the end abutment, the
load cell force is also equal to the force in the strand bet\veen
the abutment and the end of the nearest beam. This is not necessarily equal to the force in the strand at midspan of each
girder if temperature changes have occuned since the strand
bonded to the concrete. Prior to bonding between the concrete
and the prestressing strand, changes in temperature of the strand
causes a change in force in the strand. However, once the strand
becomes adequately bonded to the strand. the concrete and
the strand expand together so the force in the strand inside the
girder no longer equals the force in the strand outside the girder.
Since the force in the strand at the end of the bed outside the
girder decreases. there is a transfer of force to the girder and
so the girder becomes partially prestressed as it expands.
Based on the load cell data. it is not possible to identify
when the concrete first bonds to the prestressing steel. However. it probably occurs gradually as the concrete increases in
temperature and de\'elops strength. Based on this assumption.
the force in the strand during the bonding is probably bet\veen
the \alue of 133 kN (30.0 kips) when the concrete was placed
and 130 kN (29.2 kips) measured six hours later. This represents an average loss of prestress compared to 0.75 percent
GeTS of 4 percem. This includes any losses from relaxation.
Consequently. Louisiana DOTD may \vant to consider including a loss of -+ percent prior to release in calculations of prestress losses for HPC girders. This includes any loss of prestress from relaxation from time oftensioning until the strands
arc released.
Prestress losses. Three vibrating wire concrete strain gages
\vere installed at the midspan of Girders 3A through 3D to
determine prestres~ losses. The gages were positioned in the
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bottom flange at the elevation of the center of gravity of the
prestressing strands. The measured strains were adjusted to a
constant temperature using the temperature measured by a
thel111istor in the strain gage, the measured coefficient ofthermal expansion of the concrete, and the manufacturer's coefficient of thennal expansion of the gage wire.
The average change in strain for each of the four
instrumented girders is shown in Fig. 5. A strain of zero was
assumed immediately prior to release of the strands. The data
show a rapid increase in strain in the first few days after release of the strands followed by a more gradual increase at a
decreasing rate. A reduction in the measured strain occurred
when the deck of the bridge was cast 302 days after release of
the strands.
For comparison with measured data, prestress losses were
calculated using the design assumptions and the provisions of
the AASHTO Standard Specifications (Standard Specifications,1996). Values are shown in Table 4. The measured values only represent losses caused by elastic shortening, creep.
and shrinkage. The measured elastic loss at release is based
on the difference in readings taken immediately before and
immediately after all strands were released. Releasing strands
took approximately 15 minutes. The elastic loss at 631 days is
taken as the same value detennined at release. The total creep
and shrinkage loss is calculated as the difference bet\veen the
total loss and the elastic loss.
Final losses were calculated using the procedure of the
AASHTO Standard Specifications for three different sets of
assumptions as shown in Table 5. Case I conesponds with the
values used in the design calculations. Case 2 is based on specified compressive strengths, a haunch thickness as shown on
the drawings, a modulus of elasticity of strand as supplied by
the manufacturer, and the average span length of the
instrumented girders. For both Cases 1 and 2, the stress in the
strand after release was assumed to be 0.69 f' where f' = ultimate stress of the prestressing strand. Case 3 is based on meas:i
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I.S05
49.475

15.195
26.328

Measured
13 194
I

I

I

I
I
I

5.150

I
I

1.877
49.150

I
I

13,194
25.200
5.750
2.133
46.277

Case

2

Girder
f,,'.psi
6.000
7.000

,E-

I
I
I

I

I
I
I

fi.psi
9.000
10.000

IE,-

Deck
fi.psi
3.200
4.200

IE

e -

5.641 "si! 6.020 ksi

I E,.
I ksi

Strand Stress IHaunCh
after Release Thickness
0.69f.
I 1.0 ill. I
0.69f,
i 1.5 ill. I
As calculated I 1.5 ill. I

I Girder
Span. fi
29.000 I 71.69
28.000 I 71.57
28,000 I 71.57

4A3l ksi

Table 5 ASsiJ;;-:pDors for ca:cJ;::lLJons of presUeSS !osses

ured values of modulus of elasticity of the concretes and a
strand stress after release equal to the stress in the strands just
after the concrete was cast less the calculated loss from elastic
shortening. For purposes of calculating composite section properties, the modulus of elasticity values measured at 90 days
were utilized.
As shown in Table 4, use of the measured modulus of elasticity at release gives a reasonable prediction of the elastic
losses. Exact agreement may not have been achieved for the
follO\ving reasons:
I. The measured shortening may include some creep losses.
2. The effective modulus of elasticity of the strand may be
different from the manufacturer's value of 193 GPa
(28,000 ksi).
3. The modulus of elasticity of the concrete as measured
on the match-cured cylinders may be larger than that of
the concrete in the girders. The cylinders were stripped
after the strands were released and took substantially
longer to test than the time it took to release the strands.
For final losses, the measured value of the creep and shrinkage loss is 58 to 60 percent of the calculated values. According to PCI's "Recommendations for Estimating Prestress
Losses," '74 percent of the creep and 86 percent ofthe shrinkage should have taken place by 365 days (PCI Committee,
1975). Measured values are substantially less than the calculated values. Based on these data, it may be concluded that
calculations made using the detailed method of the AASHTO
Standard Spec!fications will over-estimate creep and shrinkage losses. This is consistent with previous conclusions (BruceRussell, Roller, Martin, 1994).
Deflections. Midspan deflections of Girders 4A through
4D were measured relative to their ends. Immediately after
casting and while the concrete was still plastic, steel bolts were
embedded in the top surface of each girder at midspan and
directly above the sole plate at each end. The bolts provided
permanent fixed reference points for camber measurements
using a surveying level. Prior to casting the bridge deck slab,
the reference points in each girder were extended so that they
would remain accessible after the concrete deck was placed.
Midspan deflections of the individual girders and the average
of all four girders are shown in Fig. 6.
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Concrete material properties. Measurements of compressive
strength, modulus of elasticity, modulus of rupture, chloride permeability, coefficient of then11a1 expansion, creep and shrinkage
were made on test specimens representing concrete used in the
midspan region of each instrumented girder. Measured concrete
properties except creep and shrinkage are given in Table 7.

I

j

0.89-1.06 I
1.41-1.59 I
2.22-2.66 i
2.17-2.53 I
1.50- 1.78 I
1.50- 1.78 I

Calculated. ill
Actual

Design

Values of measured camber are compared with values of
calculated camber in Table 6 for various stages of construction. Two sets of assumptions were used for the calculated
values. The design values were taken from the CONSPAN
program used for the design of an interior girder of the bridge.
The actual values are calculated using the measured modulus
of elasticity values for the match-cured cylinders tested at release and 90 days and the deck cylinders tested at 90 days.
The actual values also include the presence of a 38 mm (1.5
in) thick haunch. Multipliers for long-term deflections were
based on the PC! Design Handbook, table 4.6.2 for both sets
of calculated values (PCI Industry, 1992).
The measured camber at release was less than both calculated values. However. the measured readings were obtained
while the girders were still on the casting bed. In this position,
friction between the ends of the girders and the casting bed
can prevent the full prestressing force from being transferred
into the girders. After the girders were lifted from the bed and
placed on temporary supports, the measured camber at this
time exceeded the calculated values. It is likely_ hO\vever, that
the measured camber includes some defonnations from creep
and shrinkage as camber increases rapidly following release
of the strand. Based on the measured data, the design approach
provided a reasonable prediction of camber until after the deck
was cast. Based on measured data from the time of deck casting until a concrete age of 631 days. it is unlikely that the final
camber will be as low as the 19 to 22 mm (0.76 to 0.87 in)
calculated using the design values or 8 to II mm (0.33 to 0,42
in) calculated using the actual values. The two calculated final
values correspond to the alternate assumptions of simply supported or continuous over two spans after the deck is cast.
Very little change in camber occurred after the deck was cast
indicating that the long-term multipliers do not provide a reliable means to predict long-term camber.
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A comparison of average compressive strengths measured
on the match-cured cylinders and the field-cured cylinders is
shown in Fig. 7. Based on previous research, it was anticipated that the match-cured cylinders would achieve a higher
compressive strength at earlier ages than the field-cured cylinders. At later ages. it \Vas anticipated that the reverse would
be true. The test results show that the match-cured cylinders
had higher compressive strengths at all ages with a difference
of average strengths that ranged from 6.60 to 10.7 MPa (957
to 1,545 psi).
The temperatures of the field-cured cylinders were less than
the temperatures measured in the bottom flange of the girders
and in the match-cured cylinders. Consequently, the field-cured
cylinders should have a lower compressive strength at early
ages. The lower compressive strengths at release can be seen
in Table 7 and Fig. 7. However, the field-cured cylinders continued to have a lower strength even at later ages.
Temperature measurements indicate that the temperature
of the field-cured cylinders increased substantially when the
steam was injected. It is, therefore. thought that the injection
of steam accelerated the early strength gain of the field-cured
cylinders. This, in tum. caused the strength gain to be slower
at later ages. Since the concrete temperature during hydration
influences the development of concrete compressive strength,
the match-cured cylinders develop a strength at any age that
should more closely represent compressive strength of the
concrete in the girder. Consequently. it is recommended that
match-cured cylinder be used with high perfol111ance concrete
girders for detennination of compressive strength at all ages.
The values of modulus of elasticity given in Table 7 indicate less difference between match cured cylinders and fieldcured cylinders. The only difference between the average values occurs at release age. For all other ages. the values are
essentially identical. In addition. the modulus of elasticity did
not increase much after a concrete age of seven days.
A comparison of the modulus of elasticity and compressive
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Concrete
Age.

Compressive
Strength.

Modulus of
Rupture,

dal'S

C, psi

psi

28
56
28
56
28
56
40
40
660
28
28

7.·\00
7.660
7,900
8.290
8.410
S.250
9.570
9.900
10.180
7.680
9.250
9.550
6.472
8.357
9.081
6.839
8.588
10.485
7.785
7.996
9.666
6.996
8.136
9.105

28
1.67
7
28
1.67
7
28
1.67

I

I
I
I
II

~

28
1.67

I

-

i

28

Coefticient
k

no

I

II

I
I

733
750
883
665
817
810
840
890
750
580
820
779
764
966
753
814
916
673
808
910
808
929
885

8.37
8.38
8.43
9.70
7.25
9.00
8.28
8.44
8.82
8.56
6.03
8.39
9.68
8.36
10.14
9.11
8.78
8.95
7.63
9.04
9.25
9.66
10.30
9.22

I

I

I
I
I
I
I,

I

strength for the data shown in Table 7 and data obtained on
previous LTRC projects is shown in Fig. 8. Also included in
Fig. 8 are equations proposed by other investigators and discussed in the Interim Report (Bruce, RusselL Roller, 1998). It
is apparent that the most consistent prediction of modulus of
elasticity up to a compressive strength of 69 MPa (10,000 psi)
is obtained utilizing the AASHTOIACI equation. Consequently. it is recommended that when values for a specific
mix are unknown. Louisiana OOTO continue to use the
AASHTO/ACI equation for prediction of modulus of elasticity up to specified compressive strengths of 69 MPa (10,000
psi). For compressive strengths above 69 MPa (10,000 psi), it
\vould be appropriate to use a slightly reduced value unless
data for a specific mix are available.
The values of modulus ofmpture (MOR) obtained from the
present study are listed in Table 8 along with values obtained
from previous LTRC investigations. The average value of the
coefficient from the present study is 9.2 compared to the average value of 8.3 deten11ined from previous studies. For all
data. the modulus of rupture had an average value of
8.7
psi (0,73
MPa). This coefficient is slightly higher
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closely represents the full amount of shrinkage on a 152x305
mm (6x12 in) diameter cylinder exposed to drying at 23 QC
(73 OF) and 50 percent relative humidity.
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Assessment of the special provisions. The purpose of this
section is to discuss the special provisions that were developed for the Charenton Canal Bridge in the light of actual
experiences and measured results. Each provision is summarized after the bullet point and followed by a brief discussion.

4.1
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than the traditional value of 7.5
psi (0,62
MPa). A
higher modulus of rupture can be beneficial in allowing a
higher tensile stress at midspan under service load design.
However, the values shown in Table 8 only support a small
MOR

F .

increase in the allowable tensile stress. In the table k =

The average chloride pem1eability detennined for concrete
used in the girders was 1,355 coulombs at 56 days. This is less
than the 2.000 coulombs specified but slightly greater than
the values of 1.079 coulombs detennined for the approved
mix proportions.
Tests to detennine the coefficient of them1al expansion of
the girder concrete were made at release of the strands, 7 days.
and 90 days on field-cured 152x305 mm (6x 12 in) diameter
cylinders. An overall coefficient of thennal expansion of 4.52
millionths/cf (8.14 millionths/oC) was used to adjust the measured strains for changes in concrete temperatures.
Creep and shrinkage were measured on 152x305 mm (6x 12
in) diameter cylinders representing the concrete used in Girders 3A and 3C. Specific creep data for cylinders loaded at 2.
28, and 90 days are shown in Fig 9. These data reflect two
phenomena observed with conventional strength concretes the
rate of creep decreases with time and the specific creep is less
for concrete loaded at later ages.
Shrinkage data for the companion cylinders used in the
creep tests are shown in Fig. 10. The specimens were retained
on site until shortly before testing began. Consequently. some
shrinkage had occuned in the cylinders before measurements
began on cylinders identified as 28 days and 90 days. The
shrinkage data starting at a concrete age of two days more
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This provision allowed the contractor to achieve the
specified strength no later then 56 days. However, the
contractor could not ship the girders until an age of 28
days. Test results showed that the specified design
strength was achieved by 28 days on three out of the
four instrumented girders as measured using the matchcured cylinders. By 56 days. all three girders for which
strengths were measured had compressive strengths in
excess of 69 MPa (10,000 psi). Consequently, the fabricator was able to achieve the specified strengths in less
than 56 days. However, it is recommended that 56 days
be retained to allow the fabricator greater flexibility.
Compressive strength at release of prestressing strands
for girders> 48 MPa (7.000 psi).
for the line of girders cast for Span 3. the fabricator did
not achieve the release strength \vithin one day of casting. However, for the other four lines of girders. release
strengths greater than 48 MPa (7.000 psi) were achieved
at ages ranging from 21 to 24 hours. for one line of
girders, a strength of67.9 MPa (9.852 psi) was achieved
at 23 1/2 hours. Consequently. a concrete strength of48
MPa (7,000 psi) at release of prestressing strands is
achievable within 24 hours using local materials.
Compressive strength at release of prestressing strands
for piles> 28 MPa (4.000 psi).
This is a standard provision and was not addressed by
the research.
Slump < 255 mm (lOin).
This provision allowed the fabricator to select the slump.
This is different from non11al procedures \vhere a slump
is specified. The fabricator was required to do trial
batches to demonstrate that the concrete would not segregate at the proposed slump. Since the fabricator is in a
much better position to select slump for the particular
application, it should continue to be used.
Penneability at 56 days < 2.000 coulombs.
Test results showed that this pem1eability was easy to achieve.
It is possible that, a lower value could be specified.
Optional use of silica fume up to 10 percent by weight
of the total combination of cement. fly ash. and silica
fume.
The fabricator did not use silica fume in the concrete so
it was not pm1 of the research. The use of silica fume
facilitates the development of early compressive
strength.
Optional use oft1y ash with Type L liB), IL or III portland
cement up to a maximum of 35 percent by \veight of the
total combination of cement. fly ash. and silica fume.
The fabricator successfully used 30 percent on the
project. There does not seem to be any reason to change
this provision.
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• Maximum temperature rise of noc (40°F) per hour if
extemal heat is used.
The fabricator chose not to use extemal heat for curing.
However. some heat was required to prevent the temperature of the girders from dropping more than 11°C
(20°F). The temperature rise from heat of hydration was
substantially less than noc (40°F) per hour. This is a
standard provision that should be retained.
• Release of prestressing strands before the intemal concrete temperature decreases to 11°C (20°F) less than its
maximum temperature.
This proyision was included to reduce the likelihood of
cracking in the girders prior to release of the strands. It
was written on the assumption that the release strength
would be achieved at about the same time that the maximum temperature was achieved. When strengths were
not achieyed and the concrete temperature began to falL
it became necessary to add steam to maintain the temperature. The goal was to prevent the temperature from
falling any more and not necessarily to cause a sharp
increase in the concrete temperature. However, from a
practical standpoint controlling the application of steam
to maintain a constant temperature was difficult. Nevertheless. there needs to be a provision to ensure that the
temperature is maintained at or near its peak value if
cracking of the girders prior to release is to be avoided.
• Two recording thennometers showing time-temperature
relationship per 61 m (200 ft) of bed.
This requirement is twice the number required by the
Louisiana Standard Specifications. Until additional experience \vith HPC is attained. this provision should be
retained. With the low cost of data acquisition systems.
it should not be a major cost to the fabricator.
• Two demonstration trial batches of at least 2.3 m) (3 cu
yd).
For the Louisiana DOTD, the trials provided a demonstration that the concrete would not segregate. For the
fabricator. the trials proyide a leaming curve prior to
acmal production. For this project the fabricator was
able to identify changes needed to improve concrete production.
• Use of match-curing techniques with 102x203 mm (4x8
in) diameter cylinders for determination of concrete
strengths.
Test results have illustrated the differences in concrete
temperatures between match-cured and field-cured cylinders and their effect on concrete strength. The use of
102x203 mm (4x8 in) diameter cylinders instead of
152x305 mm (6x 12 in) diameter cylinders did not appear to haye any disadvantages. Louisiana DOTD should
require the use of match-cured cylinders for all projects
\\'ith specified compressive strengths of 69 MPa (10,000
psi) or greater and allow it as an option for precast, prestressed members with compressive strengths less than
69 MPa (10.000 psi).
• Optional use of non-standard gradations of sand and
coarse aggregate if demonstrated in trial mixtures to
produce the required concrete properties.
The fabricator used gradations confonning to the Louisiana SlClndard Specifications. The option should continue to be allowed until some experience with its use is
obtained. With HPC. there is a trend to consider combined gradings of tine and coarse aggregate rather than
separate gradations.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Design and construction of the Charenton Canal Bridge has
demonstrated that a bridge using HPC in both substructure and
superstructure can be successfully constructed in Louisiana using local materials. In general, the special provisions resulted in
the use of appropriate materials and technology for HPC. The
only provision that caused some difficulty was the requirement
to release strands before the concrete temperature dropped more
than 11°C (20°F). This only occurred on one casting out of five.
Specific conclusions from the various aspects of the research
are given in the follow'ing sections.

5.1 Curing temperatures
Temperature differences measured along the vertical centerline
of a girder were as high as 9°C (16°F).
The intemal temperature at the center of the bottom flange
\yas as much as 7°C (!2°F) hotter than the edges.
The intemal temperature at the center of the top flange was
as much as 4°C (7°F) hotter than the edges.
The average temperatures measured at the end of a girder
were as much as 12°C (nOF) cooler than temperatures measured at a quarter point and midspan.
The average temperatures measured at the midspan of each
girder differed by 7°C (13 oF).
With the exception of the temperatures measured at the end
of one girder. the temperature differences within a girder cross
section or between girders are not considered to be excessive.
Mass concrete specifications often allow a temperature differential of 20°C (36°F).
Temperatures differences between the match-cured and
field-cured cylinders were as much as 17°C (30°F).

5.2 Prestressing forces
The prestressing force in the strand varies from the time the
strands are tensioned until they are released. An allowance
should be made for the change in force from time oftensioning
until release of the strand. Measured strand forces at the end
of the bed indicated that a loss of about 4 percent of 0.75 percent of GUTS or 56 MPa (8100 psi) would be appropriate.
This loss includes that from relaxation of the strand.

5.3 Prestress losses
Calculations made using the procedures of the AASHTO Standard Specifications underestimated prestress losses even when
the achlal modulus of elasticity was used in the calculation.
The underestimate results from the prediction of creep and
shrinkage losses.

5.4 Deflections
Calculations of camber made using the PCI mUltiplier method
gave reasonable agreement with measure values prior to deck
casting. After deck casting. agreement was not very good.

5.5 Deck strains
Strains measured in the deck were less than 80 millionths after
330 days. A visual"inspection of the deck 228 days after casting did not reveal any cracks.

5.6 Concrete material properties
Concrete compressive strengths and modulus of elasticity
measured on match-cured cylinders were higher at all ages
than corresponding values measured on field-cured cylinders.
The AASHTO/ACI equation gave the most consistent prediction ofthe relationship between modulus of elasticity and concrete compressive strength for strengths up to 69 MPa (10,000
psi). Above 69 MPa (10,000 psi), the equation tended to overestimate the modulus of elasticity.
The measured modulus of rupture had an average value of

fl psi (0,73 fl MPa). A slightly higher value than
7.5 fl psi (0,62 fl MPa) may be appropriate for design.
8.7

This would allow an increase in the allowable tensile stress
under service load.
Measured rapid chloride permeabilities for the precast, prestressed girder concrete and cast-in-place deck concrete indicated concrete that would be classified as having low chloride
ion penetration. Tests on concrete cores taken from the deck
and approach slabs indicated a concrete with a very low chloride ion penetration.

6. RECOMMENDATiONS
Based on the DISCUSSION OF RESULTS and CONCLUSIONS, the following recommendations are made for implementation of HPC bridge girders.
1. The special provisions developed for his project should
be modified as follows for use on future HPC projects:
• Reduce the minimum cementitious material content to
362 kg/m3 (611 lb/cu yd).
• Reduce the maximum water content to 145 kg/m 3 (244
Ib/cu yd).
• Allow the use of ground granulated blast furnace slag for
cast-in-place concrete
2. The use of match-cured cylinders should be considered
as an option for precast, prestressed concrete members
with specified compressive strengths less than 69 MPa
(10,000 psi).
3. In design, consideration should be given to including a
prestress loss of 56 MPa (8,100 psi) prior to release of
the strands.
4. The long-term multiplier used in the CONSPAN program should not be relied on to give an accurate prediction of long-term camber.
5. When covers are used to contain the heat from the girders, the ends should be closed to minimize heat loss.
6. For design, the AASHTO/ACI equation should be used
to calculate modulus of elasticity from concrete
compressive strength for strengths up to 69 MPa (10,000
psi). Above 69 MPa (10,000 psi), a slightly reduced
value would be appropriate.
7. An increase in the allowable tensile strength under serv
ice load design to 0.62
be considered.

K

MPa (7.5

e
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K

psi) should

8. Louisiana DOTD should proceed with the implementation ofHPC on all bridges where its use is desirable and
economical. Specified strengths up to 69 MPa (10,000
psi) and permeabilities less than 2000 coulombs can be
specified with the knowledge that they are achievable
in practice.
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This paper presents a continuum methodfor the non-uniform cantilever dynamic solution in case of undampedj;'ee bending
vibration. The methodfor determination of eigenfrequencies and mode shapes is based on the application of Rayleigh quotient.
The eigel?frequencies of the non-un!jorm cantilever could be obtained by gradual modification of the mode shape of uniform
beam. Not only the smallest eigel?/i'equency as the absolute minimum, but also fitrther ones as local minimum values ofRa.vleigh
quotient could be received. The continuum method was controlled by a detailed finite element ana(vsis. The results of the two
methods have shown a good coincidence. The advantage o/the continuum method is that it requires less input data than thefinite
element analysis.

s

s

quotJenL

1. INTRODUCTION

2.1

In the practice of structural engineering, there are several constructions, such as chimneys, television towers, and high-rise
buildings, which could be modelled by non-unifonn cantilevers. For the detennination of the eigenfrequencies in the preliminary analysis. simple approximate fonnulae are very often used. In the detailed calculations finite element models
are usually preferred.
Forthe dynamic solution to such structures with fixed foundations' I have developed a continuum method. Originally
the intention of this work was to find the eigenfrequencies
and mode shapes of a high ventilating chimney (Fig. I). From
the tigure it can be seen that the bending stiffness decreases
more quickly upwards than does the specific maSs.

2. PRINCIPLE OF THE ANALYTICAL
SOLUTION
A continuum method will be presented for the analysis of
undamped free bending vibration of non-unifonn cantilevers.
The method is based on the use of the unifonn cantilever's
dynamic solution and of the extreme-value property of
Rayleigh's quotient. The eigenfrequency of the non-unifonn
cantilever could be obtained by gradual modification of the
mode shape of the unifonn beam.

"i'

Dynamic solution to the uniform
cantilever

The undamped free bending vibration of unifonn beams is
described by the next partial homogeneous differential equation (Clough & Penzien, 1975; Vertes, 1985; Pfaffinger, 1989):

c 2 )\'

cx-

tt-

(I)

where, El = bending stiffness of the beam; A = cross-sectional
area: p= density of beam material; w(.y,tJ = function, displacement of beam in z direction: x variable, length co-ordinate; t
variable, time.
In the case of a cantilever beam the following four boundary conditions should be satisfied: two geometrical conditions
(2a) in the fixed bottom section and two static conditions (2b)
in the free top section:
\\'(0. t) = 0

(2a)

1\"(O,t) = 0

(2b)

M = E1\\'''((,0 = 0

Q = E1ll''''U,t)

0

where lv! = bending moment in the plane of vibration; Q =
shear force in the plane of vibration; [= length of cantilever.
The differential equation (1) can be solved by the separation of the variables. For that purpose the unknown w( x, t)
displacement function is considered as the product of two functions,y(y} with the variable oflength co-ordinate and T(t} with
the variable of time:
1r(X, t)

[m]

c\\'

E/(x)-, + p A o = 0

= y(rj T(t)

(3)

In this way the partial differential eq. (1) separates into two
common differential equations after substitution of (3). The
eigenfrequencies and mode shapes could be obtained from
eq. (4) containing the length co-ordinate.
m [kg/m]

'----'-----'--'7 El [kNm']

Ely W -

where
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0) =

'

0';- pAy

(4)

0

circular eigenfrequency of the free bending vibration.
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Looking for the solution in exponential fonn, the following characteristic equation can be obtained:

a4

a/ pA

_

0

(5)

El

The solution of the (5) characteristic equation:
al. 2

=

I,

where:

= 4 co 2

pA

El

Hence the mode shape of the unifonn cantilever (Kollbrunner
& Hajdin, 1976; Zalka, 1994):
C' 1e b

- (y)

~ 0 .\

,

'e-)"
-:- (::

cos/.',·
'-

, C4
' , C3 ~-1'11/.',·
-,-,

(6)

The OJ eigenfrequency, involved in ), argument and the c j
coefficients can be detenl1ined from the boundary conditions
(2). The four boundary conditions are represented by the following Eqs. in matrix fom1:
[A(/.«(u)]{C)

=:0:

(7)

where, [A] = 4*4 matrix containing the expressions of the four
basic functions of eq. (6) according to the four boundary conditions; {c} = vector of 4 elements containing the unknown cj
coefficients.
The eigenfrequencies and the mode shapes could be received as the non-trivial solutions of Eq. (7):
(8)

The OJ values, which make the [A] matrix's detenl1inant to
zero (8), are the eigenfrequencies of the vibration (Fig. 2).

vCx) = wy

K=Y"
M= Ely"

a) Velocity against height
t=O

b) Curvature and bending moment
t=T/4

when substituting an assumed shape of vibration for y(.1') into
(9). The absolute minimum of the expression (9), the smallest
eigenfrequency ofthe generalised eigenvalue problem (R6zsa,
1974) for vibration is obtained by substituting the true first
eigenmode fory(x). Due to orthogonality of mode shapes, further eigenfrequencies represent local minimum values.
To the Rayleigh quotient there could be given a mechanical interpretation considering the free bending vibration of a
cantilever. In the following a quarter period of vibration xviII
be examined according to the first mode (Fig. 3).
In t = 0, all points of the bar vibrate hannonicaliy in the
same phase, crossing the neutral position together (Fig. 3a).
The distribution of velocity according to height confonl1s to
the amplitude and in this way also with the shape function y.
Expressing the velocity function by 0) and .1; the total kinetic
energy of the bar will be (10). The potential energy is considered zero.
(10)

A quarter period later, in i = T14. the points of the bar take their
extreme positions (Fig. 3b). The whole kinetic energy of the
bar transfonns into potential energy by elastic defonnation.
The energy accumulated in the bar could be expressed with
the i'vi(.1') bending moment and the K(.·(j curvature, where both
of them are functions of the)' mode shape:
I
=?
-

f M(X)K(X)dx = 1 f EI[l'"(x)Jd,
i

!

J

0

-

(11 )

0

It is well knO\\n that the mechanical energy ofan enclosed system is constant.
111erefore making ( 10) and ( 11 ) equal with each other, oi can be expressed
fi'om this equation. This results in the Rayleigh quotient (9) refening to the
vibrating bar:

The zero points of the function 11 detL4.(co)] could be found
by iteration (Kom & Kom, 1975).

!

(!)::

f E/[y"(xJl' dx
f pA[y(x)l' dx

= (~

o

2.2 Extreme-value property of the
Rayleigh quotient for vibrating
beams
The Rayleigh quotient refelTing to fixed vibrating cantilevers could be written as:

With Rayleigh's method the first eigenfrequency of the
unifom1 cantilever can be easily approximated when supposing the mode shape to be .1'(.1')= or;. Because this third order
function does not fulfil the boundary conditions (2b) at the
free end of the cantilever, a good approximation could not be
expected from quotient (9).

[

JEI[Y"(.1')f d.1'
(02=0

(9)

I

JpA[Y(.1')f d.1'

Without exact mode shapes, the Rayleigh quotient gives
an approximate value for the investigated eigenfrequency,

e

2

2.3 Dynamic solution to the
non-uniform cantilever
In the case of the analysis of non-unifonl1 cantilevers. the effective application of Rayleigh's method requires a well-ap-

proximatingy('l:) mode shape. That is the aim of the procedure
presented below.
The cross-sectional data along the height of the cantilever
are expressed with continuous functions:
lex)

.1(x) = Ao/(x)

=

(12)

log (x)

where A" = area of the fixed bottom section; I/} = moment of
inertia of the same section; /(x) and g(.-r) = continuous functions to express the variation of cross-sectional data along the
height. The functions /(0)= I and g(O)= 1, both decrease monotonously.
Substituting the above A(x) and !(.-r) cross-sectional nmctions into Eq. (4), a differential equation with varying coefficients is obtained for non-unifoTIn cantilevers:

(13)

The (17) equations with partial derivatives result in a nonlinear equation system in Cl i coefficients. In practical calculations instead of the direct solution of the non-linear equation
system, the Nelder-Mead simplex method was used (Reddy,
1986). This is a heuristic minimum search method and provides an upper bound for UJ eigenfrequency. By increasing the
order of the modifying polynome, the quotient approximates
the real value of the eigenfrequency more and more.
Although ~/x) fulfils all boundary conditions, however, this is generally not true for the modified function eX-r).
Following from the differentiation of the (15) product function, the boundary conditions of .\=/ could be hanned. This
can be seen by producing the second and third derivatives of
it:
[;0 (x)u(x)];'=1

=;; (I)u(l.) + 2;~ (I)u'(() +;0 (£)u"(I)

[;0 (x)u(x JLl

This equation generally cannot be solved in closed fOTIn.
Taking nmctions (12) into consideration, the quotient (9) will
be the following:
!

fg(X)[y"(x)f cb:

EI" -(J ' - ' - - - - - pAo 'f' ,
,

f

(14)

(x)[y(x)]- cb:

Substituting the mode shape of the unifom1 beam into (14)
will not result in a minimum for ai, because function (6) does
not fulfil the differential equation (13) of varying coefficients.
An approximation of the mode shape was performed with
multiplying two polynoms (Timoshenko. 1928),
The essence of my method is a gradual modification of mode
shape (6) to obtain a well-approximating shape function as
well as an eigenfrequency for the non-unifoTIn beam. For this
purpose the mode shape of the non-unifoTIn beam is taken up
as the product of Sr/-r) and of a polynomial function of N-th
order with N+ I coefficients:

;0 (I)lI"(I )

0

3;;) (l}u"(I) +;(J (i)II~(I) = 0

(19)

y

= ;o(x)Ia"x" = ;0(x)1I(x)

(15)

);=(J

The mode shape contains a free parameter, which could be
used for nom1alizing. We can choose one of the coefficients
freely (e.g. a o = 1 ). so that there remain N free unknown
coefficients to set the best approximation of the C;(x) mode
shape.
Using mode shape (15). the best approximation of the investigated eigenfrequency is available by minimizing the
Rayleigh quotient in function of Cl 1..... Cl:-; coefficients:

The polynome type modifying u(x) function should be taken
up in such a way that a power function as multiplicator is ordered to each Cl i of (16) to satisfy eq. system (19). This power
function should contain three members with bi,i and b Ci coefficients. which could be detennined from eqs. (19). These partial Lti polynomes are:

and summing up:

( 16)

\'

II(X)

Condition (16) also implies the best approximation of mode
shape (15) in the N dimensional subspace of the u(x)
polynomes.
This minimum condition could be expressed by the N partial derivatives of the Rayleigh quotient:
fg(X) l[;(I(x)lI(a, . x)]") :

cb:

(J

j !(X)[;u(x)1I(a,.x)]2d\,
u

(18)

The expressions of bending moment and the shear force
contain the (18) derivatives, which should be equal to zero
according to (2b). But the last two members of both derivatives generally differ from zero. In this way the modified S(x)
function cannot mathematically and exactly fulfil the static
boundary conditions (2b). However, in the case of lower
eigenfrequencies and adequate Cl i coefficients, the function C;(.-r)
approximates the true mode shape very closely and provides
easy programming. For higher eigenfrequencies the modifying function in (15) does not give good results. By increasing
the number of waves in the mode shape function, the unsatisfied (2b) boundary conditions cause larger and larger inaccuracies.
For higher eigenfrequencies a different modifying polynomial function will be applied to satisfy the static boundary
condition (2b) too. This requires vanishing the last, still two
non-zero members of both derivatives in (18). This results in
the follO\ving eq. system:
2,:-;)(I)1I'(I)

.. ,)=

;; (I )1I(i) + 3;~(i )u'(I) + 3;~ (f)u'U) +;0 (i)1I~(f)

II

a o + IlIi(X)

(20)

j=j

where Cl" = I again.
In this way the static boundary conditions could be fulfilled by the 1I/-r) elements of modifying function separately.
The mode shape function of the non-unifonn beam with
polynome (20), which also gives accurate results in the case
of higher frequencies, is:

=0

J

1+

( 17)

"
2:>qx'
+h,,_,-1
r=i

a.

(21 )

I
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3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The presented continuum method was applied to the analysis
of the non-uniform, reinforced concrete chimney illustrated
in Fig. 4. The straight part of the bottom cross-section decreases linearly and is zero at the circular ring section of the
top. The wall thickness decreases linearly from 30cm to 20cm
as well.
In the vibration analysis uncracked elastic behaviour was
supposed, neglecting the axial forces. The eigenfrequencies
and mode shapes were determined for bending vibrations about
the z-axis. First, substituting uniform cantilevers were calculated. Then the chimney with varying cross-section was analysed using the continuum method. For comparison the calculations of the non-uniform cantilever were also performed with
the finite element analysis.
For the continuum method a MATLAB program was prepared, using the Nelder-Mead minimum search and to the finite element calculations ALGOR program was applied.
In the first step using the continuum method for calculating
substituting uniform beams, the following eigenfrequencies
were obtained (Table 1):
Table 1 contains upper and lower bounds too, being calculated by appropriate coupling of cross-sectional data. To calculate the lower bound, the top section's small moment of inertia was used with the large area as well as the large specific
mass of the bottom section. On the contrary, the upper bound
can be obtained by coupling the bottom section's large moment of inertia with the top section's small specific mass. The
upper and lower bounds represent a wide interval. A good

ELEVATION

approximation of (U; would require appropriate substituting
cross-sectional data. Unfortunately, in this respect there is no
acceptable basis. In this calculation, average cross-sectional
data were used on the basis of line integral along the bar. It
can be seen from the latter results that these do not give a
good approximation.
In the next step eigenfrequencies and mode shapes for the
non-uniform beam were determined by the continuum method
(Table 2).

From the table one can see not only that the smallest
eigenfrequency as the absolute minimum of the Rayleigh coefficient could be obtained, but also larger (U; frequencies representing a local minimum. This is due to the properties of the
mode shape of the uniform beam. The i-th mode shape of it,
applied as the starting curve for the minimum search, is more
or less orthogonal to the j-th mode shape ( i :;t: j ) of the nonuniform beam. Therefore, the Nelder-Mead minimum search
also quickly finds the local minimum values. In Table 2. the
first three eigenfrequencies were calculated by the simple
modifying polynome where N=5, according to (15). For calculation of (U6' (U9' (Ulc the modifying function according to
(20) was applied with only N= I coefficient, because the advanced polynom already with one free parameter provided a
very good approximation.
Finally the continuum method was controlled with the aid
of the finite element method (Table 3):
In the first step the bar model was divided into 10 elements,
while in the next step a detailed model was used with 103
elements. Similar to the unifom1 cantilever model, a lower
and upper bound was calculated too, coupling the cross-sectional data of the bar elements in the same way as previously.
According to expectations, the detailed analysis with 103 elements gave quite narrow intervals for (U; frequencies. These
results are in good coincidence with that of the continuum
method.
The minimum search finds the coefficients of the modifying polynome. In this way, besides the (U; eigenfrequencies,
the mode shapes could be obtained as well. The mode shapes
No. 6 for the uniform and also for the non-unifonn cantilevers
are presented in a common co-ordinate system (Fig. 5) with
nonnalizing of the top's deflection.
In Fig. 6 the steps of the minimum search for the first
eigenfrequency are shown in a three-dimensional co-ordinate
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system. For the sake of representation in an axonometric system, only two a coefficients were used in this calculation.
A spectacular interpretation could be given to the steps of
the Nelder-Mead minimum search method if all the members
of the series of t;(x) approximating functions also as mode
shapes are considered. These functions of course cannot be
mode shapes of the original non-unifonn cantilever because
they do not satisfy the differential eq. (I) and the boundary
condition (2b). In spite of this, the mode shapes could belong
to the investigated structure, when applying additional constraints (e.g. elastic bedding against lateral deflection and curvature of the beam). These extra constraints give additional
stiffness to the beam and that is why its eigenfrequencies are
larger than that of the investigated structure. In this way the
steps of iterations perfon11 a gradual degradation of non-required constraints (similar to the Cross method). This interpretation also shows that the procedure is of up per bound type.

modelled by non-unifonn cantilevers, as chimneys, television towers, and high-rise buildings.
The essence of the procedure is that the mode shape of the
non-unifonn cantilever is assumed as the product of the mode
shape of the unifonn beam and a modifying function. Applying the extreme-value property of the Rayleigh quotient, the
eigenfrequencies of the non-unifonn cantilever could be obtained by gradual modification of mode shapes. By increasing
the order of the modification polynome, the quotient approximates the real value of the eigenfrequency more and more.
The results provided by this method are as precise as those
of a detailed finite element analysis The advantage of the continuum method is that it requires less input data than the alternative method: the finite element analysis.
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After a short historical revieH' of the developments in shear design. the article sllmllzari::es the shear design procedure of'reinforced concrete members according to the most important international (FIP 1996 Recommendations, EC 2) and national (DIN
1045-1 2000) standards and recommendations developed ill Europe during the last decade. Comparative analysis and proposals
are supported by numerical example.
I<eywords:
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1. INTRODUCTION
When surveying intemational publications, standards and recommendations of the last decade one can state that there is a
constant change in the field of shear design. Beside sketching
standard prescriptions held to be the most impoliant from the
point of view of effecting Hungarian practice the article treats
some essential details of the background research work,
analyzing observable tendencies. The author fom1Ulates his
standpoint through presentation and analysis of a numerical
example.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF SHEAR
DESIGN
In a simply supported reinforced concrete beam, an arch with
tirant is acting (Fig. 1), which has a rise limited by the height
of the beam. By the effect of flexural moments produced by a
unifonnly distributed load, the sections of the arch are exploited approximately at the same rate. The vertical component of the compression force transmitted in the concrete along
the arched compression trajectories is on the other hand, due
to their small inclination. rather small. Therefore, to equilibrate shear forces it is also necessary to apply shear reinforcement in the direction of the principal tensile stresses or under
a small angle to them - suitably in the veliical direction - with
increasing intensity towards the support. Ritter and M6rsch
(1922) introduced the truss model of shear design (Fig. 2).
The model consists of a parallel top compression chord, a bottom tension chord and between them of inclined compression

o

100~
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struts rising in the direction of the centre of the span. In addition their are .tirants acting in the direction of the shear reinforcement and uniformly distributed along the longitudinal
axis. This system can function otherwise by relatively small
shear forces also, without shear reinforcement. One part of
the shear force can be transmitted through friction along the
inclined shear cracks. This is adding up to other parts transmitted in the compression zone due to the compression strength
of the concrete and at the point of intersection of the crack and
the tensile reinforcement by dowel action. The latter model is
also called as "teeth mode]" (Fig. 3). Rupture occurs by breaking of the teeth and tuming ofthe crack direction to horizontal
at the foot of the teeth. The shear resistance conesponding to
this type of rupture (VRd ) is nowadays definitely distinguished
from the shear resistance conesponding to the failure of the
friction connection in shear cracks of beams designed with
shear reinforcement (VRd) .

Coming back to the truss model of Morsch, it was supposed for a long time that the inclined compression struts are
parallel to the shear cracks considered generally under 45°
inclination. Elements of shear reinforcement crossing these
cracks have to equilibrate by tension the total shear force or
the portion of it not resisted by the concrete. The portion resisted by the concrete was mainly attributed to the shear
strength of the compression zone (Leonhardt, 1960-ies). Compression failure of the inclined concrete struts indicates the
upper limit of the shear resistance, \vhich cannot be overcome
by increasing the intensity of the shear reinforcement.
Thiirlimann et al applied plastic methods at the end of the 1970ies, considering free choice for the inclination of the compression struts between certain limits (26°-74°). Both of the latter
methods were used by the elaboration of the CEB-FIP ModelCode 78. It was on this occasion that the variable strut method
in a standard appeared first. The inclination angle of the struts
(8) and the permissible compression stress were treated as
empirical parameters. The 45° direction was treated distinctly
while the portion of the shear capacity attributed to the concrete and determined empirically, could be taken into account
only by 8 45°. This method was called the standard method.
A contradictory situation developed: under small shear conditions the standard method proved to be economical considering the quantity of shear reinforcement, because the portion
of shear absorbed by the concrete then became dominant.
Under greater shear forces. however, the small strut angle (that
is the variable strut method) gives more advantageous results
because lower angle struts will be intersected by a greater
number of elements of the shear reinforcement. The results of
the two methods do not compare to each other at 8 = 45°. It is
therefore hard to understand why these methods were taken as
basis of shear design when elaborating ENV 1992-1-1
(EUROCODE 2).
One another development trend was appointed by Kupfer
(1964) through his activity during the 1960-ies, who on basis
of the principle of the minimum of deformation work developed the truss model by Morsch. His followers set up conditions for determining the strut inclination.
Gambarova. Kim1air, Mang and Reineck (Reineck, 1990,
1991. 200 I) elaborated models for different crack pattems to
detennine the so-called crackfj-iclioll forces (aggregate interlock) due to relative displacement and rotation of the crack
sides. Reineck considered portions of the web between cracks
as fields in a plain state of stress instead of uni-axial compression. The idealised inclined compression struts "pass over"
the surface of steeper cracks with the help ofthe crack friction
forces. Thus the truss model remains interpretable, and inclination (8) of the compression '·struts" will be detennined as a
function of the force distribution. Following the proposal of
Reineck, this method was also adopted by the 1996 FIP Recommendations.
In Gem1any may be as a consequence of some preoccupations that haw been developed in the profession due to certain
prescriptions of the ENV 1992-1-1 a new national reinforced
concrete standard came into force. The part of DIN 1045-1
(200 I) related to shear reflects a standpoint very near to that of
the 1996 FIP Recommendations. The most significant difference between the two prescriptions is in the way the crack friction forces are deten11ined, which then influences the strut angle and the necessary quantity of the shear reinforcement too.
The intention of the modification is reflected by the EN
1992-1: 200 I. which was not approved yet at the time of publication of the Hungarian original of this article. The new
draft seems to break with the standard method (8 = 45°), but

gives only a lower limit (8 = 21,8°) for the variable strut inclination and all other decisions in connection to this problem
are entrusted to the designer.
Let us now review the most important relationships conceming shear design of beams of some European regulations
valid at present. Construction rules are closely interconnected
to the regulations but due to problems of extension they will
only be treated when being built into the relationships. Nor
will be mentioned such less important differences, for example that in some standards the vertical component of an inclined prestressing tendon force is summed up to the shear
resistance force, while in other standards it is subtracted from
the design shear force. Rules conceming compression forces
acting together with shear will be mentioned, while the relationships concerning the effect of tensile forces in view of
little practical interest not. The given relationships are valid
for both vertical and inclined shear reinforcement, for vertical
links sina = 1 and cosa = 0 can be substituted.

3. REGULATION OF SHEAR
DESIGN OF BEAMS
3.1 ENy 1992-1-1 (EUROCODE 2)
3.1.1

[vlembers not

shear reinforcement

Design shear resistance of members not requiring shear reinforcement but supplied with minimum shear reinforcement:

where

k=1.6-d> 1

dinm

p,=Aj(b"d) < 0,02.
Capacity of the shear reinforcement and the upper limit of
shear resistance corresponding to compression failure of the
concrete can be detem1ined depending on the two applicable
calculation methods given below.
3 12

ivlembers requlrIng
s[andard merilod

shear reinforcement,

By applying the standard method. we adopt a compression
stru! angle of 45°. The contribution of shear reinforcement to
the shear resistance in this case is:
(1)

The shear resistance corresponding to compression failure of
the 45° inclined concrete struts is:

VRd2
where.

=~v f.A,.· O,9d~ + cota)
V

/ck 0= 0 ,I - 2002: ,).

(2)
/ck

Design value of the shear resistance:
. {V,'Rd3, = VRdl + Vwd } .
VRd = mm

VRd2

Condition of safety:

003 "

in N/mm

2

3. 1.3 Members requiring design shear reinforcement,
variable strut method
The shear resistance is:
V",d

=

Am!"",d
(.
'\
'0,9d cotesm a + cosa}
s

3.3 DIN 1045-1 draft confirmed in
December 2000
(3)

By continuous longitudinal reinforcement, the limitation:
0,4::; cote::; 2,5
should be taken into account, that is Bcan be variable between
21,8° and 68,2°. By stapled longitudinal reinforcement the limits are stricter:

In case of shear resistance of members without shear reinforcement,

where

K=l+
PI =

The quantity of the shear reinforcement does have an upper limit also:
Asw!'",d
0.5v
sin a
---'-'- < - '--"-""'---

b",s

-

d in mm

::; 0,02,

b",d

N I in N/mm-0
(Jed = _S_'
Ae

(4)

1-cosa

00
=-d
f¥ ::;2,0,.

'lI = 0,40 + 0,60 2:00 for lightweight concrete.

By vertical links sina = 1 and cos a =0 so that (2) and (3)
become more simple.
The shear resistance corresponding to the compression failure of the inclined struts in this case is:

For members designed with shear reinforcement, the strut
inclination,

e

cot::;
/
_
cotS + cota
I Rd2 -v b",0,9d!ed
o·
1+ cot- S

(5)

The value of the design shear resistance force is:
,
VRd

=

VRd3
mm
{ VRd2
.

V

Bd

cot f3er
V
::; 3,0,
1-~
VSd

where

co t f3 er -17
- ,- - 14(Jed
, -.

fed

Part of the shear force transmitted by friction along the crack

}.

is:

Condition of safety:
VRd 2 VSd '
It is remarkable that by substituting B = 45° and cot 6l= 1,
(5) results in (2), Similarly by B=45° and cot B= 1, (3) results
in (1). (1) and (3) can then be used also by the standard method.

VRd .e

[2,4171. 0,10' !ek 1'3 (1 + 1,2

~~:; ) }"z .

The shear force that can be equilibrated by shear reinforcement is:
.
-A.mf,·"
- ' - z (cote+cota ) sma.
S

3.2 FIP 1996 Recommendations
Equations referring to shear reinforcement concern vertical
links because the recommendations do not suggest the use of
bent-up bars.

vRd=Vsw+vf'
cot f3er .

V,.". =

The upper limit of the shear resistance:
,
VRd.max = b"zaefed

cote+cota
1+
e'

where
a e = 0.75211 1 •
Conditions of safety for shear: in all sections, where
VSd.",;::: VRd.el , shear reinforcement should be designed and the
following conditions checked.

Sw

where: cot

f3cr=1,20-0,2cr,if:tm

V Sd .", ::; V Rd .sy

'

and

V Sd .", ::; VRd.max .

3.4 EN 1992-1 :2001 modified draft of
EUROCODE 2
T

~':=0,8 if 0,2z;::: Sw and 200 mm ;::: sw'
v:=0,6 if 0,2z < s" < O,4z ,
v:=0,45 if 0,4z < S'" < 0,6z ,

Shear resistance of members without shear reinforcement:

where
Condition of safety:

e
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f¥

00
k=l-'-, =--<70
d --, ,

dinmm

a

N Ed
cl'

inMPa.

In members with shear reinforcement:
1,0:::; cot

e : :; 2,5.

Strut inclination angle can be freely adopted in the above
interval.
The shear force that can be equilibrated by shear reinforcement:
.

Amfmd (
\.0.
.
Z\cotS + cota pma .
s

11 Rd.s" =

.

The limiting condition conceming the quantity of the shear
reinforcement remains valid:

The upper limit of the shear resistance:

__ ,

Rd.max -

b" ..:.\ fed

.

);:::0.5.

250'

fck in N/mm2

When compressive axial force is acting, the upper limit of
the shear resistance should be reduced by the factor
1,67 x(l-ucp eti(d) <1.
Conditions of safety for shear: in all sections where
V Ed ~ V Rd.ct' shear reinforcement should be designed, and the
fulfilment of the conditions below checked i.e.
V Ed -<V Rd.sy and

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Through presentation of the following example we are looking for points of view for the analysis and evaluation of the
exposed shear design procedures. The selected problem is a
continuous T-beam with three supports and constant crosssection, which is widely used in monolithic construction practice. The pOliion of the beam requiring shear reinforcement

Amfpnl < 0,5v fed sinu
bws I-cosu

v

v =0.6-(1- fck

where,

A"

cote +cota
1
'e'
+cot-

Concrete grade: C20/25 Concrete cover: 20 mm
Type of the reinforcement: B500
Material strengths:
{,=20 N/mm 2

:(d=435 N/mm

2

i= 6x6=36 ki\f/m

Loads:

q= 6x3=IS kN/m
Pmiial safety factors of loads:
EUROCODE 2. 1996 FIP Recommendations
DIN 1045-1:
Intemal forces:
EUROCODE 2, 1996 FIP Recommendations:

"f" LI5
/=1.35
•g

DIN 1045-1:
Longitudinal reinforcement designed for flexure at support B:
EUROCODE 2. 1996 FIP Recommendations:
DIN 1045-1:
Fig. 4
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EN~a~:a;;/ -1

DIN 1045-1
2000

EN 1992-1 :2001
1SI draft

VRd.max=356.17

VRd.mGx=408.5

VRd.mCL,=250.75

(339.9)
1.27(1.43)

(363.6)
1.60( 1.92)

08/90( 1.12)

0811 OO( 1.0 1)

08/100(1.01)

081150(0.67)

081150(0.67)

08/150(0.67)

08/175(0.58)

08/200(0.51 )

08/300(0.34)

No data

08/250(0.40)

1996 FIP
Recommendations

method
Shear resistance of I
the concrete section
'
without shear
reinforcement kN I

No data

1I

Upper limit of the
shear resistance*
kN
.
1
cot8*
Shear
I
reinforcement
!
'1

I

I

1. At V Sd.max
2. At midpoint of
the designed
portion of the beam
3. Minimum links

I

Total cross-section
of the shear
I reinforcement
along the designed
portion in % of the
value according to
ENV 1992-1-1

I
'I

I

i.

11

081300(0.34)

I,!

I

I

100%

95%

88%

68%

1I

I

on one side of the interior support will be investigated. The
internal forces caused by uniformly distributed pern1anent and
variable loads are given. As an approximation, we do not consider the effect of partial actuation of the variable load inside
the spans; the shear diagram is taken as linear. No et/ecl producing axialforce is ac£ing. The longitudinal reinforcement is
given. In the section above the interior support compression
reinforcement was also designed for flexure.
Let us design the shear reinforcement near support B in the
first span using vertical links.
The most important results according to the four different
standard prescriptions are summarised in (Table 1.)

a

Notations of the same meaning but used in a different way in
different references are given, separated by a comma.

5.1 Data concerning cross-sections
concrete cross-section
area of the cross-section of the shear reinforcement
cross-sectional area of the effective longitudinal tensile reinforcement
web thickness of the beam
effective depth
factor depending on the depth of the section (in
ENV 1992-1-1 and in EN 1992-1 :200 I given
by different expression!)
spacing of equidistant elements of the shear reinforcement along the axis of the member
lever ann of the internal compression and ten-
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sile forces
angle between elements of the shear reinforcement and axis of the member
reduction factor for lightweight concrete
factor depending on the depth of the member
. ratio of the tensile reinforcement

5.2 Material characteristics, resistance of
the cross-section

5. NOTATION

b, b
d
k

2.5

I

In parenthesis:
A. mm'!mm

I

I
1

VRd

design value of the compression strength of the
concrete
characteristic value of the compression strength
of the concrete
mean value of the tensile strength of the concrete
design value of the yield stress of the shear reinforcement
design value of the yield stress of the reinforcement
design value of the uni-axial compression
strength of the concrete
factor used by the detennination of maximum
allowable compression stress of the concrete
struts
design value of the shear resistance of the crosssection
design value of the shear force transmitted by
friction along cracks
design value of shear resistance of the crosssection without shear reinforcement
design value of the shear force corresponding
to the compression failure of the web, upper
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VRd]
V•.. "' V

ViUq

a,
l'

p

limit of the shear resistance
design value of the shear resistance of the crosssection designed with shear reinforcement
shear resistance of the cross-section limited by
the shear reinforcement
factor limiting the compression stress in the
compression struts
factor depending on the characteristic strength
of the concrete
density in dN/m'
design value of the shear strength of the concrete

5.3 Effects
N\{rNEd

1'\,1

It

e

I~d

... VDI

axial force acting in the cross-section with the
effect of loads or prestressing force, negative if
compression, with the exception of ENV 19921-1, where positive means compression
design value of shear force caused by exterior
effects
angle between crack direction and the axis of
the member
normal stress caused by axial force, positive for
compression
design value of nOl1nal stress caused by axial
force (negative for compression)
angle between concrete struts and the longitudinal axis of the member

6. STATEMENTS
By analysing the exposed shear design methods and results of
the numerical example, \Ne can state the followings:
1. The Iruss 1Il0del by lvlorsch continues to be generally
accepted.
2. Shear design is based on the determination olthree limit
i'alues:
Shear resistance of the concrete section without shear reinforcement (V,vJ' V
Shear resistance due to the shear reinforcement (V,,] VRdq )
Upper limit of the shear resistance corresponding to the
compression failure of the concrete struts, which can not
be increased by shear reinforcement (TTRd.",a)
There is an understanding within the profession concerning research. that results should be condensed into these three
quantities, thus not complicating too much practical design
work.
3. Since the emergence of the idea of the mriable strut
inclination «(}J the value of the inclination has become the most
essential issue because it influences the above 2nd and 3rd
limit rather significantly.
Further statements \vill be fOl1nulated concerning some of
the limit values of shear resistance and of the strut angle. For
simplicity. investigated regulations will be referred to by abbreviated but unambiguous denominations.
4. Shear resistance otconcrete sections ;\'ithol{[ shear reinforcement (VRdJ' V Rd. )
Reineck emphasizes that it is important to distinguish this
value from the fraction of the shear force transmitted by friction along cracks of beams designed with shear reinforcement.
This was really respected when making the new draft ofEC 2.
As a consequence, the value VRdi and the so-called standard
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method disappeared, according to which this value - VRdl can be added to the part of the shear force equilibrated by the
shear reinforcement.
Its detel111ination is based upon empirically, taking into
consideration In one way or another the following characteristics and effects:
- Cross-sectional dimensions
- Tensile strength of concrete, i.e. its square root (DIN, EC
2 new draft)
- Dimension effect (K or k factor), which is aimed to take
into consideration the additional force transmitted by friction in closer cracks of beams of smaller height. The formula given in EC 2 draft and in DIN is the same.
Dowel action, which is built into the relationship through
the effective tensile steel ratio (as a factor in the DIN, as
an additive tel1n in EC 2). The new EC 2 draft corresponds to DIN in this respect, too.
- Effect of compressive axial force by 10 to 15%, of which
the shear force that can be equilibrated without shear reinforcement is increasing.
In our numerical example the quantity of shear reinforcement necessary according to the new draft ofEC 2 is 20% less
than that needed according to the new DIN prescriptions. This
can mainly be attributed to the difference of the safety factors
of loads.
5. The shear resistance attributed to the shear reinforcement (V'Hr VRdJ is proportional to the tensile force developing
in elements of the shear reinforcement at yield. which intersect the sloping line of given inclination drawn between the
axis of the tension and compression chord. There is a full consensus in that the shear reinforcement yields at rupture. The
fundamental question is the steepness of the inclined straight
line. which can be 45° (EC 2 standard method», can be in the
direction of cracks (FIP Recommendations) or the strut angle
(DIN. EC 2 new drat1:). We'll come back to this question
later - which gives an explanation to the differences of the
quantity of necessary shear reinforcement between variants
of the numerical example.
6. In connection ;rith the shear resislance limited by the
compression failure of the concrete (V~":m,,"J three statements
will be given. The first is the problem of the pel111issible compression stress. which is to be reduced because of the irregular
surface of the struts. the disturbing action of elements of the
shear reinforcement passing through the struts and due to the
effect of eventual axial force. FIP Recommendations proposed
a separated notation to indicate the value of the reduced
compressive stress: ;:"d' and the extent of reduction - varying
betw"een 0.45 and 0.8 - depends on the link intensity along the
struts and on their spacing. which appears to be logical. The
new DIN gives a relatively large factor: 0.75, based on tests,
and allows further reduction for light concrete. The new EC 2
draft insists on its earlier relationship, giving values between
0.5 and 0.6. Our second remark concerns the explicit taking
into account of the unfavourable effect of the axial compression force. only in the new draft of EC 2. A reduction factor
should be used if the axial force produced by an exterior effect causes a compression stress greater than two thirds of the
design compression strength of the concrete. Attention should
be called tinally to the important role of the strut inclination
angle. The magnitude of VRd""u is proportional to the value of
the trigonometric expression given in different fOl111s below:

e

cote

e e

- - - - = sin cos

cote+ tane

In Fig. 5 values of the expression are shown as a function
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Fig. 5 SpeCific decrement of

0
cotO

as a function of the strut inciinatiOn

argJe

of cote. Along the vertical axis it is also indicated, by what
extent the maximum value of VRd.max at e=45°, i.e. cot e=1 is
decreasing while cotereaches its highest limit (cote=3) given
by the DIN, corresponding to a strut inclination angle of
e=18.4°, The extent of the reduction is 40%, and the almost
linear function has an inflexion point above the interpretation
domain,
7. Inclination angle of the compression struts ({}j
Test results and theoretical investigations have shown that
a compression strut direction flatter than the 40 to 45 degrees
inclined cracks can also develop, which leads to more economical solutions concerning the shear reinforcement. Referring back to the arch with hidden tirant mentioned in the introduction, by normal span-to-height ratios, an accepted internallever arm z=0.9d and parabolic arch shape, for a nonpresetressed simply supported beam cot e= 4.2 (e=13.5°)
would result at the supports. This does not lie very far from
the limit set by DIN. The shallow compressed arch and the
small inclination compression struts cause on the other hand
severe anchorage problems at the external supports.
The quantity of vertical links is inversely proportional to
increasing cote. The reduction of the upper limit of shear resistance (VRd.ma) is also approximately linearly proportional but somewhat less intensive - to the increase of cot e. While
cote increases from I to 3, the shear reinforcement decreases
to 1/3, i.e. by 67%, whereas the reduction of VRd.nuL' is only
40%. As it was referred to earlier and the numerical example
also demonstrates: for non-prestressed beams it cannot be expected that by choosing smaller strut inclination angle, the
upper limit of shear resistance turns to be definitive and the
determination of the condition system V Rds ,= V Rd m(Lt= VSd
The quantity of vertical links is inversely proportional to
increasing cote. The reduction of the upper limit of shear resistance (VRd.ma.,) is also approximately linearly proportional
but somewhat less intensive - to the increase of cote. While
cotq increases from I to 3, the shear reinforcement decreases
to 1/3, i.e. by 67%, whereas the reduction of VRd.m(Lt is only
40%. As it was referred to earlier and the numerical example
also demonstrates: for non-prestressed beams it cannot be expected that by choosing smaller stl'llt inclination angle, the
upper limit ofshear resistance turns to be definitive. This would
mean that the determination of the neceSSal}' shear reinforcement and of the strut inclination limit should be made on the
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basis of the condition system V Rd.sv= VRd.max= VS(i
From among the normative prescriptions investigated in
the present article the DIN can be considered unique in thatbased on tests and, in the first line, thanks to the theoretical
activity of Reineck - it gives proposals for the determination
of the strut inclination as a fimction of the force distribution.
The basic value is the crack direction modified by the effect
of the compression force, which is then modified - decreased
- by the crack friction forces and the design value of the shear
force. According to the FIP Recommendations the inclination
angle is also detennined, but only afterwards, with knowledge of the shear reinforcement intersecting the cracks and of
the crack friction forces.
In the case of EC 2 not even the new version gives a starting point for the designer to adopt a strut angle, only the limits
are given. We have deliberately chosen the smallest allowable
strut angle in the numerical example (cotB=2.5), by which the
intensity of the shear reinforcement reduces almost to half.
This problem deserves more careful investigation. The concrete is safe for compression and construction rules are fulfilled. Due to the flat strut angle elements of the tensile reinforcement should be anchored at greater distance, but this condition is automatically fulfilled for the reinforcement designed
for negative moment at interior supports
8. Although design of bent-up bars is allowed by the investigated standard prescriptions, neither of the newly edited technical literature nor the technological practise are supporting
that method, the FIP Recommendations are explicitly not proposing the use of bent-up bars. In connection with this the EC
2 stipulates that in case of designing shear reinforcement at
least half of the shear force should be absorbed by links. Due
to the above reasons no bent-up bars were used in the numerical example. How·ever. I will shortly take the opportunity to
expose my personal opinion. By bending up not too great diameter max. 016 bars by interior supports. two anchorage
lengths can be economised. The advantageous action ofthese
bars resembles that of suspension cables. Due to these reasons
- depending on the results of flexural design, bending up of
bars at disposal, by respecting limitations ofEC 2 I consider
as a very reasonable solution.

7. PROPOSALS
1. The DIN 1045-1 2000 should be highlighted from among
the shear design procedures investigated as the one which is
more progressive pointing forward, by giving an expression
for the determination of the strut angle. This is depending on
the force distribution and so it is variable along the axis ofthe
member which better corresponds to reality.
2. The EN 1992-1 :2001 draft is similar to DIN 1045-1 in
numerous details. but it does not take a stand on the most important question of the strut angle. So it is applicable for practical design only after amendments.
3. By elaboration olrules concerning the strut angle a distinction should be made between exterior and interior supports because anchorage problems emerging by small strut
angles can hardly be solved in a correct way by exterior supports. It would be desirable to investigate this problem by laboratory tests.
4. Although yield of the link legs was proved by Leohardt's
shear tests of beams using one point elongation measurement
per linkJor sake ora deeper detection ol the anchorage conditions it ,l'Ould imply lIlultipoint measurement along the perimeter ot'the links.
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Tamas SlillOr;
During design, malll!lacturing and construction o.(prelabricated and in-situ reil!/orced concrete structures, ~\'here the concreteto-concrete interacting capability is to be calculaled, the slll.1ixe roughness o.fthe receiving concrete is o.lsignijicance. In the
regulations and guidelines the sll/face roughness o.l the receiving concrete is not quanti/ied, only described as for example by
stating it is Vel)' rough, rough, smooth or vel)' smooth. For calculations the swface roughness of the receil'illg concrete should be
measurable and quanti/ied directly or indirectly. This ~vould enable quality control documentation and designer prescriptions
~l'ith calculable effects. The salld patch method has been lIsed in road construction/or a long time to define lhe swface roughness
olpavemellts. This method is suitablefor Ollr purposes. A/ter adoption o.(the sand patch method, experiments ~\'ere carried out at
the Department ol Construction JvIaterials and Engineering Geology olBudapest University ol Tecllllology and Economics, to
"erifj' the suitability and to determine a precise confOrmity between the illleracting capability and sw/ace roughness o(receiving
and ne,\, concrete layers.
Keywords:

1. MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR
It is well known that surface roughness provides shear capacity. In practical cases when, for example, prefabricated thin
tloor planks are used for ceiling constmction, the planks are
cast with a certain top surface roughness which is the receiving surface and usually has an amount of reinforcement connecting the planks and the in-situ concrete which is cast on
site. The top surface of the receiving concrete and the bottom
surface of the in-situ concrete fOll11 a designed constmction
joint. The two layers of concrete - when the ceiling is subjected to vertical loads - must work together and the constmctionjoint fOll11ed is subjected to shear stresses. Shear forces at
the constmction joint are cantilevered by three actions; adhesion, dowel action of reinforcement crossing the construction
joint and concrete teeth within the receiving concrete surface,
if any (Fig. 1). The adhesion and the teeth will act against
shear without any relative movement starting between the two
concrete layers, while the reinforcement is only \vorking when
relative movement develops between the two layers. Any combination of above three actions is possible.
The preparation of a regularly toothed top surface is difficult. The use of excessive reinforcement is expensive, so it is
a wish to be able to have a precisely calculable amount of
shear resistance in the construction joint due to the adhesion
of the two layers. One of the main parameters intluencing the
interaction between the two layers is the surface roughness of
the receiving concrete. At the same time this parameter is de-

b) ca..<:e of adhesion

a) case of reinforcement
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GJ prefabrIcated reinforced concrete floor plan.\;
[2] mSltuconcrete
constructlonJomt bct\\een the

t\\O

cl case

Ofre~Ular teething ~

fined by verbal descriptions in the regulations which may lead
to misunderstandings. For this reason the introduction of a
reliable definition and measuring method is required.

2. REGULATORY BACKGROUND
(STILL IN FORCE AND
PLANNED)
The interacting capability between receiving concrete and ne\v
concrete is a very good example of the forced development of
regulations by the industry. Over decades many researchers
have studied the problem (Balazs, Fogarasi, 1977; Burkhard,
1990; Dulacska, Szederjei, 1972; Gilyen, 2000; Hofbeck,
Ibrahim. Mattock. 1969; Orosz. Tassi, Odor, 1984: Polgar,
Stairits, 2001; Pommeret, 1970; Simon. 2002; Szalai, 1967:
Walraven, Reinhard, 1981). However. the standards, codes of
practices and regulations followed the results of studies only
when larger-scale prefabricated reinforced concrete production was started. The intention of the present discussion is also
to give representative samples of the regulations of different
countries and to give an overview of planned or existing European standards. A complete historical overview is not an
intention herein.
The Hungarian Standard (MSZ 15022/4-86) is a very severe regulation in this respect. It allows simultaneous consideration of the effect of concrete teeth, the reinforcement which
is crossing the connecting planes and the concrete-concrete
friction (in case of nOll11al force) or adhesion only if reinforcement to the minimum extent of 0.1 % of the connecting planes
is present. Reinforced connection may suffer a maximum shear
force, taking into consideration the adhesion only by Eq. (1)
to the extent of (MSZ 15022/4-86):

jGl:
~<1---.,!,l

L!J

concrete ia)crs
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(I)

where

IGrade of concrete
,Cltimate desien

CIO CI2 CI6 C20 Cl5 C30 C35 C.JO C451 C50 C55

tensile strength of

0.7

,

0.9

1.1

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.1

2.3\2.5

2.7

Iconcrete I".' f;\:mm-1
Table 1/?c,':s:f F. ,:/:;Z· 5012 ; -86i

A c is the surface of the concrete taken into consideration,

.t:t.d

is the ultimate tensile strength of the concrete

a. f coefficient of the friction. the value of which is:

in case of slipping layer: 0;
in case of a surface finish from a fonnwork: 0.5;
in case of rough surfaces: 0.8.
The values ofleLd are given in Table 1.
The Hungarian Standard does not allow simultaneous consideration of shear resistance from friction and adhesion respectively. The limit of shear force due to Fiction is given by
Eq. (2):

(2)
where N is the perpendicular component of the nonnal force
to the surface. The roughness of the sUlfaces are not quanti.lied, the so-called "slipping layer" is not defined.
British Standard (CP 110:Part I: 1972) gives maximum
values for the allowed horizontal shear stresses for composite
beam and slab sections in the function of the grade of the insitu concrete and of three different SUlface Types. In case of
Surface Type I, which is basically an exposed aggregate surface, the regulation allows a shear stress between 0.38 and
0.64 N/mm 2 in the function of the grade of in-situ concrete.
No detailed definition of the surface of the receiving concrete
(old concrete) is given: the maximum size of aggregate is not
defined. In case of Surface Types 2 and 3 - which is smooth in
case of Type 2 and rough in case of Type 3 - reinforcement to
the minimum extent of 0.15% of the contact area is prescribed.
The roughness o(the surfaces are not quant{/ied and the grade
of the in-situ COilcrere may be higher than the prefabricated
one.
The European Standard prEN 13747-1 (prEN 137471: 1999) refers to Eurocode 2 (ENV 1992-1-3: 1994) which
offers Eq. (3) for the evaluation of the design shear resistance
per unit length of such connection:
T'Rd

= ~.

(3)

T'Rd

and the standard gives values for c'Rd in a tabular fonn (Table
2).

No intennediare values for d(fferent sUlface roug/messes
are given. There is no possibility oj'intelpolation betlveen the
verbalZv dejined smooth and rough sUlfaces.
Austrian Standard (ONORNI B 4700: 200 I) gives the formula for the design shear resistance per unit length of the connection for nearly constant loads as follows:

c' Rd =

K'c
1

cl

+p.

+,Ll' U, -'-p.

68

K,'

K .

f' . (/-1' sina.+cosa.)+

2 . yd

~f\d -j;d ·sina.::; j3.

V

·ld

(4)

The first component in Eq. (4), (Kt' Cd) gives the load bearing capacity due to adhesion, which is our scope. The other
components are responsible for the load bearing capacities due
to toothed connection and reinforcement across the connection and nonnal force acting perpendicularly to the surface of
the connection respectively. Our primary interest in this study
is the value of KI. for which the standard gives 2 in case of a
surface which is treated with high pressure water-blasting, and
o for all other cases (sandblasted, vibrated, smoothened etc.).
The value of 2 is also valid for a toothed surface. Austrian
Standard (ONORM B 4700: 2001) mentions the definition of
surface roughness by the sand patch method used in road construction, and gives a minimum value for R as 2,5 mm (R is
the depth ofthe sand in this case). No intermediate roughness
values are given.
Gennan Standard (DIN 1045:2001-07) deals with the calculation of shear load bearing capacity of the constructionjoint
in its section 10.3.6. DIN 1045:2001-07 gives definitions for
the roughness of the surface of the receiving concrete as:
- vel)' smooth: the surface which was cast in steel or smooth
wooden fonnwork,
smooth: only vibrated and no further surface treatment is
made, if smoothened or if the concrete is prepared by
slipwork or extruder technology,
rough: if the surface is according to DafStb Heft 525
toothed: unifom1 geometric teeth with more than 10 mm in
height (desClibed by diagram in the standard, here in Fig. 1)
Eq. (5) defines the shear resistance per unit length of a construction joint in a non-reinforced case (DIN 1045:2001-07):
(5)

where:
1.0 for nonnal weight concrete; and different values
for light weight concrete (given in separate table in
another part of the standard),
~ct
is a roughness factor (here given in Table 3),
lk is the characteristic compressive strength of the prefabricated or in-situ concrete (the smaller is to be
considered) in Nlmm2,
J1 =
the coefficient offriction (here given in table 3),
0',," = value of design nomml stress acting on a vertical
joint (0',," < 0 as concrete compressive strength)
O'''d = nEd / b 2: -0,6 . f;d in N/mm2,
liEd = the lower value of longitudinal nom1al force in a
vertical joint,
b
the width of the connecting surfaces.
CEB-FIP Model Code 90 deals with the problem under the
title Concrete-to-concrete friction in point 3.9. The difficulty
arises from the definition, which states, "The mechanism of
shear transfer along a concrete-to-concrete interface which is
simultaneously subject to shear and nonnal compression is
called concrete-to-concrete friction." The problem is that, no
guidance is given for the case when compressive force is not
present perpendicular to the interface. Adhesion of the two
concrete layers is neglected. Smoothness and roughness of the
sUlfaces are not quantified. surfaces are verbalZv described
as smooth or rough.
111 =

Type of surface

kT

In-situ' (monolithic)
Rough
Smooth
Very smooth.

2.5

1.8
lA
0

Table 4 Values of K. jENV 1992-1-31999)

Fig. 2 The truncated sandcone and measurement of SeD

Finally the most recent regulation Eurocode 2 (ENV 19921-3: 1994) gives the expression for the design value of the shear
load bearing capacity of the connection of the composite structure as:
T'

. = K'T

RdJ

"

+11.

Rd'"

Ci

.+p . fyd . (11.
r sina+cosa) :s; 0.5 . v . fcd (6)

1,

r.

In Eq. (6) the 11 . Ci N and p . d • (j.i. sina+cosa) components
are responsible for the shear load bearing capacity of the connection due to stress from normal force, perpendicular to the
surface and the reinforcement across the connection, respectively. This present paper, however, only deals with the effect
of the first component (Ky'T Rd ), which is responsible for the
design shear load bearing capacity of the connection due to
adhesion. In this component the values of Ky are given in Table 4 and of T Rd in Table 5.
Smoothness and roughness of the swfaces are not quantified; the swfaces are verbalZv described as vel}' smooth, smooth
or rough.

3. SAND PATCH METHOD
We would not like to compare the slight differences in the
sand patch methods used and standardised in different parts
of the world. At the same time we give a detailed description
of the method given in the Hungarian Standard (UT - 2. 2.111177) and highlight the points where most of the regulations differ. We also give the method we used to determine
different surface roughness through the SCD number (Simon,
2002). The method described in the standard requires:
- dry, clean, natural sand consisting of particles between
0,06-0,09 mm or
0,09-0,2 mm in size,
- a soft brush,
- a measuring cylinder having volume capacity of 5, 10
and 25 ml
0,1 ml),
- sand smoothener 50-60 mm in diameter, covered with
PVC or rubber,
a ruler, at least 400 mm long,
denaturated spirit to dry the surface and matches.
In case of on-site measurement, if the surface is moist it
must be dried in a circle of 400 to 500 mm in diameter. Surface contamination is to be brushed with the soft brush. A volume of 5, 10 or 25 ml of sand is to be poured onto the surface.
(In case of on-site measurement of the sand the measuring
cylinder is to be knocked 3 times to the surface and refilled to
the mark by sand in order to obtain uniform compaction and
horizontal sand surface levelling.) The objective to decide the
amount of sand to be used is that, after the sand has been
screeded into the voids of the surface using the smoothener,
the obtained sand patch should have a diameter of at least 100
and maximum of 300 to 350 mm. Since the formed sand patch
is not a regular circle the diameter is to be measured across the
four main directions to within ±5 mm and the mean value

o
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calculated. The mean diameter is to be used to determine the
depth of the sand in mm to two decimal points, using the formula for the calculation of the height of a cylinder knowing
the volume and the diameter of the top (or bottom) circular
plane.
The main difference in the method regulated in different
parts ofthe world is in the fineness definition of the sand and
the volume of the sand to be used. These differences however
are not significant.
The method we applied is based on the above-described
and varies mainly in the following three points:
- The/irst difference is in the grading ofthe sand, which is
less important in our case since the surfaces to be described are much rougher than in the case of road surfaces. It was also considered, in case of on-site measurements under windy conditions, that the sand particles are
blown away more easily if they are small. For these reasons we applied sand of 011 mm fraction without further
grading (That is sand passing the I mm sieve in 100%.).
- The second difference was in the determination of the
volume of the sand used. We found that a uniform volume of the sand could be measured more precisely by
mass measurement, since the knocking three times to the
surface may give up to more than 5 ml differences in volume. Another point is that \ve needed more volume of
sand due to the rougher surfaces to be measured. For these
reasons we batch 100 g of sand which proved to be about
65 ml.
- The third difference was in that we measured only the
diameter of the top plane of the sand cone in four main
directions, calculated the average, and gave the result in
mm to two decimal points. We named the average diameter to SCD (Sand Circle Diameter) number. The SCD
number was used for further reference, and not the depth
of the sand. The reasons were two-fold. When the sand is
screeded into a rough surface we observed that the sand
body so formed was not a cylinder, but a truncated cone
as shown on Fig. 2. The other reason is that the biggest
mistake possible to be made is when the diameter of the
circle is measured. When calculating depth, this diameter
is raised to the power of two, so the measuring error would
also be squared, and the error would become more significant. We intended to eliminate the effect of imprecise
measurement as much as possible.

4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE
SCD NUMBER AND CONRETETO - CONCRETE INTERAGION
We have verified the applicability of the adopted sand patch method
(Simon, 2002). We prepared altogether 3 . 3 . 4 = 9 . 4 = 36 test
specimens (in order to take average values, three of each),
with three different surfaces for further research of the shear
load bearing capacity of the construction joints of concrete,
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having four different characteristic strengths. The three different surfaces were: smooth (vibrated, semi plastic concrete
with no fmiher surface treatment), raked·(randomly roughened) and ribbed (with perpendicular ribs to the load). To be
able to visualise the surfaces corresponding to the SCD values
we represent them in Fig. 3.
Test specimens were of 300x300x80 mm in size. The designed concrete grades were C12115; CI6/20; C25/30 and C40/
50. After 28 days of curing (7 days under water then in laboratory ambient conditions) a new layer of concrete of about 80
mm was poured on the surface of the same designed grade of
concrete as the first layer. Following a time period of a fmiher
28 days while the second layer was cured as the first, the prepared specimen construction joints were subjected to a direct
shear force under such a test arrangement which ensured that
mainly direct shear stress would develop on the concrete-toconcrete bonding surface (Fig. 4).
In Table 6 we summarise the most important concrete properties measured during the preparation of the test samples.
As we can see in Table 6 the mean compressive strength of
the concretes we obtained were a little higher than could be
expected. During the evaluation had to take into consideration the compressive strength with the lower value out of the
two tested layers.
In the follO\\"ing diagrams (Figs. 5-9) we present the tendency of the concrete-to-concrete bond capability in the terms
of the SCD number and on the last diagram we present it in
one. We would like to draw attention to the fact that these
results apply only to clean, uncontaminated surfaces. The ef-
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C25/30 the shear load bearing capacity of the construction
joint follows a steeper slope in confluence with the surface
roughness, which is significant especially in case of high perfonnance concretes .
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fect of any coating or contamination on the surface of the receiving concrete must be separately investigated.
In Fig. 9, where the perfonnance of concretes with the four
different compressive strength can be best compared, it is significant that concrete with a designed grade of C40/45 follows the change of smface roughness more rapidly. This may
draw the attention to more precise evaluation of surface roughness especially in case of high perfom1ance concretes.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Due to uncertainties in the existing regulations, and the need
for more precise quality control in the detennination of surface roughness of an existing concrete structural element, the
sand patch method was adopted to quantify the property of
the surface of the receiving concrete.
We have studied the main samples of the existing regulations and found that smface roughness detennination is nowadays mainly based only on visual observations.
We have adopted and described the sand patch surface
roughness measuring method used earlier mainly in road construction and sho\ved its applicability for evaluating the relationship between concrete-to-concrete interacting capability
by adhesion and the introduced SCD (Sand Circle Diameter)
number.
We offer graphical correlations between the SCD number
and shear strength of construction joints for concretes having
different mean compressive stTength.
Based on Fig. 8 we draw the attention to the observation
that in case of concretes having a higher designed gmdes than
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Increasing attention is directed to the durability of concrete structures. PorosifJ, dispersion and volume ofpores effect not only
durability o.j'concrete bw also its strength. The distribution of pores il!jluences the deterioration of concrete lvhile the starting
points of the cracks are the pores in the concrete matrz:"c The effects o.f cement content and water-cement ratio on the porosifJ) of
concrete were studied.
In this paper we will summarise the IIlOst important theories regarding the porosifJ) of concrete to show that concrete with
identical strength lIIay possess dUferent durabilifJ' characteristics.
The experimental stlldy was directed to check the relationship between strength and porosity. Water content and grading of
aggregate were constant, howevel; cement cOlllent and alllount of superplasticiser were varied.
J{eywords:

ICCJroSiIY ,/v'a[er/cerr:er;~ rciLiO,

\:'jater

1. INTRODUCTION
When cement is mixed with water, the chemical reactions of
hydration slowly begin to produce new materials (concrete,
mortar). Concrete is a random composite material with the
fine and coarse aggregate acting as the inclusions and the cement paste acting as the matrix.
The properties ofthe aggregate are measurable and usually
remain constant in time. while the properties of the cement
paste depend on the original water/cement ratio, type and quantity of admixtures. hydration time, degree of hydration. and to
some extent on the initial particle size distribution.
In the interface transition zone between the cement paste
and the aggregates the cement paste microstmcture may play
a critical role in detennining the bulk concrete properties. It is
knOW11 that bond between cement paste and aggregate surface
have higher capillary porosity and larger pores than in the bulk
cement paste matrix (Maso, 1980).
The porosity of the interface transition zone and cement
paste is the most important coefficient which has an influence
on the strength of the concrete. Pore content of 1 V% causes
4-5% loss of strength (Woods, 1968), thus production of concrete higher than 6 V% is impractical.

freeze-thav'i' resistance

The presence of capillary pores and air voids influence concrete permeability to a large extent. The ingress of aggressive
agents into the pore structure is responsible for various durability problems in concrete structures (aquitardity, corrosivity
and freeze-thaw resistance).
The durability of concrete depends on the type, size and
distribution of pores in the concrete. Further factors are the
absorption and the connection of the pores and the cracks in
the concrete.
The visualisation of the pore content can happen in three
levels (Fig. 1). The three levels being design level, working
level and post-hydration level.
Chemical reactions proceed at the most favourable rate
when the environmental temperature is moderate (about 15°C).
On the other hand the degree of hydration affects the pore
content and micro-cracking. During hydration capillary pores
are developed in those parts of the concrete which are not filled
by the excess volume generated during hydration (Neville,
1995).
To minimise and control the porosity of concrete the pastesaturation and the \vater/cement ratio of concrete have to be
optimised. The over-saturated and unsaturated concretes have
higher porosities compared to those of paste-saturated concrete. In the first case the difference is caused by the capillary
porosity while in the second case it is caused by the quantity
of the air pores (Balazs, Erd6lyi, Kovacs, 1990).
In this paper, the most important theories about the porosity of concrete are summarized in order to show that with the
same strength of concrete durability can be varied.

2. POROSITY OF CEMENT PASTE
Calculation with regard to the porosity of fresh-paste is easier.
Similarly to the porosity of concrete it should be calculated by
subtracting the aggregate:
Initial porosity of hydrated cement:
x
-,-

+

(1)

'12
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where:

Mixture
1"0.

Prop: body density of the fresh paste,

I

(1+1.06.a).~
(2)

5~1II·1

5"111·2
5MI·3
5MI-4
5MI·5
5MI·6
SGI·7
5GI·8
SRI·9
SRI·IO

Quantities, kg/m J

'plc
m%

I

water/cement ratio,
Pc: density of concrete,
P.,.: density of water.
Taking the degree .of hydration into consideration, the porosity of hydrated cement can be written as:
x:

P=1 ---I-+-x--'-"-' PIck

w/c

mOlo

0.4
1.7%
10.42
11.0%
10.50 ! 1.2%
10.58
0.6%
10.577 0.6%
0.639 0.8%
0,6%
0.46
0.4
0.6%
0.46
1,0%
0.4
1.0%

I
I

I
I
r
I
I
I

Cement
370
350
300
255
260
230
320
370
320
370

'Vater
148
14i
150
148
150

147
147
148
147
147

I

Aggreoate

1925
1952
1947
1983
1981
2015
1981
1936
1981
1936

I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I

w/c: water·cement ratIo; Sp/C: superplaStlClser·cement ratIO

Table 1 PrJp:xt;ors of concrete

Suocrplasticiser

6.3
3.5
3.6

1.5
1.56
1.84
1.9

2.2
3.2
3.7
In

mass %

!THxtUfeS

According to Halamickova (Halamickova, 1993):
P=1

1+1.31·a

(3)

where:

a: degree of hydration,
1.31 volume of excess cement.
If shrinkage is not zero:

(1 + I,06.a).~
(4)

P 1 - - - - - ' - " - . Pc.!:

IJ6

3. DEGREE OF POROSITY OF
CONCRETE
The porosity of fresh concrete depends on the following factors:
1) saturation of concrete,
2) compression or the air content of the packed fresh concrete (air-bubbles),
3) quality of aggregate (porosity of aggregate, shape and
surface roughness of aggregate),
4) air-pore content imported by aggregate artificially (airpore generator).
The porosity of the hardened concrete depends in addition to
the above listed factors on the following:
5) water/cement ratio (high water content),
6) degree of hydration (age of concrete),
7) shrinkage of concrete.

Mixture
No.
SMII·I
SMII-2
SMI·3
SMI·4
SMI·5
SMI·6
SGI·7
SGI·8
SRI·9
SRI·IO

Unit mass.

ko-1m 3
2418,0
2368.7
2392,5
2362.5
2365.0
2360,0
2397.5
2410.0
2365.0
2323.0

232
232
222

252
270
253
270

Air-content
%
1.8
2,7
1.6
3,1
3.0
3,0
1.5
1.0
3,0
4.4

4.2 Properties of fresh concrete
The properties of the freshly mixed concrete (consistence by
flow test, unit weight and air content by pressure method) are
given in Table 2. In this table we show the effect of consistency on the air-void of fresh concrete.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
5.1 Properties of concrete (in 28 days)
The Properties of hard concrete at 28 days (unit mass, strength
and porosity) are given in Table 3 and Table 4.
The calculated values o.fporosity are shown in Table 3 using the following formula (5):

L+(1+1.06.a).~
P= 1 p"

Pc 'Ph

(5)

l+x+)'

where:

P: calculated porosity,
y:

aggregate/cement ratio,

Po: density of aggregate,
Pb: body density of concrete.
For the presented tests the calculated porosity of concrete by
Eq. (5) was determined with a = 1.
The measured value ofporosity was detenl1ined by the following formula:
.Fj = 1

4.1 Mix proportions

Cement paste
content, litre
273
263
248

lowing fresh concrete properties were measured: air-void, body
density and consistence by flow test.

4. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME
To study the porosity of concrete and its influence on durability and concrete strength, it was decided to consider many
factors (water-cement ratio, degree of saturation in concrete,
degree of hydration, type and content of cement, content of
cement paste and initial porosity).
In this research we decided to prepare three series of 10
mixes using two different types of Portland cements (1. CEM
I 32,5 SR, n. CEM I 42,5), three different types of
superplasticiser (Melment L 10, Rheobuild 888, Glenium 51
self-compaction effect), different water-cement ratios and identical quantity of water.

Consistence by
flow test, mm
400
375
395
350
365
380
390
I
415
I
380
I
350

(6)

where:

Mix proportions are summarised in Table 1. For all concrete
mixes, the aggregates were weighed in room-dry conditions
and the water contents were constant. For each mix the fol-

o
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PI: porosity of concrete,

Pb: body density of concrete,
p: density of concrete.

73

In Eq. (6) we take into consideration the porosity of aggregate
as well.
The apparent concrete porosity is calculated using the following fOl111ula:
PL

n'%x

Fig. 2 indicates the decrease in strength and body density
as a function of porosity. 1 V% increase in porosity led to 4%
strength reduction if porosity is smaller than 12%; if porosity
is greater than 12% this 1 V% increase led to 15% strength
reduction.
Fig. 3 indicates the decrease in compressive strength due
to freeze-tha\v cycles and water penetration as a function of
porosity. 1 V% increase in porosity led to 1% decrease of
compressive strength if porosity is smaller than 6% and 1 mm
greater water penetration If porosity is greater than 6% decrease of compressive strength is 0,7 %.
Fig. 4 indicates the difference between porosity and calculated porosity caused by the degree of hydration. If concrete
porosity is smaller than 11 % the concrete strength is greater
than 45 N/mm 2 •
A decrease of porosity of between 11 % and 6% caused an
increase of strength from 45 to 52 N/mm 2 • The reason is the
movement of the limit from a saturated to an over saturated
concrete condition, while the water content remained constant.

(7)
p"

where:
apparent porosity of concrete,
n%: humidity of concrete.
Pb : body density of concrete,
n : densitv of water.

PI:

t-'\\

,.i

6. CONCLUSIONS
High perfon11ance concrete has a particularly dense stmcture
of hydrated cement paste with a discontinuous capillary pore
system. If porosity is smaller than 6% the concrete possesses
a high resistance to extemal attacks.
A decrease of porosity of between 11 % and 6% caused an
increase of strength from 45 to 52 N/mm 2 • The reason is the
movement of the limit from a saturated to an over saturated
concrete condition. while the \vater content remained constant.
Design considerations and recommendations to minimise
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the pore content are the following: concrete should be saturated, water/cement ratio should be low as possible, and airvoid content of fresh concrete should be low.
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Or. AdoQan BorOSnYOi

Prof Gybrgy L. Balazs

Bond o.(embedded reil?[orcement is essential both for ultimate limit state· (UL5) and serviceability limit state (5L5) of reinforced
concrete structures. Corrosion 0.( steel reinforcement induced the development 0.( non-metallic reinforcement that are entirely
resistant to electroZvtic corrosion. NOIl-metallic reil?(orcement are made of Fibre Reinforced PoZvmers (FRP). Mechanical and
bond properties ofFRP reil?(orcement can be different ji"DIn that of conventional steel reiliforcement. Due to various constituent
materials, manufacturing processes and swface treatments of non-metallic reinforcement, both bond pelformance andfailure of
bond can take place ill dUTerent ways than in the case of cOJrrentional reinforcement. This paper provides a detailed survey 0.[ the
bond characteristics 0.( FRP reinforcement under static, long-term and cyclic loading as well as under elevated temperatures.
(FRP), carbon fibre, 3:anliG fibre, glass flbre, reSlr: rnatnx, sand coated surface, bO:ld,

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decades, deterioration of concrete structures due to
corrosion of steel reinforcement indicated the importance of
design durability for reinforced or prestressed concrete structures. For this purpose, there are several publications available dealing with causes and repair of corrosion of concrete
structures (Balazs, Toth, 1997: 1998; Balazs et aI, 1999; CEB,
1989). Four parameters are needed simultaneously for the
COITosion of embedded steel: I) a material to corrode (i.e. steel);
2) oxygen and 3) water (these two components can penetrate
into the capillary pores of concrete); 4) alkalinity of concrete
has to drop below pH 9 (Bahizs. Toth, 1997; 1998). Low alkalinity results in dissolution of the passive layer which disappears from the surface of the reinforcement.
Non-metallic (FRP) reinforcement provides a promising
alternative to steel reinforcement which can avoid rebar corrosion in concrete structures because of the lack of ferrous
material available to corrode in the reinforced concrete members.
Non-metallic (FRP) reinforcement, being made of Fibre
Reinforced Polymers, have mechanical properties and surface
characteristics which can be considerably different from that
of the conventional steel reinforcement, leading to several open
questions.
The tensile strength and Young's modulus ofFRP reinforcement depends mainly on the type of fibres, the volumetric ratio of fibres (usually more than 60 percent), the angle between
the fibres and the longitudinal axis of reinforcement, the shape
of the cross section of the reinforcement and the type of the
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resin matrix. Tensile properties of FRP reinforcing bars are in
the range of 700 to 3500 N/mm" in tenns of tensile strengths,
38000 to 300000 N/mm 2 in tenns of Young's moduli and 0.8
to 4.0 % in tenns of failure strains (Clarke, 1993; Rostasy,
1996; Balazs, Borosnyoi, 2000a).
Tensile strength is also influenced by the diameter of the
reinforcement (similar effects do not exist in the case of conventional steel reinforcement). Due to shear lag effect fibres
located near the centre of the bar cross section are not subjected to as much stress as those fibres that are near the outer
surface of the bar (Fig. 1, Achillides. 1998). This phenomenon results in reduced strength and reduced efficiency of
larger diameter bars (Calado et aI, 1996).
The most important characteristic of non-metallic reinforcement is its linear elastic behaviour up to failure without any
plasticity and considerable release of elastic energy. Fig. 2 indicates stress strain responses ofFRP reinforcement in comparison to a conventional steel prestressing tendon (Leadline'"
and Carbon-Stress" are CFRP bars, FiBRA" is AFRP bar and
CBAR & is GFRP bar) (Balazs, Borosnyoi, 2000b).

2. SIGNIFICANCE OF BOND IN
CONCRETE
Bond between concrete and reinforcement has principal significance on structural behaviour of reinforced concrete which
is independent of the type of the reinforcement or the application of prestressing (Balazs, 1991). Without the presence of
bond (or a special anchoring device) the constituent elements
of the composite material (i.e. concrete and reinforcement)
would not be able to carry loads together. Bond perfonnance
has an effect on the flexural, shear and torsion load bearing
capacity of reinforced concrete members and particularly on
serviceability behaviour (Bartos, 1982; CEB, 1992; fib, 2000;
Balazs et al., 2002). Tension stiffening and crack widths can
be evaluated directly from an analysis based on bond and force
transfer. In addition, development lengths, splice lengths and
transfer lengths of reinforcing and prestressing bars could not
be detennined without bond analysis (Balazs, 1993). Bond
action can also influence the ductility of a structural member
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cr, N/mm"

that were in coincidence before loading. Slip is the integral of
the difference between the accumulated strains of reinforcement and concrete over b bond length.

e

Carbon-Stress ®

f~

s=

~

uJx)-ldx) = fEs (x)d,- fEc(x)d,
o

Bond stress can be calculated as the change of the internal
force of steel or concrete related to the interface surface:

'h(S)= M(s)
0111 b

o

2

3

Leadline" (CFRP tendon)
2250 N/mm'
Tensile strength:
Young's modulus:
147000 N/mm'
Ultimate strain:
1.5 %
0.68 x 10,6 I/'C
CTE:

Carbon-Stress" (CFRP tendon)
Tensile strength:
2700 N/mm'
Young's modulus:
158000 N/mm'
Ultimate strain:
1.7%
CTE:
0.2 x 10'6 I/'C

FiBR.\'" (AFRP tendon)
Tensile strength:
1775 Nlmm'
Young's modulus:
58000 N!mm'
Ultimate strain:
3.1 %
CTE:
n,a.

C-Bar' (GFRP rebar)
Tensile strength:
770 N/mm'
Young's modulus:
38500 N/mm'
Ultimate strain:
2.0%
7,0 x 10,6 Ii'C
CTE:

Fig. 2

Sl,~eSS vs. strain relationshIps of FRP felnforcenlent in cornpanson
to [ilat of a S[ee! tendon (Balazs. BcrosnyOr. 2000b)
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(Lees, Burgoyne, 1999). Fig. 3 summarises the most important phenomena that are attributed to bond action.
Elastic theory of reinforced concrete cross sections supposes that perfect bond takes place on the reinforcement to
concrete interface, without any slippage (relative displacements) between the two constituents. In this way, the
balance of inner forces can be calculated simply by the application of the elastic theory of composite cross sections. The
assumption of perfect bond is a rather conservative simplification. In the reality, the bond behaviour on the reinforcement
to concrete interface is a function of the accumulated slip between the two constituents.

3. BOND IN GENERAL
Bond stresses are the result of the change of forces between
reinforcement and concrete, Slip is generated due to the different deformation capacities of the concrete and that of the
reinforcement. By definition, slip is the absolute difference
(in mm) between those concrete and reinforcement sections

e
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The bond strength ('IbJ is the maximum value of the bond
stresses. Fig 4 gives a schematic representation of bond stress
vs. slip ('b -s) responses of defonned and smooth steel reinforcing bars.
Under relatively small loads bond stresses are represented
mainly by adhesion and slip is zero. Adhesion results from
several actions: shrinkage of concrete during setting, chemical bond between concrete and reinforcement and Van der
Waals type molecular forces are the most important reasons
of adhesion. Adhesion represents less than 20 percent of bond
stresses.
Slip starts to accumulate under loads higher than the adhesion resistance. Slip does not mean that the load bearing capacity of the system is reached. Mechanical interlock forces
are formed around the reinforcement ribs due to the accumulated slips. Bond force is increased by the longitudinal component of the mechanical interlock forces. On the other hand,
the perpendicular component of the mechanical interlock forces
induces hoop tensile stresses around the reinforcing bar. Hoop
tensile stresses induce micro-cracking in the surrounding concrete. The number of micro-cracks as well as their length and
width increases with the increase of loads. Concrete is in a
multi-axial stress state in the vicinity of a reinforcing bar according to the confining effect of concrete. Stresses in the concrete can reach much higher values than the uni-axial strength
of the concrete. Deformed reinforcing bars can develop considerably higher bond stresses than smooth bars due to the
mechanical interlock.
Further increase in the load results in shearing-off of the
concrete lugs between reinforcement ribs. Bond force is provided by only Fiction. However, bond resistance is not equal
to zero (residual bond strength), but the slips can be increased
without limit. Bond action is represented in Fig. 4.
Bond failure of steel reinforced concrete can be caused by:
concrete lugs failure in shear around the reinforcement
(pull-out failure),
- the case of insufficient concrete cover wherein the micro-cracks can spread to the concrete surface resulting in
complete disintegration of the stmcture (splittingfailllre).
Fig. 4

GOGa str::ss vs. Siip
] 99) i
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MeCh~
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Friction

----\.-- - - - - - - - - - - Adhesion

,\

Slip, s
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It can be concluded that in case of steel reinforced concrete
the failure of bond is attributed to the failure of concrete locally.
Bond strength of smooth reinforcing bars can be already
reached at 0.01 mm slip. In case of defonned reinforcing bars
the bond strength is generally reached at more than 1.0 mm
slip (Balazs, 1991).
The most important influencing parameter of bond behaviour is the surFace COI?(iguratioll of the reinforcement (deformation). Rehm (1961) defined a suitable parameter for the
measurement of the surface def01111ation of defonned reinforcing bars, called relative rib area (a,b):
A
a , = -rb-

-

; -~->'~,

__ _ b}

.:~-:~-""'::~":-;o-':5?:'4

-

~

cl
dJ

e'
f}

0r{sb

so

aJ

where: A,ro area of the front surfaces of ribs of reinforcement
s, spacing between ribs of reinforcement
nominal diameter of reinforcement.
The higher the relative rib area, the higher the bond strength
is. However, the risk of splitting is also higher. Favourable
values of the relative rib area are: 0.05 < a.50 < 0.08.
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4. SURFACE CONFIGURATION OF
NON-MFU\LLlC (FRP) REINFORCEMENT
Pultrusion is the usual manufacturing process for non-metallic reinforcement. The steps involved in manufacturing with
the pultrusion process are the followings: ( 1) development of
parallel orientation of the fibres supplied in rolls, (2) resin
bath, (3) hardening of resin in autoclave under specified pressure and temperature, (4) surface treatments, (5) cutting.
Surface treatment of the rmv product is essential for adequate bond to concrete, The easiest way to increase bond is
to apply a sand coating on the surface of the bar. Sand coating
can contain fine sand or aluminium-oxide particles in high
strength resin. According to experiments, best result can be
achieved by the use of para-polyp he nile ne-sulphide (PPS) resin
(Tepfers. 1998), Another possibility to increase bond capacity
can be the application of ribs on the surface. These can be
spiral windings of fibre bundles fixed by resin under pressure
or special ceramic ribs of a shape similar to that of conventional reinforcement. Ribs and indentations can improve mechanical interlocking between the reinforcement and the concrete, increasing bond strength. Adequate bond between post-

non-metallic reinforcement

steel reinforcement

IJon-ptt'.',;u''.,;·ssed

sand coating)

- :;mooth
- deformed
!11t!sh
prt!.\'lrt!.<ist.:d

- smooth \virc
- indented wire
~trand

- dcfonl1cd rod
threaded bar

- dcfonncd
indented
- with periodic rib~
- spiral-patterned (with fibre yam winding)
- with concavo-convex resin surface
- strand

- braided tendon

installed surface treatment and inner layers of FRP rods has
significant importance. Failure due to pull-off or shear-off of
outer layers has to be avoided, Application of surface deformations on FRP reinforcement can be combined with sand
coating as well. A further possibility for prestressing tendons
can be the shape of multi-wire strands similar to conventional
steel prestressing strands or braided tendons not used for conventional steel tendons. Surface configurations of steel and
non-metallic reinforcement are given in Table 1 and Fig. 5.

5. BOND OF NON-METALLIC (FRP)
REINFORCEMENT
Bond action of non-metallic (FRP) reinforcement can be different from that of conventional steel reinforcement. Material
characteristics. manufacturing processes and surface treatments
can influence both bond action and bond failure.
The most important difference can be considered with respect
to bond failure. In case of steel reinforced concrete the failure of
bond is always attributed to the local failure of concrete. In case
ofFRP reinforced concrete the failure of bond can be influenced
by the reinforcement itself: failure can take place in the postinstalled surface treatment layers (ribs. sand coating. etc.),

Due to the special surface treatments, the adhesion bond
action ofFRP reinforcement is usually higher than that of the
conventional steel reinforcement. Bond strength of FRP reinforcement is usually more than 80 percent ofthe bond strength
of conventional steel reinforcement. Bond behaviour is physically the same both for FRP and steel reinforced concrete (adhesion, mechanical interlock, friction).

5.1 Bond of smooth FRP reinforcement
Smooth FRP rebars do not have any considerable surface defonnations, only a resin, powder or sand coating. Bond action
is attributed to only two components: the adhesion at zero slip
and the Fiction as slip is developed. Mechanical interlock is
negligible.
According to Cosenza, Manfredi and Realfonzo (1996), the
bond strength of smooth FRP rebars is not dependent on the
strength of concrete. Bond strength of these rebars is influenced
only by the resin of the FRP material (surface rouglmess, transverse elastic- and shear moduli and Poisson's ratio).
Bond action of smooth rebars without any sand coating is
provided mainly by friction. Adhesion results only by weak
physical-chemical bond on the surface. Friction resistance is
influenced by the mechanical properties of the FRP bar in the
transverse direction. Laboratory tests indicated that (due to
the limited bond strength) bond action is not able to cause
micro-cracks in the surrounding concrete as bond stresses are
limited (-0.2 NimmC). Failure of the resin rich outer layers of
the FRP bars occurs before any OCCUlTence of micro-cracks in
the concrete. This importance of the surface layer was also
demonstrated by tests on specially treated FRP bars \vhenever
the resin rich outer layers were removed. Bond strength was
found to increase. demonstrating good bond properties of the
fibres themselves. However. the fibres still need mechanical
protection. As the bond strength of smooth rebars without any
sand coating is limited ('bu 1.19 N/mm c, Cosenza, Manfredi.
Realfonzo, 1996), the application of such reinforcement without anchoring devices is not recommended.
The simplest way to increase the bond strength of smooth
FRP rebars is to apply sand coating to the surface. Adhesion
bond action is increased considerably and bond strength can
be as high as that of the conventional defonned steel reinforcement ('bU = 12.05 N/mm c• Cosenza, Manfredi, Realfonzo,
1996). On the other hand, bond failure is found to be more
brittle with the sudden bond failure of sand coating.
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Fig. 6 indicates typical bond stress vs. strain ('0-s) responses
of smooth FRP reinforcing bars (Cosenza, Manfredi,
Realfonzo, 1996).

5.2 Bond of deformed
FRP reinforcement
Experimental studies demonstrated that bond action of defonned FRP (ribbed, spirally \voLmded, indented, etc.) reinforcement resulted mainly from mechanical interlock (similarly to the conventional defonned steel reinforcement). Influence of adhesion and friction has less significance. Bond
strength of defonned FRP reinforcement is usually similar or
higher than that of the conventional defom1ed steel reinforcement. Bond strength of defom1ed FRP reinforcement is usu. ally reached at higher slip values due to higher defonnation
capacity of the surface layers. Micro-cracks are fonned in the
surrounding concrete in pull-out, similarly to the bond behaviour of conventional defonned steel reinforcement. However,
in case of favourable defom1ation capacity of the ribs of the
reinforcement (e.g. C-Bar") less micro-cracks can be witnessed
in the concrete (Tepfers, Karlsson. 1997).
Bond failure of defonned FRP reinforcement is influenced
by both the concrete strength and the properties of the reinforcement. In pull-out failure, the surface layers can be peeled
off. ribs of the reinforcement can fail in shear or ribs can be
tom off. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) studies demonstrated that any failure in the surface layers of defonned
FRP reinforcement occurs only if the compressive strength of
the concrete is higher than 20 to 30 N/mm 2 • At lower concrete
compressive strengths (:::: 15 N/mm2). shear failure of concrete
lugs can be observed with much less bond strength. (Achillides
et aI, 1997): The residual friction resistance of defonned FRP
rebars is much higher than that of the smooth FRP rebars, as
the ribs usually do not disintegrate completely from the bar
and their failure takes place at different load levels (Cosenza,
Manfredi. Realfonzo. 1996).
Some defonned FRP reinforcement is available which can
provide even higher bond stresses than conventional steel reinforcement. This behaviour can increase the risk of splitting
at prestressed beam ends whenever the concrete cover is inadequate. Experimental studies demonstrated that defom1ed FRP
reinforcement (having the same relative rib area as conventional defonned steel reinforcement) can provide bond stresses
as high as that which can be experienced with defonned steel
(Tepfers. 1998).
It was also experimentally demonstrated (AI-Zahrani et al.
1996), that the type of bond failure can be changed by a change
in rib geometry. Change in rib height and spacing can change
the failure mode from rib failure to concrete lugs failure. In
this way the optimal rib geometry can be found for a given
concrete strength (rib failure and concrete failure at the same
time).
When the gluing efficiency of a spiral-patterned (with fibre
yam winding) surface treatment is inadequate. the bond strength
of the rebar is found to be small (around 'du = 4.5 N!mm2). and
the peeling behaviour is similar to that of the smooth rebars
(adhesion and friction. but no mechanical interlock). Bond
strength of spiral-patterned FRP reinforcement \vith adequate
gluing can be as high as
11.61 N/mm 2 (Cosenza. Manfredi.
Realfonzo. 1996). Bond strength of an indented FRP reinforcement can be as high as 'bu = 10.2 N imm 2 (Cosenza. Manfredi.
Realfonzo. 1996). Bond strength of defol1ned and sand coated
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of the reinforcement if the compressive strength of the concrete is higher than 30 N/mm 2 •
Further bond stress vs. slip ('b-S) responses of FRP reinforcing bars can be studied in comparison to steel rebars in
Fig. 8 (Wang, Goto, Joh, 1997).
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FRP reinforcement can reach Tbu = 17.78 N/mm 2 (Cosenza,
Manfredi, Realfonzo. 1996).
Another group of the defon11ed FRP reinforcement covers
the braided or stranded prestressing tendons. Their application possibilities are the same as for conventional steel
prestressing tendons. Surface configuration can be similar to
(FRP strand made of 7 FRP wires), or different from (braided
rope-like FRP tendons) the conventional steel prestressing tendons. Their bond strengths \vere found to be in the range of
2
Tbu = 1.6 to 7.3 N/mm , resulting mainly from friction. In pullout failure. limited concrete failure is observed with considerable surface abrasion of the FRP tendons (Cosenza, Manfredi,
Realfonzo. 1996). Japanese experiments demonstrated a power
function between the bond strength of 7-wire CFRP strands
and the concrete strength, with an exponent of 0.5 to 0.67 (similar to that of conventional steel strands) (Tepfers, 1998).
It was found experimentally that (keeping the surface configuration unchanged) the higher is the Young's modulus of
the applied fibre. the higher the bond strength. The reason for
this could be the higher rigidity of the ribs due to the higher
Young's modulus. resulting in a less pronounced decrease in
mechanical interlock under higher load levels (Wang, Goto,
Joh. 1997).
C-Bar' is a special GFRP reinforcement for non-prestressed
applications developed by Marshall Industlies Composites, Inc.
The resin matrix is an alkaline resistant vinyl-ester (modified
by urethane). Surface configuration is provided by ceramic ribs
glued with PPS to the exterior. Bond strength is T. = 17 N/mm 2
(for 12 mm diameter) and 'bu =18 N1mn~ (for
mm diameter). Residual bond strength is found to be around 55 percent
of the bond strength (Tepfers, 1998). According to Swedish
experiments. the bond stress vs. slip (Tb -s) responses of CBar' GFRP reinforcing bars were found to be similar to the
bond stress vs. slip (Tb -s) responses of conventional defonned
steel bars (Fig. 7). Rib failure can be observed on the surface
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6. 1 Bond behaviour under long-term
and cyclic loads
The influence oflong-tenn and cyclic loads on steel reinforced
concrete can be observed twofold:
- bond stiffness (initial tangent of the bond stress vs. slip
('b-S) response) is decreased (e.g. CEB-FIP Model Code
1990, Clause 3.1.2., Fig. 3.l.3., p. 86.),
- slip is increased (e.g. Rehm, Eligehausen, 1979) .
Fatigue of bond process under cyclic loads can be divided
into three phases (Balazs, 1991). In the first phase slip increases
with a decreasing rate. In the second phase slip increases with
a constant rate, up to the slip value reached at bond strength in
a monotonic pull-out test (see S('b) at Fig. 4). In the third
phase slip increases with an increasing rate, up to pull-out failure.
The following general statements can be summarised based
on the experimental results of bond ofFRP reinforcement under
long-ten11 loads (Hattori et aI, 1995: 1997; Tepfers, 1998;
Wang. Joh. Goto. 1999):
Creep of bond (slip increase under long-tenn loads) is
considerably influenced by the surface configuration of
the FRP reinforcement (similar to the slip under monotonic
loading). The influence of the Young's modulus of the
FRP reinforcement was found to be insignificant.
- Creep of bond increases if the load is increased: slip increase is found to double by doubling the pulling force.
Slip increase tendency is not influenced.
- Similarly to conventional steel reinforcement the creep
of bond is considerable under even low' load levels (e.g.
50 percent of the bond strength achieved by monotonic
loading).
Slip increase of AFRP reinforcement in the bond creep
process is attributed mainly to the creep of the aramid
fibres themselves. Creep of glass and carbon fibres is
negligible.
Slip increase due to bond creep in time: more than 50
percent of the increase can be observed in the first 24
hours of loading and 65 to 85 percent of the increase in
the first 100 hours of loading.
- Monotonic testing up to failure after long-tenn loading
indicates no change in the bond strength in case ofGFRP
and CFRP reinforcement. In case of AFRP reinforcement
a decrease of 10 to 15 percent can be observed.
Fig. 9 indicates the increasing tendencies of slip under longtenn loading of FRP reinforcing bars.
Slip is increased by cyclic loading as well. However, available infonnation is limited on the bond fatigue of FRP reinforcement under cyclic loads. The field needs concentrated
research in the future because slip increase can result in increasing surface damage to the FRP reinforcement under cyclic loads. In this way the damage accumulation can be considerably different than that of the conventional steel reinforcement with no surface damage.
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6.2 Influence of alkaline environment
and elevated temperatures on the
bond of FRP reinforcement
Development of non-metallic (FRP) reinforcement followed
the identification of risks appertaining to electrolytic corrosion of conventional steel reinforcement. FRP reinforcement
is completely able to avoid corrosion problems. On the other
hand, particular environmental conditions can have an influence on the durability of bond ofFRP reinforcement (BalazsBorosnyoi, 2001; Sumida et al., 2001; Uomoto, 2001).
Resin matrices of FRPs are able to adsorb water and solutions. In aramid fibres water adsorption has an influence on
the hydrogen bond in the molecules, resulting a reversible 10
percent loss of the strength. After drying the strength loss is
recovered. A similar phenomenon can be found in cases of
polymer chains of resins. Polyester and epoxy resin is resistant to water adsorption (Palotas, Balazs, 1980). Glass- and
carbon fibres are not able to adsorb water. In the pore water of
concrete, several soluble aggressive ions (e.g. chloride) can
reach the FRP reinforcement. Strength, bond capacity or durability can be influenced if any physical or chemical reaction
takes place at the interface.
Glass fibres were usually made of E-glass, which is not
alkaline resistant. E-glass is not able to resist the high alkalinity of concrete (pH 12 to 13.5) without any surface protection.
In a high alkalinity environment the damage of Alkaline Resistant (AR) glass fibres can be also observed (Tannous,
Saadatrnanesh, 1999).
Strong acids and alkalis can be harmful to the secondary
molecular bonds of the aramid polymer chain. Degradation
(decrease in the degree of polymerisation) and strength loss
can be observed. AFRP reinforcing bars can be considered
alkaline resistant for the service life of concrete structures.
Carbon fibres are found to be entirely resistant to any acidic
or alkaline environment (Sumida et aI, 2001; Tokyo Rope,
1993; Uomoto, 2001).
Fig. 10 indicates bond stress vs. slip (t\,-s) response of a
GFRP bar after a several hours of contact with a saturated
Ca(OH)o solution of 60°C (pH 12.3) (AI-Dulaijan, 1996). Loss
in bond -stiffness and bond strength can be clearly observed.
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Resistance of FRP reinforcement against elevated temperatures is also a significant issue. Resin matrices usually deteriorate at 150 to 200°C. The heat resistance of FRPs is primarily
dependent on the heat resistance of the resin (Sumida et aI, 2001).
Heat resistance of fibres is usually more favourable than that of
the resins. Aramid and glass fibres suffer severe deterioration
under 200 to 500°C. Carbon fibres show no deterioration up to
1000°C (Fig. 11, Rostasy, 1996). Surface configuration also has
a significant influence on the heat resistance of FRP reinforcement. According to experimental results, the resin matrix of
strands, braided tendons or spirally wound reinforcement can
deteriorate more easily than that of simple round rebars (Tanao
et aI, 1997). Decrease in the bond strength of FRP reinforce-
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ment can be observed even under 100°C, as the material degradation begins when the glass transition temperature (To = 65 to
130°C) of the resin is reached. Fire protection ofFRP reinforcement can be achieved by higher concrete cover.
Fig. 12 indicates bond strength of a CFRP bar in the function of increasing temperature (Sumida et aI, 200 I). Due to
increased temperature the bond strength seems to slightly increase in the beginning and decrease considerably after reaching a peak value. The reasons for this are the following: due to
the different coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) ofFRP
and that of concrete (Bahizs, Borosny6i, 200 I), radial
compressive stresses are induced in the surrounding concrete
under temperature increase. The effect of radial compressive
stresses is similar to the confining effect of concrete. The bond
strength is increasing. Radial compressive stresses induce hoop
tensile stresses at the same time, resulting in the risk of splitting in case of insufficient concrete cover (Lubl6y et aI, 2001).
Deterioration of the resin matrix starts when the glass transition temperature (T) is reached. As the deterioration starts at
the surface. the bond strength is very sensitive to it. Further
temperature increase results in a further drop in the bond
strength due to further deterioration of the resin matrix. Above
200 c C (whenever the resin matrix is completely deteriorated)
the bond strength is almost zero (Fig. 12).

7. CONCLUSIONS
The use of non-metallic (FRP) reinforcement provides a promising alte111ative which avoids corrosion in reinforced concrete.
By applying non-metallic (FRP) reinforcement there is no ferrous material to corrode in reinforced concrete.
Non-metallic (FRP) reinforcement is made of Fibre Reinforced Polymers. Their mechanical properties and surface characteristics can be considerably different from those of the conventional steel reinforcement which leads to several open questions. Bond action of non-metallic (FRP) reinforcement can
be different from that of conventional steel reinfol:cement.
Material characteristics. manufacturing processes and surface
treatments can influence both bond action and bond failure.
Bond action of smooth FRP rebars is attributed to only two
components: the adhesion at zero slip and the friction as slip
is developed. Mechanical interlock is negligible. The simplest
way to increase the bond strength of smooth FRP rebars is to
apply sand coating to the surface. Adhesion bond action is
increased considerably and bond strength can be as high as
that of the conventional deformed steel reinforcement. Bond
strength of defo1111ed FRP reinforcement is usually similar to
or higher than that of the conventional defolmed steel reinforcement. Bond strength of defo1111ed FRP reinforcement is
usually reached at higher slips due to higher defonnation capacity of the surface layers. Bond failure of defo1111ed FRP
reinforcement is influenced by both the concrete strength and
the properties of the reinforcement. In pull-out failure, the
surface layers can be peeled off, ribs of the reinforcement can
fail in shear or ribs can be t0111 off.
Slip increase due to long-term or cyclic loads can result in
considerable surface damage to the FRP reinforcement under
cyclic loads. In this way the damage accumulation can be different to that of the conventional steel reinforcement with no
surface damage.
Further research is needed on the bond behaviour of nonmetallic (FRP) reinforcement under harsh environmental conditions (presence of aggressive ions, wet-dry cycles, freezethaw cycles. thennal cycles, elevated temperature, etc.).
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Our main businesses:
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HIDEPITO RESZVENYT ARSASAG
H-1138 Budapest Karikas Frigyes u. 20.
Mailing address: H-1371 Budapest 5 P. O. B.: 458
Phone: + 36 I 465 2200 Fax: + 36 1 465 2222
In the recent two years a great number of
important professional recognitions were awarded the high level activity in the fields of bridge
construction and bridge designing.
- High standard Prize of Building Industry for
designing and constructing a bridge in length of
twice 187 m on the section accessing Budapest
of the motorway ?v!S (2000).
- Innovation Grand Prix for designing and
constructing in record-time (onc year) viaducts
in length of 1400 m and 200 m on the
Hungarian-Slovenian railway line at Nagyrakos
(2001).
- Prize of Concrete Architecture for designing
the viaducts at Nagyrakos (2001).
Nowadays. beside the high
The Market Hall "Lehel" in progress of construction
level activity in the field of bridge
construction. the Company has
extended its scope of activity by
taking part in winding up the backwardness in infrastructure. construction of drinking water treatment plants. wastewater treatment
plants. solid waste spoiling areas
and sewers as well as by the introduction of the architectural engineering profiie.

Extension of the South-Pest Wastewater Treatment Plant

The State-owned Hidepit6 Company,
the professional forerunner of Hidepit6
Reszvenytarsasag was established in year
1949 by nationalising and merging private
firms with long professional past. Among
the professional predecessors has to be
mentioned. the distinguished Zsigmondy
Rt., that participated. inter alia, in the construction of the Ferenc l6zsef (Francis
loseph) bridge which started in year 1894.
The initial purpose of establishing
Hidepito Company was to reconstruct the
bridges over the rivers Danube and Tisza,
destroyed during the Second World War,
and this was almost completely achieved.
The next important epoch of the "Hidepit6k
(Bridge Builders)" was to introduce and to make
general the new construction technologies.
Even among these can be judged to outstanding the bridge construction by balanced cantilever method, the experts having participated
in it were awarded the State Prize. By this technology were constructed five bridges in the
region of rivers Korosok and this was applied at
the flyover of Marx square (today Nyugati
square) in Budapest, still the most up-to-date
two-level crossing in the capital requiring the
minimum maintenance works.
The next big step was the introduction of the socalled cast-in-situ cantilever bridge construction
method. This technology was applied for four
bridges constructed over great streams, among
them can be found the bridge with largest span (120
m) in Hungary made of stressed reinforced concrete. the road bridge over river Tisza at Szolnok.
An important result of the technologic development in the bridge construction was the intro-

duction of the so-called incremental launching method. In
the period from year 1989 up
to now yet 22 bridges were
constructed by this method.
mainly on the base of the
designs prepared by the
Company's own Technical
Department.
Among them distinguishes
itself the viaduct made of
stressed reinforced concrete in
length of 1400 m on the
Hungarian-Slovenian railway

line. near the Slovenian State
Border. constructed in one
year using the incremental
launching method,.
Beside the bridge construction, important results
were achieved by the
"Hidepit6k (Bridge Builders)" in the field of foundation's technological development as well. in the introduction and general use of the bored piles with large
diameter. of jet grouting and of CFA
(Continuous Flight Auger) pile preparation. further also a new method. subject of patent protection, was developed for very quick and economic constructing bridge piers in li\'ing water.
The Company was privatised (bought by the
French Company GTMI) in year 1993.
Following the multiple merger of the foreign
interest parent Company. today Hidepit6 Rt.
belongs to the multinational Company "VI;\Cl".

By working in good quality the Company
makes etTorts to inspire the confidence of the
Clients. For this purpose have been introduced
and operated the Quality Assurance and
Environment Controlling Systems meeting the
requirements of the international Standards ISO
9001:1994 and ISO 14001:1997. justified by
int.;rnational certificates.
The Company is hopefully awaiting the 11(:\\
tasks in order to enhance the reputation of th"
"Hidepitok (Bridge Builders)".

